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While evaluating user task performance with eye tracking has been examined within the 
field of Human-Computer Interaction (HCI), previous research has generally utilized eye 
tracking to understand how users perform a task.  This dissertation defines a new paradigm by 
which eye-tracking research can be used in HCI: to predict whether users will be successful at a 
task, using a pattern classification model trained on their eye-tracking data.  
This dissertation describes the experimental framework and it demonstrates (through 
laboratory experiments and machine-learning modeling) the feasibility and limits of predicting 
user outcomes based solely on eye movement patterns.  Utilizing an online learning scenario as a 
proof-of-concept application of this technique, several rounds of eye-tracking data collection 
studies were conducted in which participants viewed multiple windows of simultaneous 




viewing the lesson while being recorded with an eye tracker, students responded to a test in 
which their understanding of the information content was measured. A variety of machine-
learning approaches and feature selection techniques were used to explore the relationship 
between the eye movements of students and their success on the final test, and classification 
models that outperformed a majority-label baseline were successfully trained.   
To test the limits of this approach, additional studies were conducted with modified user-
interfaces that relaxed some of the homogeneity of information content and visual presentation 
that were rigorously maintained in the initial experiment. In addition, a follow-up study was 
conducted in which the strict temporal segmentation of the experimental session was 
randomized, to measure the robustness of the modeling approach to such perturbations of the 
data-collection and analysis methodology.   
The results of this study can assist HCI eye-tracking researchers in developing new 
techniques for evaluating systems, e.g., by predicting users’ task performance based on eye-
tracking data.  Further, this dissertation lays the conceptual and methodological groundwork for 
the design of intelligent systems for predicting which users may be struggling with a task, based 
upon an automatic classification of users into groups of high- or low-performers based upon an 
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 Human interactions with computers can be considered from the perspective of two 
information processors interacting across a user interface (Jacob 1995). As such, the study of 
human behaviors related to these interactions is of particular interest within the field of Human-
Computer Interaction (HCI) as they can provide insight into human performance. One class of 
behavior that is of interest within HCI research is eye movements. The reason for this interest is 
that many groups of computer users can receive as much as 80% of their perceptual input via the 
visual channel (Cuddihy, Guan et al. 2005). Therefore, techniques for studying eye movement 
behavior have been considered an effective means of characterizing human-computer 
interactions. 
The significance of eye movements to evaluating human performance is that they represent 
an overt, observable and therefore, measurable quantity associated with the interactions which is 
assumed to have a predictable relationship with the covert cognitive processes associated with 
visual attention.   
The theoretical underpinnings of the relationship between fixation-based measures and 
cognition have been a primary focus of research within the field of Cognitive Psychology dating 
from the 1960s and 1970s. From the early works of Yarbus (Yarbus 1967), Just and Carpenter 
(Just and Carpenter 1976), and Rayner (Rayner 1998) the relationship between eye movements 




As a consequence of this relationship, eye-tracking measures, such as total number of 
fixations, gaze durations, and scan paths (defined in Section 2.2) can provide detailed 
information about how users perform tasks—information that would be difficult (if not 
impossible) to collect using other HCI methods. As Kowler explains: 
Eye movements and attention are assumed to serve useful purposes connected to the 
visual task, an assumption that has fueled decades of efforts to use eye movements to 
study how people search, read, study pictures of scenes, or carry out all manner of 
visually-guided actions involving reaching, pointing, manipulating objects, walking, 
or driving (Kowler 2006). 
These efforts to use eye-tracking as a means of explaining how experimental subjects 
perform tasks are detailed in many surveys within this specialized area of the HCI usability 
literature (Rayner 1998, Duchowski 2002, Jacob and Karn 2003, Poole and Ball 2005). Due to 
the proliferation of the use of eye-tracking across many disciplines this literature can appear 
quite fragmented; however, one theme running throughout this literature is the significant 
contribution to the understanding of how users perform tasks that is provided by the analysis of 
eye movements.  Leveraging eye-tracking in this fashion has led to improvements in the 
understanding of user behaviors during interactions as well as to improvements of traditional 
HCI measures such as Think-Aloud protocols (Cooke and Cuddihy 2005, Guan, Lee et al. 2006, 
Eger, Ball et al. 2007). In this dissertation project, we will refer to this explanatory role of eye- 
tracking as the HCI/Eye Tracking or HET perspective; the goal of which is to employ eye- 
tracking as a supplemental technique to the more traditional HCI usability methods. 
 However, while the HET approach has proven useful for addressing the question of how 




have been only tentative attempts within eye-tracking research to address the important related 
question of how well users perform tasks. Given the centrality of determining levels of user 
performance to HCI usability research it seems significant that new approaches which include 
eye-tracking be developed to address this issue. 
We will argue in this dissertation work, that lack of progress in this direction can be 
attributed to difficulties associated with the design of eye-tracking experiments and the 
subsequent analysis of eye-tracking datasets in which the goal is to establish a predictable 
relationship between eye movement patterns and user performance outcomes—the necessary 
prerequisite if eye movement measures are to stand in as proxies for user performance in 
usability experiments. 
Recent literature has attributed these difficulties to a number of factors. For example, the 
lack of straightforward methods for working with the larger and more complex experimental data 
sets typically generated in an eye-tracking experiment—some eye-tracking experiments have 
collected data for approximately thirty minutes (Helleberg and Wickens 2003); and the lack of 
standard reporting practices and interpretation of eye-tracking results paralleling the more 
traditional HCI methods such as reaction time (RT), speed of task execution and user error rates 
(Jacob and Karn 2003) (Medina, Cuddihy et al. 2008). 
 However, we argue that the problem is more fundamental than currently believed and 
requires a thorough reworking of how eye-tracking experiments are designed if eye-tracking is to 
advance into new application areas. In our work we propose to address this question by 




Tracking/Performance Connection or EPC perspective. In contrast to the HET approach, the goal 
of an eye-tracking experiment using an EPC design is to use only the eye-tracking record 
captured during a user’s performance of a task in order to make accurate predictions as to 
whether the user performed the task well or poorly. 
We will argue that in order to demonstrate a connection between eye movements and 
performance level it will be necessary to conduct carefully designed EPC verification 
experiments. Namely, an EPC verification experiment is an eye-tracking study in which subjects 
attempt to perform a task with a given user interface with varying levels of success. Following 
the collection of both performance and eye-tracking data, researchers conduct an analysis in 
search of correlations between eye movement metrics and subject’s performance scores. In this 
way, a researcher can verify that an eye-tracking metric can indeed be found which relates to a 
user’s success at a particular task. These experiments will control for factors such as subject 
selection, user interface design, visual content displayed to users, as well as both task type and 
difficulty to be performed. The importance of providing controls on these factors is the 
sensitivity of eye movements to changes to the experimental design. By controlling for these 
factors it becomes possible to establish predictable associations between eye-tracking metrics 
and user performance via some form of analysis of the eye movements of users in the experiment 
and their performance on some task. 
In summary, EPC verification experiments should include the following: 
• Controls for the design of visual stimuli and content  




• Eye-tracking based experiments 
• Machine-learning techniques in order to classify users into performance groups 
based solely upon eye movement features 
 This dissertation is structured in the following way: Chapter 2 discusses the background 
and motivations of the research project as well as introducing the topic of eye-tracking. Chapter 
3 surveys two areas of the eye-tracking literature. In the first case, we survey the eye-tracking 
literature in such a way as to highlight attempts at connecting eye-tracking metrics and user 
performance via traditional analytical techniques. In the second case, we will survey recent 
attempts at employing machine-learning approaches to the problem. Chapter 4 presents the 
development of the research questions that stem from our interpretation of the eye-tracking 
literature. Chapter 5 lays out the design details of the first research question, which we consider 
to be our baseline EPC experiment. In turn, Chapter 6 describes the machine-learning approaches 
used in analyzing the eye-tracking data and concludes with a discussion of the results for the 
baseline EPC experiment. In Chapter 7, we explain the modifications to the EPC baseline 
experiment; these modifications were intended to test the limits of EPC. This chapter concludes 
with a discussion of the results of all four research questions. Finally, the dissertation concludes 
with Chapter 8 in which we discuss the limitations, contributions and future directions of this 
work. 
 For the reader’s reference, we include Table 1, which provides definitions and 






Table 1. Definitions of Terms and Acronyms 
Term Definition 
AOI Area-of-Interest is a region of the visual stimuli presented to 
subjects in an eye-tracking experiment. Typically the region is 
considered to be of importance to the goal of the eye-tracking 
study.  
ATC Abbreviated reference to the Bartels and Marshall (2008) paper 
included in the eye-tracking literature review section of this 
dissertation. ATC refers to the mock air traffic control task 
performed by participants in the study. 
Content Homogeneity Content homogeneity refers to the concept of maintaining a 
similarity in the type and density of information content 
appearing over time across elements of a user-interface; this 
factor was controlled for during the initial EPC experiments 
conducted to explore research question RQ1 in this dissertation, 
and it was relaxed when exploring research question RQ2. 
Dwell/Gaze Typically these terms refer to a grouping of fixations in or within 
proximity to the same visual target. Software used in the 
analysis of the eye movement record will have a parameter 
setting to adjust this definition. 
EPC Eye-Performance Connection: A novel term created for use in 
this dissertation in order to describe a new use for eye-tracking 
in the field of HCI usability research. In contrast to typical uses 
for eye-tracking in HCI, EPC is meant to perform a predictive 
usability evaluation of user’s performance and to achieve this 
solely through the use of the eye movement record.  
Fixation The short time interval during which the eye is relatively 
stationary. Fixations typically have durations on the order of 
tens to thousands of milliseconds.  
HET HCI Eye-Tracking: A term created for use in this dissertation for 
the purpose of labeling HCI eye-tracking studies which use eye-





IDE Abbreviated reference to the Bednarik and Tukiainen (2008) 
paper included in the eye-tracking literature review section of 
this dissertation. IDE refers to integrated development 
environment—a specialized software environment for software 
development—used as the visual stimuli in the study.  
LINE Abbreviated reference to the Uwano et al. (2006) paper 
included in the eye-tracking literature review section of this 
dissertation. LINE refers to the novel analysis technique which 
was employed in this study. 
NEWS Abbreviated reference to the Josephson and Holmes (2006) 
paper included in the eye-tracking literature review section of 
this dissertation. NEWS refers to the visual stimuli used in the 
study which consisted of mock news stories. 
PFT Percentage Fixation Time: A common metric used in the 
presentation of eye-tracking results which sums all fixation 
times over all AOIs and then calculates the percentage per AOI. 
PILOT Abbreviated reference to the Kasarskis et al. (2001) paper 
included in the eye-tracking literature review section of this 
dissertation. PILOT refers to the aircraft landing task performed 
by active duty pilots who participated in the study. 
Saccade The ballistic movement of the eye which follows a fixation. The 
purpose of such motions is to relocate visual attention on a new 
target. 
Scanpath The linear path representing a subject’s eye movement across a 
visual stimuli during an eye-tracking study. The scanpath is 
created geometrically via connecting line segments between all 
fixations. 
Tunneling A term which refers to the condition when subjects in an eye-
tracking experiment are under stress and therefore limit the 
allocation of visual attention to a subset of AOIs.  
User Interface (UI) A term describing all the means by which users are able to 




Visual Dispersion A term which refers to the distance separating the elements of 
user interface and therefore illustrates the approximate 
workload of visually of accessing the region. Interfaces with 
greater visual dispersion typically generate higher cognitive 
workloads. 
Visual Homogeneity Visual homogeneity refers to the concept of maintaining a 
similarity in the superficial appearance of information content 
(e.g., font, color, use of images, formatting, etc.) appearing over 
time across elements of a user-interface; this factor was 
controlled for during the initial EPC experiments conducted to 
explore research question RQ1 in this dissertation, and it was 










2.1 Human-Computer Interaction 
 
The field of Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) employs a variety of definitions and 
concepts related to usability, usability experiments, and usability measures (Hornbæk 2006). In 
an attempt to provide a framework for comparison and discussion of the experimental designs 
used within the eye-tracking experiments discussed in this dissertation document, working 
definitions will be provided here.  
Earlier, we mentioned Jacob’s model of human-computer interaction of two information 
processors communicating across an interface.  The following definition of HCI provided by the 
Special Interest Group on Human Computer Interaction (SIGCHI) is also useful to consider: 
Human-computer interaction is a discipline concerned with the design, evaluation 
and implementation of interactive computing systems for human use and with the 
study of major phenomena surrounding them (Hewett 1992). 
 In this context, evaluation of usability typically refers to the goal of determining the 
“effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction with which specified users can achieve goals in 
particular environments” (ISO 1998). Within the field of HCI, there exist a variety of evaluation 
methodologies that have been developed over time (e.g., Ethnographic, Expert Review, and 
Heuristic).  However, in the context of this dissertation document, the term usability evaluation 
will mean the use of an experimental approach with the aim of providing empirical results that 




system we assess the functionality of the UI, how the UI affects user performance characteristics, 
and identify specific problems which could lead to diminished usability. To perform such 
measurements requires the collection of experimental data associated with user interactions via 
the interface.  
 Measures of usability typically fall within two categories: effectiveness (error rate) and 
efficiency (speed of task completion). In order to measure the effectiveness and efficiency of a 
UI it is necessary to operationalize these concepts into quantifiable experimental variables. This 
is accomplished by constructing experimental variables based upon performance measures (e.g., 
keystrokes per minute, errors per task).   
 In the case of effectiveness, it is customary to use performance measures that relate to the 
accuracy and completeness with which user tasks can be accomplished. In the literature, these 
measures are typically reported as either the raw number or percentage of correct actions that the 
user performed. In a particular instance, this might take the form of the number of correct 
answers, the number of incorrect actions (error rate), mouse clicks within a defined area, or 
number of items recalled or the number of sub-parts completed of a multi-part task. 
 Efficiency, on the other hand, is typically reported as a ratio of the effectiveness achieved 
as a fraction of the resources used. In this regard, resources might include physical energy, 
mental difficulty, money, or time. Time-based measures are very common in HCI studies; the 
“time to complete a task” is reported frequently. However, other time-based measures such as 
“time until the first occurrence of an event of interest” or “input rates” (keystrokes per minute) 




in terms of the patterns of UI elements used – with some patterns being observed to lead to 
greater success.    
While the discussion so far has mentioned the inclusion of a user task in a usability 
evaluation it needs to be stressed that the type of task is important with regard to capturing eye 
movements. In particular, the term “task” in the context of our work means a directed and 
intentional task requiring significant attentional resources for its successful completion. This 
definition therefore precludes tasks (e.g., picture viewing) that do not require the user to keep 
pace with changes occurring on the user interface. As we will describe, the inclusion of a 
sufficiently attention-requiring task within an eye-tracking usability experiment provides an 
important structural element, which, when absent, leads to highly variable and less reliable 
experimental data. 
Summing up, from our point of view, HCI is an experimental discipline that relies upon 
the collection of data from human subjects as they perform tasks with the aid of a computer 
system that they interact with via a user interface. This point of view implies that the quality of 
the data collected (e.g., eye-tracking data and performance measures) is strongly dependent upon 
the conditions under which the experiment is conducted and therefore in order to obtain useful 
data from an experiment it is important that significant effort goes into the design of an HCI 
experiment. From this point of view, experimental factors such as the difficulty of the task to be 
performed, the complexity of the user interface and the information content presented to the 




experiments. As we will see in the next section, controlling for these experimental factors 
becomes an even larger issue when the data being collected is related to human eye movements. 
2.2 Overview of Eye-Tracking Technology 
 
In this section we will provide an overview of the fundamentals of how eye-tracking 
works and how it is currently employed within HCI usability research. Common eye-tracking 
terms will be defined and the naming of eye-tracking terms will be standardized as the literature 
often employs various definitions. 
Eye-tracking is a method of recording the geometric coordinates of a user’s point of focus 
upon a visual stimulus. Numerous techniques have been developed to accomplish this 
measurement—all of which vary in their precision, invasiveness, and restrictiveness on the 
movement of experimental subjects (Duchowski 2007). For example, “electro-oculography” 
(EOG) measures changes in electrical potentials surrounding subject’s eyes via the attachment of 
electrodes to the skin surrounding the eye. The “magnetic search coil” technique places a 
specialized magnetic contact lens in the subject’s eye while movements are detected by the 
deformation of a magnetic field generated by a cubic apparatus surrounding the subject’s head. 
For cases where great precision is required, the “Dual-Purkinje Image tracker” is employed. This 
technique relies upon the measurement of changes in the position of reflected infrared light from 
the crystalline surfaces of eye structures (Hammoud and Mulligan 2008). 
While the precision of some of these techniques is needed in various branches of research 
which employ eye-tracking (e.g., psychology of reading) the area of HCI research relating to the 




restrictive technique known as video-based corneal reflection (VCR). In VCR systems cameras 
unobtrusively attached to the video display capture images of the exterior of the eye and record 
the location of prominent eye structures and the reflection of a single infrared light source. Image 
processing software then monitors the relationship of these two artifacts and calculates the 
coordinates of focus. Desktop mounted VCR hardware place few restrictions on the movement 
of subjects and provide a comfortable user experience.  
All of these techniques used in the tracking of eye movements are directed towards the 
goal of determining the screen coordinates of the point where the eye is focused upon; therefore, 
it is important to understand the relationship between the mechanics of human vision and the 
types of eye-tracking measurements that can be made. While the human field of vision covers 
only about 200 degrees, the entire field is not rendered in the same degree of acuity. This results 
from the fact that the anatomy of the human eye only allows for a small portion of the field of 
vision to be kept in sharp focus. In particular, only a small structure at the rear of the retinal wall 
(fovea) has the necessary density of receptors to capture sufficient information in order to present 
the visual processing centers of the brain with a detailed image. The remainder of the visual 
field, parafoveal (2-5 degrees) and peripheral, is not in clear focus. Thus, of the 200 degrees of 
visual field approximately 1-2 degrees (a region about the size of a thumbnail at arm’s length) is 
in clear focus at any given time (Richardson and Spivey 2004). 
 The human eye compensates for this inability to maintain the complete field of vision in 
detailed focus by being in continual motion. By continually sampling the visual scene via the 




and thereby maintain the illusion that the complete field of vision is in sharp focus (Richardson 
and Spivey 2004).  
Two primary actions are associated with this continual movement of the eye—fixations 
and the saccades.  “Fixations” are periods of decreased eye movement (not necessarily the 
complete lack of motion) that last between 200-250ms. During this time frame, the focal point is 
constrained within a space of approximately 1 visual degree.  Fixations are used by the eye to 
focus on new targets as well as to extract finer details from a particular region of the scene. 
“Saccades,” on the other hand, are ballistic movements reaching rotational speeds of 500 degrees 
per second during which the eye repositions itself on a new target of interest within the visual 
scene. 
Eye-trackers typically employ algorithms to determine if the eye is currently fixating or 
in motion and will record this information along with the screen coordinates. In addition to the 
fixation data, an eye-tracking experiment will typically include the definition of “areas-of-
interest” (AOI). AOIs are typically defined a priori and segment the user interface into discrete 
sub-regions of interest to the research question.  
Based upon the raw fixation data a number of eye-tracking measures can be derived. 
Jacob and Karn (2003) in their survey of numerous eye-tracking usability experiments report the 
use of such measures as total number of fixations, fixations per AOI, fixations per second, 
fixation duration, fixations per AOI, density of fixations per AOI as well as the probability of 
fixation on an AOI. Obviously this list is not exhaustive and indicates the creativity of 




 “Scan path,” is a third eye-tracking measure commonly reported in the literature (See 
Figure 1). By joining all fixation points with line segments a path of visits to AOIs within the UI 
is generated. Scan path data also provides a good example of the level of noise that is found in 
eye-tracking data and the need for strict experimental control. 
 
Figure 1. Scan path superimposed on AOIs (Josephson and Holmes 2006) 
Another commonly reported measure refers to the grouping of a number of distinct 
fixations—all temporally related to one another—that fall within an AOI. The literature has not 
settled on a term for this measure, with some studies referring to this as a gaze and others as a 
dwell; depending on the context, we might also use both of these terms in our discussions of eye-
tracking studies. 
Based upon this definition of gaze numerous other eye movement measures have been 
derived and reported in the literature. Again, Jacob and Karn (2003) have documented the use 
gaze rate, mean gaze duration per AOI, and gaze % per AOI. Finally, the concept of gaze can be 




particular AOI. As gaze is shifted from AOI to AOI a “transition” is recorded with the total list 
of AOIs forming a string (e.g., A1, A2, A1, A4, etc.). This string representation of visited AOIs 
has led to the development of techniques for analyzing eye-tracking data based upon the 
algorithmic analysis of strings (similar to those being applied in the area of Bioinformatics). 
 Another popular representation of gaze duration which appears frequently in eye-tracking 
studies is called a “heat map” (see Figure 2) in which red colors are overlaid upon the area of the 
UI that receive longer total gaze durations while blue colors represent areas receiving less visual 
attention.  
 
Figure 2. Example heat map (Bartels and Marshall 2006) 
This representation is valuable for gaining a quick understanding of AOIs which were 
important to users; however, by lacking any temporal aspect of the gaze data and summing over 
the length of the experiment this technique disallows the timing aspect – a feature that is brought 
forward in the analysis of transitions from AOI to AOI a point that will be highlighted below in 




 The ease of use of the modern computer-based VCR systems has led to its proliferation in 
HCI research. Focusing only on systems which contain user interfaces the domain can be 
partitioned into two areas–Interactive and Diagnostic (Duchowski 2002). On the Interactive side 
are the eye-tracking applications that use eye movements as input for either disabled individuals 
or for “hands busy” applications (Selective), interfaces that are altered by user’s eye movement 
patterns (Gaze-Contingent), as well as a newer field—Affective interfaces—which detect user 
state (e.g., frustration during a search task) and respond accordingly. Duchowski’s survey, 
however, is primarily concerned with diagnostic uses of eye-tracking in which users will be 
presented with visual stimuli on a video display while eye movements are recorded for the 
purpose of determining characteristics of the user interaction. 
 In summary, diagnostic eye-tracking evaluations are typically performed in laboratory 
settings with selected users performing tasks via a user interface. The preferred eye-tracking 
method is the video-based corneal reflection technique. Given the greater length of eye-tracking 
experiments (upwards of 10 minutes) and the sensitivity of human eye movements, data sets 
collected during eye-tracking experiments are typically larger and noisier than found in more 
traditional HCI experiments. As a result, eye-tracking researchers have developed methods to 
handle this issue that include dividing the user interface into important sub-regions (areas of 
interest) and tallying the eye-tracking metrics per each AOI. Thus, we typically see reports of 
fixation counts or gaze durations per AOI. Another summarizing technique for the eye-tracking 
data is the use of heat maps, which represent the intensity of fixations on the user interface. 




2.3 Motivating Example 
 
 As we pointed out in the introduction, eye tracking is widely used in many research 
domains. Considering this fact, the decision was made to narrow the selection of studies included 
in the survey of the eye-tracking literature (see Chapter 3) to applications of eye-tracking which 
had a significant overlap with a particular application domain: educational learning systems 
(ELS). This domain was chosen because many of the interfaces in ELS possess a set of features 
that align well with the goals of our dissertation work. 
  Figure 3 represents a prototype of a UI typical of those seen in ELS. In many cases, such 
systems are deployed as accommodations for special user groups within a classroom setting. This 
particular UI design is an amalgam of UI styles currently being tested with both Deaf and non-
Deaf users (Hughes and Robinson 2007, Cavender, Bigham et al. 2009) in typical college style 
lecture settings. 
 
Figure 3. Mockup of an Educational Application prototype interface 
Figure 3 displays four regions that contain different types of information important to the 
user.  Regions 1 and 2 present academic lecture information that all users might find in a typical 























specialized panels. On the lower left is a panel displaying a transcript of the lecturer’s speech 
(perhaps generated in real-time via speech recognition software) and in the lower right a sign 
language representation of the lecture either via a live translator or an off-the-shelf animation 
package typically transliterating the lecture text into animation characters.  
One significant feature of this user interface that makes it important for our work is the 
high degree of “visual dispersion.” That is, information is not contained within a single UI 
element, but instead is located in discrete UI elements across the interface. This type of interface 
requires subjects to make eye movements which transition from region to region. A second 
feature of importance for our survey is the dynamic nature of the underlying task that requires 
subjects to keep pace with the stream of information on the user interface. There is ample 
evidence in the literature to indicate that such task and UI combinations generate both speed 
stress and foveal cognitive loads1-- which decrease subject’s usable visible field and therefore 
degrade the ability to notice events occurring in the periphery (such as slide changes)—an impact 
which leads to a decrease in task performance (Williams 1985) . 
This combination of visual dispersion and foveal load found in ELS applications lend 
themselves to the study of connections between eye movement behaviors and human 
performance. The reason for this is that improved performance is related to the subject’s ability 
1 Foveal cognitive load is a measure of the difficulty a processing the central visual material. 
Typically, foveal loads are manipulated in experiments measuring impacts on peripheral vision 
by loading the central visual area.  
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to make more frequent transitions between the AOIs. In such scenarios, subjects do not have the 
freedom to attend to AOIs not directly involved in task performance—and as a result the data 
collected by the eye tracker is itself also coupled with subject’s performance. As we will see in 
the analysis of eye-tracking papers in Chapter 3, there is a complex interplay between the 
structure of the user interface and the task type specification on the one hand and human 




 Survey of Related Work Connecting Eye-Tracking and User Performance 
One of the difficulties in discussing the eye-tracking literature is that it is not a narrowly 
defined field with a single archive to search. In contrast to other more traditional computer 
science topics, eye-tracking studies are reported across a variety of conferences and their 
associated proceedings. Two important biennial conferences focusing exclusively on eye-
tracking are the European Conference on Eye Movements (ECEM) and the ACM sponsored 
Eye-Tracking and Applications (ETRA) conference. Other conferences, such as ASSETS, 
CHI International, SIGIR, and SIGCHI also frequently present papers related to eye-tracking 
topics. Besides the proceedings of the above named conferences, journals containing eye-
tracking related research reviewed for this survey include Aviation Psychology, Human 
Factors, and the International Journal of Industrial Ergonomics. Appendix A lists the set of 
papers that were reviewed and/or selected for this literature review. Not surprisingly, four 
papers of the five papers chosen for in-depth analysis were selected from the Proceedings of 
ETRA while the fifth as was selected from Aviation Psychology.  
As an additional comment, in performing our survey of the eye-tracking literature we 
might run into a criticism that the existence of EPC has not yet been established and therefore 
prior work will not be found in the literature. We believe that a way around this point is to 
take a common sense approach and, while not presupposing the existence of EPC, present a 
list of candidate experimental factors which would likely be important to have been present in 




 In light of the above comments, we lay out some guidelines, which we anticipate will be 
important for an EPC verification experiment: 
First, we wish to select papers that take an experimental approach to HCI research. From 
this perspective, preference was given to papers that adhered to principles similar to the 
following: 
• Contained clear and testable hypotheses 
• Used an appropriate experimental design (Within- vs. Between-subject designs) 
• Had clear subject selection criteria 
• Used replicable experimental procedures (e.g., researcher scripts) 
• Included tasks requiring some intensity of focus 
• Evaluated subjects with a performance measure 
 
Second, from the eye-tracking perspective, preference was given to studies that shared a 
majority of the following features: 
• User interfaces contained multiple regions displaying information required for 
successful task performance  
• Areas-of-Interest matched important user interface regions 
• Users prohibited from individually altering the user interface 
• Successful task performance depends on allocating visual attention on the UI 
• Successful task performance depends on the user reallocating visual attention as 




Third, and most important from the perspective of locating an EPC finding, we preferred 
papers that highlighted the following information: 
• The paper presented their results in such a way that we can see a relationship 
between the users’ performance on a task and some metrics that record their eye-
tracking behavior.  This may be presented in a graph or a table that the authors 
include in the paper, or we may be able to infer this relationship in an indirect way 
by comparing eye-tracking data presented for novice vs. expert users. 
The important distinction between the focus of previous HCI research that uses eye-tracking and 
our current focus on the issue of EPC is that prior studies used eye-tracking data to characterize 
how users perform their tasks.  From an EPC perspective, the question being explored is whether 
or not a connection between eye movement and user performance can be identified in the user 
data under the specific conditions presented above.  We want to know whether eye-tracking data 
can be used to determine or predict how well the users have performed.  In addition to 
identifying experimental conditions in which EPC is observed, we are also interested in 
analyzing experiments in which it is not observed. We want to understand whether the lack of 
such a connection can be attributed to the absence of certain experimental conditions.  
3.1 Review of Papers 
In the following discussions, we will evaluate five papers that bring forward the ideas 
presented at the start of this chapter. To help manage the paper discussions each paper has been 
assigned a descriptive nickname based upon a prominent feature of the paper. The papers will be 




• ATC (air traffic controller) study: Bartels et al. (2006)  
• IDE (integrated development environment) study: Bednarik et al. (2008)  
• PILOT study: Kasarskis et al. (2001) 
• LINE study: Uwano et al. (2006) 
• NEWS study: Josephson et al. (2006)  
In addition, Table 2 presents summary descriptions of the papers for reference. 
Table 2. Summary of Reviewed Studies 





ATC 14 Expert Simulated air 
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viewing 









Simulated air craft 
landing 




3.1.1 ATC Study 
The ATC study is a particularly good example of the type of eye-tracking experiment we 




“verification” experiment. As such, the ATC study should help in identifying connections 
between task-performance and eye-tracking measures. 
The experimental design of the ATC study consisted of human subjects (n=14), ranging in 
age from 21-35 years of age, including 12 males and 2 females, selected based upon their 
expertise in a video games—a task similar to the experimental task. The experimental task was a 
simulated air-traffic control task involving the management of multiple aircraft traversing the 
airspace (represented by the left portion of the UI displayed in Figure 4) while simultaneously 
monitoring for and responding to text messages displayed in a window on the right of the UI.  
 
Figure 4. ATC simulator interface (Bartels and Marshall 2006) 
The task was composed of five distinct subtasks for the correct handling of each aircraft. 
The subtasks needed to be completed in a specified order, with each subtask requiring subjects to 
read and respond to multiple request-response message pairs. The experimental design of the 
eye-tracking component divided the ATC simulator UI into 17 AOIs over which proportional 




conducted over a three-day period giving subjects time to familiarize themselves the task as well 
as for researchers to properly calibrate the eye-tracking equipment.  
Three levels of task difficulty were generated by decreasing the total time allotted for 
each experimental trial in order to handle a fixed number of aircraft and performance was 
measured as a function of accumulated penalty points which accrued for failing to correctly 
respond to the aircraft during each of the subtasks. 
Besides controlling for task difficulty, the ATC study also presented subjects with two 
versions of the simulator interface. The first, a text-based user interface, indicated changes in 
aircraft status solely based on text messages. A second version of the UI was the same in all other 
respects to the text-based version except that a color-coding scheme was added in which each 
color corresponded to a particular aircraft status message. This arrangement allowed subjects to 
monitor aircraft status directly from the central panel of the UI without the need for transitioning 
their gaze to the message panel of the simulator UI.  
The inclusion of a complex, goal-oriented, and time-constrained task is also of 
significance. Such tasks have been shown to create the necessary foveal load and speed stress 
capable of narrowing subject’s usable field of view—an effect often referred to as “tunneling.” 
The importance of inducing this effect in eye-tracking studies is that under this condition, 
subjects find it more challenging to move their visual attention into areas of interest that are not 
directly related to the performance of the task. By controlling visual attention in this fashion, 




tracking data will contain less “noise”—i.e., AOIs will not accumulate PFT or fixation counts 
unrelated to task performance. 
Additionally, as we will see in this and other papers presented in our survey, alterations to 
either the visual content (i.e., information presented within the UI) or user interface itself can 
have dramatic and sometimes unexpected effects on eye movement behaviors. Therefore, in eye-
tracking experiments, it is preferable if both the visual content and the UI regions remain 
unchanged throughout the experiment. However, in the case where the UI itself is the 
independent variable (as was done here in the ATC study), it is that all exposure to the visual 
stimuli be handled in a controlled manner. Therefore, it was positive that in the ATC study 
exposure to the two UI types were shown to participants in a balanced fashion. 
Performance data for the ATC task points to significant differences between the two UI 
conditions: text-based vs. color-coded UI. Subjects accrued significantly more penalty points 
under the text-based UI, and this pattern was stronger as the level of task difficulty increased. 
Surprisingly, the color-coded UI condition lead to user performance of nearly 100% at all levels 
of difficulty.  
Eye tracking data also exhibited significant differences under the two UI treatments. 
Figures 5a presents a heat map representation for PFT under the text-based UI condition; Figure 
5b presents PFT under the color-coded UI. Clearly, under the color-coded UI treatment, there 
was a significant shift in PFT away from the message panels towards the central region of the UI. 
Figure 5c captures this result: an approximate 15% shift in PFT. While these results represent 




difficulty brought about a stepwise decrease in PFT (60%, 57.7%, and 54.8%) away from the 
aircraft panel (left side of UI) and towards the message panels (right side of UI) under the text-
based UI condition. Under the color-coded condition there was a near constant rate of 72% PFT 
on the aircraft panel throughout all levels of task difficulty. 
   
Figure 5. a) Text UI b) Color UI c) PFT results (Bartels and Marshall 2006) 
Besides PFT results, the ATC study also discussed findings related to the frequency of 
transitions between the aircraft panel and the message panels of the simulator. Interestingly, 
significant differences in transitions per second were observed between the two UI treatments, 
with subjects having significantly higher rates of transition under the text UI condition. In 
addition, under both UI treatments, increases in the level of demand lead to a reduction in the 
rate of transitions. Both of these findings seem to support our belief that the combination of 
foveal and speed stress are needed in order to maintain the coupling of eye movement patterns 
and performance measures. 
Combining the results for performance and eye tracking, we can begin to understand the 
effectiveness of eye tracking in providing deeper insights into user behaviors while performing 




HET perspective). The eye-tracking component of the ATC study identified the attentional 
dilemma that subjects faced when performing the task under the text-based UI treatment. 
Namely, subjects needed to both maintain a transition rate from message panel to aircraft region 
in order to keep pace with changing conditions while also extracting information only available 
in the text messages. Eye-tracking results thus pointed to the UI feature that was most significant 
in improving user performance—color-coding of the aircraft.  Because the ATC study gave both 
eye movement statistics and task-performance results for each of the UI conditions, it enabled us 
to see an EPC.  Specifically, we were able to see that for this user interface, there may be a 
relationship between the transition-frequency and PFT and users’ task-performance.   
One disappointing aspect of this paper was that the users’ performance on the color-coded 
UI was a little too good.  Specifically, users had near perfect performance when they were in the 
color-coded UI condition.  This is somewhat undesirable from the perspective of searching for 
EPC because it means that there is an overly narrow range of task-performance results in the 
color-coded UI condition.  This can make it more difficult to see statistical relationships between 
eye movement metrics and users’ task-performance results. 
Concluding our analysis of the ATC study, we reiterate some of our observations. First, 
from the perspective of eye-tracking experimentation, an important take-away message might be 
that great care should be employed when manipulating the user interface. In this study, a 
seemingly minor alteration to the UI (color coding the aircraft) led to the significant changes in 




can bring about significant changes in performance, what this result indicates is the extreme 
sensitivity of eye movements to relatively small changes in the user interface.  
Second, we find fault in the near perfect task-performance of users under the color UI 
condition.  It is undesirable in an EPC verification experiment for the task that users perform to 
be too easy – interesting patterns in the final results may not be apparent under such conditions.  
When designing HCI experiments, effort must be expended in preliminary studies in order to 
avoid these types of unexpected results. As a result of this oversight in the ATC study, the 
opportunity to compare a range of subject performance data against eye movement measures 
under the color UI condition was lost. 
3.1.2 IDE Study 
In the next paper, the IDE (integrated development environment) study, data from a 
previous eye-tracking experiment was reanalyzed using a unique approach, in which the data 
collected for the total duration of the experiment was segmented into smaller time units.  Then, 
the authors compared eye movement behaviors during these time segments. The primary goal of 
the IDE study was the identification of differences in eye movement behaviors between expert 
and novice computer programmers using an “integrated development environment” (IDE), which 
is a piece of software that facilitates the task of computer programming.  The authors looked for 
eye movement patterns that were associated with better performance. However, an important 
secondary goal of the authors was the demonstration of the technique of temporally segmenting 




hoped to demonstrate a general technique for handling the large datasets typically collected 
during eye-tracking experiments.  
 
Figure 6. User Interface for IDE paper (Bednarik and Tukiainen 2008) 
In the IDE experiment, 14 programmers, categorized as either expert (n=8) or novice 
(n=6) based upon months of programming experience, were selected. Subjects performed a 
software-debugging task with the aid of a multi-paneled integrated development environment 
(IDE); IDEs are used as a tool for managing the complexity of working with the large number of 
variables, code modules, and their interactions during software development. The IDE contained 
multiple representations of the program (Figure 6) including the code (left panel), a visualization 
of the program’s current state (upper right panel) and any program output (lower right panel). 
After performing a familiarization task and reading a script pertaining to the correct 
execution of the program, subjects were given 10 minutes to run each of 3 programs. During this 




programs by the researchers. During the full ten minutes, subjects’ eye movements were 
recorded. Task performance was evaluated as the number of programming errors correctly 
identified by the subjects.  AOIs were defined over the three panels of the IDE and eye-tracking 
data was compiled for proportional fixation time (PFT) per each of the three AOIs as well as the 
total number of transitions and the number of transitions-per-minute between all possible two-
way combinations of AOIs (e.g., Code AOI to Visualization AOI (or back)). 
This IDE study possesses several of the characteristics of an EPC verification experiment 
(as defined earlier in this survey). First of all, the researcher’s use of a time-constrained task and 
a UI that required subjects to both closely analyze UI regions for content while simultaneously 
monitoring the remaining UI regions for asynchronous changes. This is precisely the type of 
experimental design that we will argue (in Chapter 4) is important in creating the foveal and 
speed stress necessary for the detection of statistical relationships between task-performance and 
eye movements. 
In regard to the task-performance results, members of the expert group did outperform 
novices in the debugging task. This inclusion of both novice and experts in the experiment 
provided a healthy range of task-performance outcomes; having a wide variety of levels of task-
performance success is desirable in an EPC verification experiment because it may facilitate the 
search for correlations between eye movements and task-performance.  
An interesting eye-tracking research methodology employed in the IDE study was the 
authors’ decision to segment the eye-tracking data into time intervals. The benefit of using a 




experiment (Figure 7: Column 2 = Novice PFT; Column 4 = Expert PFT) with the segmented 
presentation (Figure 8).  In Figure 8, we have a finer granularity of analysis, and this reveals 
important differences in how novices and experts allocate visual attention.  Such trends are 
obscured if only look at the aggregate data (Figure 7).  
 
Figure 7. Original aggregated data for IDE study (Bednarik and Tukiainen 2008) 
 
Figure 8. Segmented presentation of PFT (Bednarik and Tukiainen 2008) 
In particular, the segmented PFT results reveal that 1) experts have more gradual shifts in 
their allocation of visual attention across the available AOIs while novices exhibit larger 
fluctuations; 2) experts have higher PFT on the code view of the program throughout all 




the last time-segment of the experiment while novices are focusing attention on the visualization 
view. And all three of these eye movement patterns of experts are associated with superior task 
performance. Thus, this paper has revealed an eye-tracking/task-performance connection (EPC).  
If a computer could automatically identify when a computer programmer was being successful or 
struggling during a debugging task (from analyzing eye-tracking data alone), then perhaps a 
computer could automatically modify the system or provide some additional support.  Thus, 
identifying this eye movement / task-performance connection is a valuable finding.   
3.1.3 PILOT Study 
The original intent of the authors of the PILOT study was to identify eye movement 
patterns associated with superior performance in landing an airplane; the authors argued that 
such information could be incorporated into pilot training programs. We will see that, like the 
ATC and IDE studies, the PILOT study also presents an intriguing relationship between superior 
task performance and eye transition behavior. 
In the PILOT study experts (n=7) and novices (n=10) were recruited from two well-
defined pools of subjects categorized into groups based upon the following criteria: experts 
consisted of fully certified U.S. Air Force pilots with an average actual experience level of 1,980 
real flight hours, and the novice group consisted of U.S. Air Force Academy cadets with an 
average of only 46 virtual flight hours. Each group performed 15 trials of a simulated airplane 
landing—3 for familiarization and 12 with eye-tracking data recorded. The flight simulator UI 




with either animations of the exterior view (runway) or data in the interior views (control panel) 
mimicking a typical airplane cockpit environment. 
 
Figure 9. Landing Simulator UI for PILOT study (Kasarskis 2001) 
AOIs were defined over each of the four UI regions and the following eye-tracking metrics 
were recorded: 1) total number of fixations per trial; 2) fixations per individual AOI; 3) transition 
rate; 4) scan path. Performance was measured on a continuous scale and was calculated as a 
function of the distance from the optimal landing point on the airport runway represented by the 
cross hairs in Figure 10. 
The PILOT study has several characteristics of an EPC verification experiment. The 
visual stimuli presented to each subject were well controlled with each subject seeing the same 
interface and external scene. Another desirable property of the PILOT study is that, like our 
motivating example presented in Chapter 2 (an Educational Learning System), it included a 
dynamic task (complex, time-constrained) and a visual dispersion on the UI (subjects must 
transition their visual attention in order to complete the task). We believe that an experiment 
possessing both of these properties is better able to generating the foveal and speed stresses 




experience when they feel overloaded during a task may lead them to move their eyes less – 
because they tend to have less awareness of regions of the visual field outside of their current 
focus. Thus, this may lead to a relationship between something an eye-tracker can detect and 
some internal mental state or frustration-level of the user. 
In terms of the actual performance of subjects, Figure 10 provides a visual display of the 
differences between expert and novice pilots. The landing patterns reveal that fully qualified 
pilots perform better landings than novice pilots; however, what is significant to our survey is 
that we can see relationships in this data between task-performance and eye-tracking measures.  
 
Figure 10.  Pilot Landings a) Experts (on left) b) Novices (on right) 
Figure 11 shows typical scan paths for expert and novice pilots. The first observation we 
make about the scan paths is that in both cases, novice and expert, there is a noticeable 
organization in the patterns. (Users are not wandering their eyes all over the user interface with 
no recognizable pattern.)  This suggests that there was sufficient stress on the visual attention of 
the participants due to the dispersion in the UI and the dynamic nature of the task. In the absence 
of this foveal stress, we might expect to see greater randomness in the pattern and accumulations 




distinguishable differences in the scan paths associated with the level of expertise. As Figure 11 
demonstrates, experts tended to have better organized scan paths displaying greater economy in 
their use of the UI while the novices exhibited noisier eye movement patterns.  Because this 
PILOT study was able to produce data that consisted of both (1) organized eye movements 
during the completion of a challenging task and (2) a good variation in task-performance scores 
from different users, we were successful in searching for relationships between these two 
variables (eye movement, task-performance).  It is precisely this zone of eye movement pattern 
and performance results that an EPC verification experiment must generate if it is to be capable 
of detecting connections between task-performance and eye-tracking measures.   
  
Figure 11. a) Expert (Left) b) Novice (Right) Sample Scan Paths (Kasarskis 2001) 
Further characterization of eye movement patterns of the two groups is provided by an 
analysis of the average dwell time (how long did a series of fixations accumulate in an AOI 
before visual attention moved to another AOI) and the count of total fixation (Figure 12). What 
this result indicates is that experts have developed greater levels of automaticity in their scanning 
behaviors and are able to extract information at higher rates than is exhibited by the novices. 
Stating this finding another way, we can say that subjects with higher levels of expertise also 
have higher transition rates. The question then becomes: Is there a connection between higher 





Figure 12. Expert vs. Novice eye movement metrics (Kasarskis 2001)  
Figure 13 provides an answer to this question and indicates that, within each of the 
groups, better performance was indeed associated with the higher transition rates. 
 
Figure 13. Fixations and Performance (Kasarskis 2001) 
Looking at the data from the PILOT study, we were able to see connections between eye 
movement patterns and task-performance results.  Thus, this study is another example of an 
experiment that has been successful in revealing a statistical connection between patterns of eye 
movement and task-performance – despite this not being an explicit intention of the authors 




3.1.4 LINE Study 
Having completed three analyses of eye-tracking studies, the validity of Jacob and Karn’s 
critique should be clear—eye-tracking research lacks effective methods for handling the large 
amounts of human behavioral data collected during experiments. As we discussed in the IDE 
study, one possibility for dealing with this data issue is to subdivide the data temporally and then 
aggregate standard eye-tracking metrics across time segments. The benefit of using the temporal 
divisions was that it uncovered eye movement patterns that would have otherwise been obscured.  
In the current discussion of the LINE study, we present the findings of an eye-tracking study that 
also attempts to address the data disaggregation issue. 
In the LINE study, a novel eye-tracking metric is constructed by discarding data 
(specifically, the authors retain only the vertical dimension of the eye-tracking data) with the 
goal of transforming the complex scan path metric (see Figure 11 above) into a simpler format. 
Importantly, not only did this technique provide an effective method for characterizing eye 
movement behavior, but also specific patterns emerged which were found to be associated with 
better task performance. 
In terms of experimental design, the LINE study consisted of five volunteer subjects 
selected from a computer science program based upon their familiarity with both programming 
languages and techniques of formal code review. All subjects were graduate students and the 
group had a mean of 3.5 years of programming experience. The task employed in the LINE study 
was similar to that used in the IDE study except in the LINE study each program contained only 




the program. In the LINE study, there was no means to execute the program, and the UI did not 
provide any visualization or program output. 
Experimental trials began with the reading of a script explaining the intended function of 
the computer program. During this introduction subjects were told that each program contained a 
single error and that they had five minutes to locate the error. Each subject analyzed six 
programs containing between 10 and 20 lines of code. Eye-tracking data was recorded for all 30 
trials and task performance was measured as the clock time until the error was detected. 
Earlier in this survey, we discussed in the importance of designing experiments that 
produce sufficient speed/foveal load such that the user is forced to make specific types of eye 
movements at a rigorous speed – if you are seeking relationships between eye movement and 
task performance. In the LINE study, the simplicity of the UI (a single-panel UI) and the use of a 
less complicated user task (identification of a single programming error) might not seem capable 
of providing the necessary foveal stress in order to establish a correlation between eye-tracking 
data and user performance. However, as we will argue, on closer inspection, both of these 
features led to a tighter coupling of eye movement measures and performance data which point 
to important lessons in the design of EPC verification experiments.  
The apparent lack of complexity in the interface was counterbalanced by a novel method 
of defining areas-of-interest.  In the LINE study, each line of text in the program was defined as a 
separate AOI with eye-tracking data collected per line. In the next step of this approach, the 
authors modified the standard scan path data so that it only included the vertical displacement 




discussion we will refer to this simplified scan path as the DISCRETE-VERTICAL path 
(because they discard the horizontal eye movement information and they discretize the vertical 
information into individual strips that correspond to each line of the computer program).  The 
effect of this simplification was to transform what is typically a very complex eye-tracking 
metric into a visual representation more closely linked with the specific task being performed 
(compare Figure 11 with Figure 14 below).  
  
Figure 14.  Modified scan path in the LINE study (Uwano, Nakamura et al. 2006) 
The significance of the DISCRETE-VERTICAL technique is that it demonstrates another 
method for handling the large data sets produced in eye-tracking experiments. By discarding 
large amounts of unnecessary complexity in the data the DISCRETE-VERTICAL format 
revealed eye movement patterns that would otherwise not have been observable in the raw scan 
path data. Specifically, it was observed that subjects with a DISCRETE-VERTICAL scan path 
that covered 70% of the lines in the program during the first 30% of the time of the experimental 




A second notable feature of the LINE study is its use of a task that only consists of one 
unit of work.  In contrast to both the ATC and IDE studies, where subjects repeatedly performed 
a subtask (i.e., handle multiple aircraft, locate multiple programming errors), in the LINE study, 
eye-tracking data was collected for a single iteration of the task (finding the bug within a single 
program).  We argue that if our goal is to design experiments that attempt to correlate eye-
tracking data with a performance measure then it is important to guarantee that the collected data 
is aligned with the starting and finishing boundaries of a single task performance.  Specifically, if 
we are collecting performance scores for individual sub-tasks during an experiment, it is 
desirable for us to know which time slice of the eye-tracking data corresponded to the user’s 
work on that sub-task.  In the experimental design of the LINE study, it is easy to see this link 
between portions of the eye-tracking data and portions of the tasks (and the user’s success) 
because there is only one “error” to be found in each computer program shown to participants.  
In contrast, in the IDE study, the user is searching for multiple “errors” in a computer program, 
and so when later analyzing the eye-tracking data, it would not be clear which part of the eye 
movements corresponded to the user’s efforts to find each of the “errors.” As a consequence, 
because the user’s efforts to find the “errors” in the program may be more interleaved, the 
correlation between eye-tracking data and the user’s success at finding individual “errors” may 
be more difficult to uncover. 
3.1.5 NEWS Study 
As an eye-tracking study that explicitly focused on the relationships between user 




to this survey.  Unfortunately, the NEWS study inadvertently reduced foveal stress (through 
simultaneous presentation of information in audio and video), and the study had poor control of 
the order of presentation of the stimuli. These aspects of the NEWS study were especially 
disappointing because its interface/task combination had strong similarities to our motivating 
example—so, if the experimental design had been designed differently, we would have been very 
interested in the results.  Nevertheless, we will use the problematic aspects of this study as 
examples of what to avoid in any future EPC verification experiments that we might perform. 
In the NEWS study the experimental design consisted of a sample of undergraduate 
students (males= 23, females=13) drawn from the campus population with a mean age of 24.3 
years.  The task consisted of watching three television news stories (≈ 2 minutes in length) taken 
from foreign media sources (in order to limit the possibility of prior viewing by the subjects).  
User performance was measured by post-testing subject’s ability to recall factual information. 
   
Figure 15. Three versions of the NEWS study UI a) Base version b) With Crawler c) Both 
Crawler and Headline (Josephson and Holmes 2006)  
Three versions of a user interface were employed in the NEWS study with adding an 
additional visual element (see Figure 15).  A base version consisted of only the main video 
region, while a second version consisted of the base version plus a text crawler that presented 




to the screen.  In contrast to the content in the crawler, the purpose of headline region of the 
screen was to reinforce specific facts contained in the main video.  All of the versions of the UI 
contained a generic title and globe (station logo) elements.  Areas-of-interest were defined over 
UI regions (main, headline, and crawler), and visual attention was measured in terms of 
proportional fixation time (PFT) per AOI and scan path data. 
Several aspects of the way the experimental study were conducted would suggest that the 
NEWS study would be likely to be successful at identifying a connection between eye-tracking 
data and task-performance.  Specifically, for the purposes of our EPC verification experiment 
design, the user interface has a degree of visual dispersion: the user needs to look at different 
regions of the screen when doing the task.  Further, the task appears to be of a dynamic nature 
that will require subjects to keep pace with the presentation of the material.   
 
Figure 16. Performance results for NEWS study (Josephson and Holmes 2006) 
In the design of EPC verification experiments it is necessary to generate healthy range in 
performance between groups (i.e., a good “spread” in the results) in order to allow for the 




performances results are similar, then it is harder to find these correlations. The performance 
results of the NEWS study (Figure 16) do not provide clear separation between the different user 
interfaces.  Looking at the upper line in Figure 16, we see that there are only small differences in 
the ability of subjects to recall information under the various interface conditions.  
 
Figure 17. PFT results for NEWS study (Josephson and Holmes 2006) 
Moving the discussion to the eye-tracking results (Figure 17), we see that large shifts in 
proportional fixation time occurred as a result of the inclusion of the crawler (upper line Figure 
17).  From our perspective of designing EPC verification experiments, it would have been great 
if this dramatic change in eye-behavior had been accompanied by a corresponding change in the 
task performance scores for that user interface condition.  If that had occurred, then we would 
have found an eye movement behavior with a strong link to task-performance.  Unfortunately, it 
appears that there is little or no connection between performance and PFT in this regard. 
In providing an explanation for why the NEWS study did not identify any eye movement 
behavior related to task performance, we believe that a likely explanation is that the user 
interface contained multiple modes of presenting the information content.  In particular, the 




addition to the visual stimuli.  For this reason it is likely that subjects had greater freedom in 
allocating visual attention during experimental trials because they could gather the same 
information by just listening to the audio track.  In the extreme, it might be possible for a subject 
working with such an interface to literally close their eyes and just listen. 
We have discussed previously that large changes in eye-tracking measures can be the 
result of small changes in the user interface.  One aspect of this NEWS study further supports 
this point: there is the large shift in PFT after the addition of the crawler to the UI.  The addition 
of this small visual element led to a significant change in eye behavior.  This sensitivity of eye 
movement behavior to small UI changes is part of why it is challenging to design user interfaces 
experiments that include eye-tracking.  Eye movement patterns can be very sensitive to even 
small changes in the visual stimuli presented to subjects, and for this reason it is important that 
researchers are aware of the possibility of producing large and unexpected fluctuations in eye-
tracking data with the introduction of what appear to be innocuous visual elements.   
As a final point, we have stressed earlier in our survey that controlling for the 
presentation of visual stimuli is an important aspect of designing experiments that include eye-
trackers.  One form of control is the order in which subjects view different user interfaces 
throughout an experiment.  For example, consider the scenario in which subjects first view an 
interface that includes the headline region, and then later in the study, the same subject views an 
interface without the headline region.  In this situation, it would not be surprising if the subject 
had developed an expectation (a learning response) that the headline region should be present.  In 




Figure 17 indicates that this was occurring in the NEWS study.  Another aspect of the 
experimental design of the NEWS study that indicates a lack of control in the visual stimuli is in 
the fact that they experiment included a wide diversity of video news content in the different user 
interface conditions.  Some types of visual stimuli (e.g., faces, horizon lines) contained in the 
videos may have attracted user’s eye-gaze more than others, and this could have affected the data 
collected in this study. 
In summary, the NEWS study is an important demonstration of some of the difficulties 
faced in designing eye-tracking experiments in general, which in turn also had a negative impact 
on correlating user performance with eye-tracking data. In particular, we observed that 
controlling for the presentation of visual stimuli is perhaps a more subtle challenge facing 
researchers than is widely recognized.  Of all the papers in our survey, the NEWS study argues 
for the need of carefully developed guidelines for the design of EPC verification experiments. 
3.2 Summing Up: Defining the Components of an EPC Experiment 
Based on the above discussions of eye-tracking studies we can better understand many of 
the difficulties involved when attempting to connect eye movement patterns with human 
performance. During the paper analyses we described a novel set of experimental factors to 
which we attribute these difficulties; namely, content and visual homogeneity as well as 
misalignments of task performance and eye movement and performance measurements. In this 
section we want to establish a more precise vocabulary to describe these candidate factors; then, 
Chapter 4 will thoroughly discuss these factors when developing our research questions. For 




table rates the studies according to how well they fall within “EPC verification experiment” 
guidelines and according to the strength of connection between eye-tracking measures and 
subject’s task performance (EPC) during the experiment. 
Table 3. Candidate Experimental Factors and Study Ratings for Presence of EPC 
 
The first candidate experimental factor, content homogeneity (column 2 Table 3), refers 
to all of the information content that is presented to subjects during the experiment. This content 
might be presented in “containers” such as videos, pictures, and slide presentations, but content 
homogeneity specifically refers to the qualities of the information inside of these containers 
displayed during the experiment. For example, if pictures are displayed, are they similar in terms 
of their content (i.e., all faces, inclusion of landscapes). If text-based slides are displayed, is the 
information balanced in terms of the use of word categories such as proper names, dates, 
numbers, etc. across the experiment. Content homogeneity is important because its absence can 










Strength of EPC  
ATC Yes Yes No No Partial* 
IDE Yes Yes No No Partial** 
PILOT Yes Yes Yes Yes High 
LINE No Yes Yes Yes Low 
NEWS No No Yes Yes Low 
*Under the text UI treatment only 






factor, it is unlikely that statistical relationships can be identified between a user’s eye 
movements and their performance, because variations in the content could overshadow any such 
relationships. 
  The next candidate factor refers to column 3 of Table 3 and deals with the homogeneity 
of the user interface used by subjects to perform the task. Items such as font size, use of color 
and movement, number and positioning of GUI elements, etc., are all examples of interface 
features that should be controlled in an EPC verification experiment. In a fashion paralleling that 
of content homogeneity, visual homogeneity is important because its absence can also lead to 
divergent eye movement measures during different phases of the experiment.  Again, this could 
mask the relationship between a user’s eye movement patterns and their performance on the task. 
The next two candidate factors both refer to alignments during task execution. ET/Task 
alignment refers to the synchronization of the collection of eye movement data with task 
performance. Specifically, if an eye movement record consists of a user performing multiple 
tasks, then the eye movement data should be collected on a per-task basis, in order to maximize 
the likelihood that a relationship may be observed between eye movements and the user’s 
performance on any particular task.  PM/Task alignment refers to the collection of performance 
data during the same time interval.  Specifically, it is necessary to record some type of 
performance scores from the user that correspond to individual tasks during the recording 
session; otherwise, it would be quite difficult to observe any statistical relationship between eye 




In the last column of Table 3 we rate the strength of the EPC finding that was discussed 
during the analysis of each paper. The strength of the EPC finding in the PILOT study was 
strongest while those found in the NEWS and LINE were weakest. We describe the EPC strength 
for the IDE and ATC studies as “partial” because the results are associated with only a portion of 
the whole experiment. 
3.3 Survey of Related Work on Machine Learning and Eye Movement Patterns 
To search for relationships between eye-movement features and user-performance, in this 
dissertation, a variety of machine learning techniques were employed (See Chapter 6).  While we 
are not familiar with prior work that specifically seeks to predict user performance on a task 
based solely on eye-movement features, we have found prior work in which eye movements 
have been combined with machine-learning approaches with the goal of inferring subject 
characteristics based on their eye movement records. The goal of this brief overview of the 
current literature attempts to place our dissertation research in the context of current research. 
Interactive Information Retrieval (IIR), in which users enter query terms into a “search 
engine” and are presented with a list of possible documents related to their query term, is one 
area that has seen the application of statistical machine learning approaches in recent years. In 
traditional IIR systems, the relevance of search items is based on comparison with benchmarks, 
either maintained by organizations or even produced by individuals manually coding their search 
results. Drawbacks of such approaches are both the lack of personalization on the one hand and 
the tediousness and interruptive nature of manual coding on the other. As an alternative to such 




relevance of items returned in textual search results implicitly based upon user’s eye movements. 
For example, in Salojarvi et al. (2003), subjects viewed mock search results pages that contained 
a list of journal article titles among which was the predetermined correct answer to the specified 
query string. A supervised learning approach was applied to a set of features inspired from eye 
movements borrowed from reading research. Reported classification accuracy was 
approximately 75%, but this result is perhaps inflated as the induced model was trained and 
tested on the same participant’s eye movement data. That is, the authors trained a machine 
learning model for each human participant, i.e., they used data from participant #1 to train a 
machine learning model evaluated against data from participant #1—and then they averaged the 
accuracies of their models, across all of their participants. 
A similar approach has been applied in the area of Content-Based Image Retrieval (CBIR), 
in which users enter query terms into a “search engine” and are returned a list of possible images 
matching the search term. Like text-based search, image search has traditionally suffered from 
the quality of metadata appended to the image record. In particular, the semantic gap between 
search-term concepts and low-level image features has not been accurately mapped when 
analyzed algorithmically. 
In a second eye-tracking study issues are addressed by inferring image relevance from eye 
movement patterns of users (Klami, Saunders et al. 2008). In this experiment subjects viewed 
100 images that were labeled either sports or non-sports related. Using a small set of fixation-
based eye movement features, the authors used a simple classifier and a leave-one-out 




subject’s data one at a time. In other words, the authors completely excluded data from 
Participant #1 from the training data set when building a model to be evaluated against data from 
Participant #1. Holding out data is this fashion produces a more generalizable model as well as a 
more realistic measure of the predictive power of the model. This study reported an average 
accuracy was 68% compared against a baseline of 50% for randomly guessing if the image is 
relevant or not.     
In another research area, wearable technology (e.g., Google Glass), it can be anticipated 
that eyewear will soon have both eye tracking and data augmentation capabilities. One necessary 
feature of such “data glasses” will be the ability to determine the relevance of objects in these 
more natural settings. Kandemir et al. (2010) address this in an experiment where subjects 
viewed first-person perspective video recordings of walkthroughs in a research environment. 
Subjects later annotated the objects that were most relevant to understanding the research and 
models using eye movement features were trained to predict the relevance of the labeled objects. 
The accuracy of the best model in this experiment was approximately 85%; however, as in the 
Salojarvi (2003) experiment, the model accuracy is probably inflated because of their 
methodology of dividing individual subject’s eye movement data into training and testing sets. 
The last two papers we present look at topics that are more closely related to the focus of 
our research—namely, predicting a quality of a participant’s skills or knowledge.  In the first 
paper, Cole et al. (2013), the goal is to predict the level of domain knowledge possessed by the 
subjects. In this experiment, subjects provide a self-assessment of their domain knowledge for a 




accuracy of their model was 100%. Again, this result should be questioned because the authors 
did not hold out data from each participant when testing their models on data from that 
participant, as was the case in Kandemir et al. (2010). However, in the case of Cole (2013) the 
methodological flaw is perhaps more severe in that the model was trained on all the subject’s 
data and then each individual was tested on this model. 
The final paper in this section, Eivazi and Bednarik (2011), is especially notable because it 
is most similar to the goal of this dissertation research: building a machine-learning model from 
eye tracking data to predict task performance of participants in a user study. The task used in this 
experiment involved solving a tile puzzle while eye tracking the participants and models were 
induced using the support vector machine (SVM) algorithm. It is interesting to note that the 
technique for handling training and testing data followed that of Klami (2008), which isolated 
individual participant’s data from the training set. The reported accuracy of the model was 66%. 
The summary we have just presented is instructive in placing the goals of our research in 
context (see Table 4 below). First, we have shown that the application of machine learning 
techniques to eye tracking data is still in the early stages of development as evidenced, for 
example, by the lack of adherence to standards in the handling of training and testing data sets 
which we documented above.  We also observe that for the most part the use of machine learning 
in eye tracking research is being conducted by a small group of researchers and that the bulk of 
this research activity has occurred within the past five years. In addition, we do not find 
experimental tasks being performed by participants that are either as complex or as closely 




point we make is that the inferences being made about the participants based on their eye 
movement records is not as explicit as we have proposed in the EPC verification experimenal 
framework. Namely, for the most part, target values are contstructed externally to the participants 
(e.g., image relevance labelled by the researchers) and not directly connected to the participant’s 
level of performance as we are proposing to do our dissertation research. The final point we 
make is we make is that, when reasonable approaches to data partitioning are employed, 
expected model accuracies are in the range of 65%-70% which is possibly an indication of the 
level of noise found in eye tracking data.  
Table 4. Summary of reviewed machine learning approaches in eye tracking  
 
 





















154 Logistic NA 85% User/User 





42 SVM3 55% 66% User/Non-User 
1. Linear Discriminant Analysis 
2. Random Forest 




 Development of Research Questions 
This chapter develops the research questions to be investigated in this dissertation.  First, 
can eye-tracking experiments be designed so that effective data can be collected which will allow 
for the classification of users into performance groups? Second, if we fail to follow the principles 
identified at the end of Chapter 3 (summarized in Table 3), will this have a negative impact on 
the classification of subjects into performance groups? 
For the first research question we will design a verification experiment that includes all 
the candidate experimental factors found in Table 3. This experiment will serve as a baseline for 
our research project. Specifically, if subjects perform a task that includes balanced information 
content (content homogeneity) via a user interface that does not include random or visually 
distracting elements (visual homogeneity) and align both the performance measures and eye 
tracking recording with task performance (ET and PM alignment) then we propose to address the 
following research question: 
RQ1. In a rigorously designed and conducted EPC verification experiment, is it possible 
to identify eye movement metrics that can be used to classify users into groups according 
to their task performance (at a rate greater than chance). 
The second research question is derived from column 2 of Table 3 that refers to the 
homogeneity of the content presented to subjects during the course of the experiment. We know 




data processed by subjects during an experimental trial will have an impact on user performance. 
Likewise, inter- and intra-trial eye movement patterns will be impacted as well. At issue is not 
whether or not there are differences in content homogeneity, but that the differences should be 
controlled for. For example, in the ATC study varying the information content (i.e., number of 
aircraft per trial) was an intentional design consideration in order to create levels of performance 
difficulty. As a result of this design it was possible to detect an EPC between total penalty points 
accrued and transition frequency. Similarly, in the IDE and PILOT studies, information content 
was balanced across experimental trials and EPC was observed. However, in both the LINE and 
NEWS studies, the content varied significantly between trials with the length of both the 
computer programs read and the news stories viewed varying by up to 100% between trials. In 
both studies no clear connection between performance and eye movement patterns was observed.  
The point we are making is that whether the difference in content homogeneity is 
accidental or intentional the result will be a detectable alteration in both the eye movement 
record and performance measure scores. Given these observations, we argue that a condition of 
content homogeneity should be maintained throughout an EPC verification experiment in order 
not to interfere with the relationship between eye movement patterns and user performance. In 
light of this discussion of content homogeneity, we propose the following research question: 
RQ2. Assuming that an EPC relationship has been identified for some user-interface and 
task, relaxing the content homogeneity of the stimuli will have a negative impact on the 




The third research question deals with visual homogeneity. In the papers we reviewed we 
saw experiments in which in which proportional fixation time was altered by as much as 20% 
due to inter-trial modifications of the user interface. In the ATC study this was the result of the 
deliberate introduction of color (a highly salient feature in visual attention), which dramatically 
impacted the distribution of fixations on particular areas of interest and therefore had a 
significant effect on the eye movement measures. Although not seen in the studies included in 
our review, we have observed studies in the eye tracking literature that went so far as allowing 
subjects to reconfigure the user interface during an eye tracking experiment with the expectation 
that eye movement metrics would be comparable across subjects (Cavender, Bigham et al. 2009).  
Another potential problem related to visual homogeneity occurs when subjects are 
exposed to multiple UI treatments as in the NEWS study. In this case the eye tracking record 
indicates that eye movement behaviors developed in one UI treatment were repeated in other 
trials whose UI no longer contained those elements. Thus, after only a short exposure to visual 
stimuli, subjects anticipated the presence of UI elements not even present in a different 
treatment. This resulted in the accumulation of PFT on the “phantom” areas of interest and a 
reduction in PFT on the actual interface elements—thus altering the actual relationship between 
performance and eye movement patterns. Given this discussion of visual homogeneity we 
propose the following research question: 
RQ3. Assuming that an EPC relationship has been identified for some user-interface and 
task, relaxing the visual homogeneity of the stimuli will have a negative impact on the 




While RQ2 and RQ3 dealt with the visual characteristics of the experimental stimuli, the 
fourth research question we will investigate deals with the alignment of the two measures we are 
interested in—eye movement and performance measures—with the performance of the task. In 
simple experimental designs where subjects perform one task per trial (PILOT, LINE and 
NEWS) this is not an issue because the eye-tracking record and performance measure are both 
associated with a single task. However, in experiments with multiple tasks in a given trial (ATC, 
IDE) it becomes important to align the eye tracking data and performance measure with the 
subtasks they are associated with.  
For example, in the original experimental study that the IDE study was based upon, the 
eye-tracking record and performance measure were associated with the execution of three 
subtasks. In the original analysis, both PFT and transition data as well as the PM data were 
averaged over the three subtasks (Bednarik and Tukiainen 2006). Averaging in this fashion is not 
optimal because at any given time it is very unlikely that all subjects were synchronized in their 
task performance. Not surprisingly, the authors could not find a significant result relating any eye 
movement pattern with user performance. To handle this issue the IDE study introduced the 
technique of segmenting the eye-tracking record into smaller pieces in order to facilitate data 
analysis. Specifically, the ten-minute eye tracking record (which contained the execution of three 
tasks) was arbitrarily divided into five two-minute segments. Unfortunately, this also led to a 
misalignment of eye and performance data measures and it was difficult to find a significant 
result. Interestingly, in the last segment analyzed a significant result was found between both 




finding was that subjects allotted too much of their time for the first two tasks and therefore were 
more likely to all have been working on the same task during the last segment of the 
experiment—thus increasing the alignment between eye tracking and task performance.  
From this discussion we propose the following research question: 
RQ4. Assuming that an EPC relationship has been identified for some user-interface and 
task, misalignment of either performance measures or eye-tracking data with respect to 
task duration will have a negative impact on the classification of users into performance 





 Seeking Connections between Eye Movement and Performance (RQ1) 
A series of experiments related to the verification of EPC using an Educational Application 
prototype were conducted at the eye-tracking lab located within the Linguistics and Assistive 
Technologies Lab (LatLab) at Queens College. (The lab relocated to Rochester Institute of 
Technology in August 2014). The primary goal of this research—and the topic of this chapter—
was to provide evidence for the feasibility of classifying users into performance groups based 
solely upon eye movement data. This chapter describes all the details of the design of this 
baseline EPC experiment. In Section 5.1 we discuss our implementation of Content and Visual 
Homogeneity, in Section 5.2 we describe how the performance measure was mapped to the 
stimuli, and in the remaining sections we cover the details of how the experiments were planned 
and conducted (Sections 5.3-5.7) which includes explanations of the eye tracking methods. 
Finally, in Section 5.8 we summarize the types of data that were collected. 
At this point in our presentation, we note to the reader that the discussions of RQ2-4 are 
located elsewhere in this document. Given that those research questions focus on our ability to 
perform a classification task when some strict guidelines are relaxed (i.e., content homogeneity, 
visual homogeneity and eye movement/task alignments), this dissertation will first present the 
entire process of conducting an EPC verification experiment with all of the guidelines followed 
(RQ1) in this chapter, with results appearing in Chapter 6.  After the data collection, machine 




appear together in a later chapter (Chapter 7).  The lack of homogeneity in the stimuli for RQ2 
and RQ3 will be explained at that time, and the method we employed to investigate RQ4 (in 
which the alignment between eye movement data and task performance is disrupted by 
randomizing the lengths of experimental intervals in which eye movement data and performance 
measures) is also presented in Chapter 7. 
5.1 RQ1: Designing for both Content and Visual Homogeneity 
 
The process of designing the materials for the RQ1 experiment fell into two tasks: 1) 
producing the information content; 2) building the visual stimuli. We highlight these areas of the 
design and implementation of the experiment because the process demonstrates the care that 
went into applying our concepts of content and visual homogeneity. Additionally, these aspects 
of our study were more complicated to implement than initially thought and in the end required a 
substantial investment of time. 
5.1.1 RQ1: Designing for Content Homogeneity 
 
Given that we are working within the domain of Educational Applications we chose to 
present information to the subjects that would appear natural in an academic setting. After some 
practice attempts we found that by using the “random page” feature of the Wikipedia website we 
could locate short biographical histories which were obscure enough so that students most likely 
had not been exposed to the material during typical undergraduate coursework. To further protect 
against this pre-exposure the content was also partially anonymized by fictionalizing names and 
other historical details where necessary. Based upon our review of similar eye-tracking studies, 




stories to five minutes, with each story filling ten presentation slides and therefore each slide 
having duration of 30 seconds. Considering the segmentation technique employed by Bedarnik et 
al. (2008), we divided each 30-second slide into 4 segments with each segment lasting 7.5 
seconds. The first three segments contained the speaker’s presentation of the three bulleted items 
on each slide and the final segment was devoted to an aside that the speaker makes at the end of 
each slide (refer to Figure 19 below for interface structure and AOI location). The material 
presented in these asides does not occur elsewhere in the content. 
During the creation of the stories it was observed that the frequency of occurrence of the 
various categories of content found in our stories (e.g., proper names, dates, numbers, and 
historical ideas) were distributed unevenly throughout the ten slides of the experiment. In order 
to balance the information presented to the subjects we devised a set of five content patterns to 
apply to each slide in order to maintain ratios of approximately 2:1:1:1 for the categories of 
names, dates, numbers and ideas, respectively. Given that we have five patterns and ten slides we 
were able to repeat each pattern twice over the ten slides and preserve our target ratios across all 
4 AOIs. Table 5 below displays a sample template that we used to smooth out the distribution of 




Table 5. Rubric for establishing content homogeneity 
 
  
The benefits of this care in the design of the information content used in our experiment 
are the following. By striving for content homogeneity across the experiment we have protected 
against the possibility that subjects will distort their fixation patterns either during the 
presentation of certain slides or on particular stimuli regions within slides as they process the 
information content. If this were to occur then eye movement measures, such as gaze duration, 
would also be irregularly distributed across slide intervals and as we have stressed this is a 
significant problem in eye-tracking experiments where an attempt is being made to connect eye 
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Facts 
(AOI 5) 
1 Name Idea Number Date Name 
2 Date Name Name Idea Number 
3 Idea Name Name Number Date 
4 Number Idea Date Name Name 
5 Date Number Idea Idea Number 
6 Name Name Name Date Name 
7 Name Number Idea Name Date 
8  Number Date Name Name Idea 
9  Name Name Number Number Name 





5.1.2 RQ1: Designing for Visual Homogeneity 
 
The design process for the experimental interface began with the Educational Application 
prototype discussed in Section 2.3 and replicated in Figure 18 below. 
 
Figure 18. Mock-up of Educational Application prototype interface 
As we noted in that section, interfaces of this type have important characteristics for EPC 
verification experiments. For example, such a user interface has visual dispersion of sub-
elements that requires subjects to consistently allocate their gaze across the span of the interface 
if they are to capture the information being presented. Second, the information is not presented 
statically, but requires constant monitoring of the changes across the user interface. By stressing 
subjects to keep pace with the flow of information (“speed stress”) it is possible to induce an eye 
movement pattern referred to as “tunneling”—a pattern where a subject over allocates visual 
attention to one particular interface element thus missing information in others. As we observed 
in some of the eye-tracking studies these conditions are capable of producing eye movement 
patterns that are both detectable in the eye movement record as well as being associated with 




























Figure 19. Screenshot of visual stimuli exhibiting both content and visual homogeneity 
 
 
After evaluating a number of currently available software tools for producing educational 
presentations (e.g., Adobe Connect, Camtasia Studio) we chose to implement our experimental 
stimuli using Camtasia Studio. The choice was based upon the widespread acceptance of this 
product within the target community as well as the fact that the standard preset output formats 
matched the needs of our research design. Building on the available templates we constructed a 




Starting in the upper left corner, we have Speaker AOI that contains the video of the speaker who 
is delivering the lesson. Moving clockwise, we have Title AOI that contains the title of the slide 
followed by Body AOI that holds the body of the slide. At the bottom of the UI we have Caption 
AOI that contains the captions for the all of the speaker’s dialogue. Finally, Fact AOI contains a 
list of facts only peripherally related to the current slide being displayed (grey highlight indicates 
current slide). See Appendix B for details of screen coordinates. 
Incorporated into this design are the lessons we learned from our analysis of the eye-
tracking literature related to visual homogeneity. In particular, the use of color is both limited 
and standardized throughout all AOIs in the video presentations. For example, the backgrounds 
used in all areas (e.g., Speaker AOI, Slide AOIs) are unchanged throughout all four videos, as 
are details such as the color of the shirt worn by the speaker. The speaker’s movements are also 
constrained and no upper body gestures are allowed. With respect to textual information there is 
no use of italics, color or any other distinguishing markups that could create random regions of 
high visual salience unrelated to the learning task. While each AOI has slightly different font 
characteristics, once established there are no alterations during the experiment. In addition, the 
structure of the slides was standardized with all slides having a one-line title and slide bodies 
consisting of three bulleted items each with two lines of text. 
Striving for visual homogeneity in this fashion has allowed us to create a set of visual 
stimuli that will not interfere with the natural eye movement patterns of subjects associated with 
how they process the information presented to them. As a consequence, if differences among 




our stringent design conditions should not mask these differences as they occur in the eye 
movement record. 
5.2 Performance Measure Design 
Given the care with which the user interface and the information content were designed, 
we wanted to extend this controlled approach to the design of the performance measure—in our 
experiment, an information-recall questionnaire. Similar to the issues we encountered related to 
the lack of homogeneity in the information content, we were also concerned that the performance 
measure should be balanced across both content type as well as with respect to each of the 4 
AOIs that contained visual content. AOI 1, Speaker Region, was excluded because there are no 
questions associated with this region. Speaker asides appear as textual information in the AOI 4, 
Caption Region. Two additional constraints on the design of the performance measure were 
subject fatigue (if each questionnaires per trial contained 50 questions for a total of 200 questions 
per subject) and the ability of subjects to complete all four experiments within a 70-minute 
window—a time duration selected for this study to avoid user fatigue (Langner, Steinborn et al. 
2010). 
As a consequence, a strategic decision was made to limit the total number of questions 
used in the performance measure to twenty-five (25) while still preserving the balance of content 
types across AOIs. The result of these decisions is displayed in Table 6 below. 
To achieve the balance in the questions included in the performance measure while 
simultaneously limiting the total number of questions to twenty-five we applied the original 




on a per slide basis. While this procedure has preserved the content type ratios over each of the 
four AOIs it has introduced a slight asymmetry in the proportion of content types on a single-
slide basis. While this will lead to different baselines in the per slide performance measure 
scores, we would argue that since all subjects were exposed to the same asymmetry the net effect 
should be minimal.  
Table 6. Performance measure questions selected by content type and AOI 
 
 
The end result of these design decisions was a 25-item questionnaire, balanced for the four 
content types and across AOIs that will allow subjects to complete all four experiments within 
the 70-minute constraint of the IRB protocol. In Figure 20 two sample questions are presented 
(associated with the sample slide shown in Figure 19) which illustrates are design choices. All 
Slide 
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questions in the performance measure contained one correct answer and three distractors as well 
as answer choices intended to dissuade subjects from the need for guessing. This approach was 
taken to strengthen the connection between what subjects actually observed (recorded in the eye 
movement record) and their performance. It should be noted that in our approach, answer choices 
“Not Presented” and “Don’t Recall” were both scored as incorrect. 
 
Figure 20. Performance measure questions for Visual Stimuli #1 Slide #1 at time 7.5 seconds 
while speaker is delivering bulleted item #1 (refer to Figure 19) 
 
5.3 Experimental Walk Through  
The basic structural unit of the experiment consisted of subjects being eye tracked while 
viewing a video of the story and then completing paper and pen instruments in the following 
Title Region AOI 2 Question (Name Type): 
What was Bader's middle name? 
a) Robert Stewart 
b) Harry Middleton 
c) John Benjamin 
d) William Johnson 
e) Not Presented 
f) Don't Recall 
Bullet-pointed Region AOI 3 Question (Idea Type): 
How did Bader's father die? 
a) Bomb blast 
b) Post-operative infection 
c) Automobile accident 
d) Swimming Accident 
e) Not Presented 








order: 1) information-recall questionnaire, 2) a Likert questionnaire relating to the difficulty of 
the information content. All subjects viewed the same videos (within-subjects design) under 
different orderings (Latin square). 
The following is a more detailed outline of all the activities and the time required for their 
completion: 
1. Informed consent process (2 min) 
2.  Demographic survey (2 min) 
3. Experimental script read aloud (1 min) 
4. Sample video viewed and sample questionnaire completed (2 min) 
5. Eye tracking calibration (5 min) 
6. First video viewed (5 min) 
7. Questionnaire relating to video difficulty (3 min) 
8. Performance questionnaire administered (5 min) 
9. Steps 6, 9-11 repeated for additional three videos (3x16 min segments) 
10. Exit questionnaire (1 min) 
11. Payment process  (1 min) 
 
5.4 Subject Recruitment 
Subject selection was conducted by distributing an IRB-approved recruitment flyer along 
with an attached sample informed consent form in order to familiarize subjects with the informed 
consent process. Subjects were offered $40 compensation for participating in the study. Initially, 
the goal was to recruit approximately 12 students (assuming that we would experience an eye-
tracking failure rate similar to other studies—approximately 25%). However, our failure rate was 
unexpectedly higher than others have reported and therefore we raised the recruiting target to 20 
with the goal of obtaining 10 clean eye-tracking records for the analysis. Working from a list of 




subjects were notified that the experiment was closed and their names were placed on a waiting 
list for future experiments. 
In total, there were 17 participants in the experiment (males=9, females=8) of which ten 
were (males=7, females=3) were included in the analysis. As we stated above, the reduced 
sample size was due to the difficulties with eye tracking participants. Of the 10 participants 
included in the analysis the mean age for the males was 23.0 years old and for the females 23.3 
years old. With regard to academic program year there were 5 seniors, 1 Junior, 2 sophomores 
and 2 freshmen distributed evenly across scientific and liberal arts programs.  
5.5 Questionnaires Administered 
Throughout the experiment data was collected using a series of paper and pen 
questionnaires. Prior to the start of the experiment subjects completed a brief questionnaire 
which gathered basic demographic information including primary language preference and data 
pertaining to their eyesight and what if any eye wear they would use during the experiment. 
After watching each video, subjects were asked to complete two types of questionnaires. The 
first questionnaire was the content-recall questionnaire designed by the researcher with the goal 
of measuring the subject’s ability to recall information distributed across the AOIs located within 
the user interface. The second was a Likert-style questionnaire about how they perceived the 
difficulty of the stories themselves (e.g., “Was the video too long?” “Were there too many 
dates?”). In this questionnaire we were also interested in determining if subjects had previous 




completed an exit questionnaire gathering overall impressions of the experiment and soliciting 
input for making improvements. 
5.6 Experimental Procedure 
When subjects arrived at the lab an informed consent form was completed and a 
standardized script was read which described the general goals of the experiment without 
disclosing the exact questions under investigation. Following this, subjects completed the 
demographic questionnaire.  
In order to prepare the subjects before the start of the experiment, subjects viewed a one-
slide (30 second) sample video and then answered three questions similar to the types found on 
the actual questionnaire. The purpose of this step was two-fold: 1) to familiarize subjects to the 
process in order to reduce the novelty of viewing the stimuli—thus reducing the possibility of 
producing anomalies in the eye tracking data during the early parts of the experiment; 2) to begin 
the eye-tracking calibration process by determining how the eye-tracker was responding to 
subject characteristics.  
5.7 Eye-Tracking Calibration and Recording 
In order to successfully eye track a subject two types of calibration need to be performed. 
First, the coordinate systems of both the eye tracker and the computer upon which the visual 
stimuli will be displayed (Display PC) need to be linked so that where a subject is attending can 
be translated into the eye tracker’s coordinates. To do this, a pattern of calibration points was 
displayed on the Display PC, which also appears on the Scene monitor of the eye tracker. By 




two coordinate frames. In the second step of calibration, subjects are shown the same pattern of 
calibration points one at a time and the eye tracking software decides when it can determine the 
eye gaze accurately. 
Once subjects were properly calibrated, the video stimulus was loaded and a data file 
opened for storing the raw eye-tracker data. Finally, subjects were given a countdown and the 
experimenter simultaneously started recording eye movements and the video. 
5.8 Summary of Data Collected 
 
Data collected during this experiment for each subject consisted of the following items: 
• Demographic questionnaire (1) 
• Raw eye-tracking data files (1 per video watched—total of 4) 
• Performance measure (1 per video watched—total of 4) 
• Likert Questionnaires (1 per video watched—total of 4) 




 RQ1: Machine Learning Methodology and Results 
In this chapter we discuss the methods that were employed in the machine-learning 
analysis of the eye tracking data collected in the user studies described in the previous chapter. 
First we will discuss our feature extraction methods (Section 6.1), followed by a description of 
the software tools used to build the input files (Section 6.2), choice of machine-learning models 
employed (Section 6.3), and attribute selection algorithms (Section 6.4). In the final sections we 
will discuss how the class labels were constructed and how we handled the resulting imbalanced 
class representation (Section 6.5), measures of model success (Section 6.6), and data handling 
methods for the training and testing data sets (Section 6.7). Chapter 6 concludes with a 
discussion of the experimental results related to RQ 1 (Section 6.8).   
6.1 Feature Extraction 
 
In choosing the features with which to build our models we looked for guidance among the 
studies that we have reviewed in both of the general eye tracking literature (see Chapter 3) and 
the more specialized machine learning studies all presented in Section 3.3.  
In Table 7 (below), we have organized these features into broad themes and indicate their 




Table 7. Summary of eye-movement metrics used in all reviewed studies 
 
 
In addition to the guidance obtained in the literature review, a second source of inspiration 
for our feature selection process came from the work of Goldberg and Kotval (1999) who 
challenged the necessity of AOIs always aligning with the semantics of the interface. In their 
approach the interface can be divided into a grid pattern independent of the location of the AOIs 
with eye tracking quantities now being accumulated per grid quandrant instead of AOIs. Such an 
approach holds out the possibility of locating more subtle differences in the eye movement 
strategies of study participants which would otherwise have gone undetected when measuing 















ATC Yes  Yes   
IDE Yes  Yes   
PILOT Yes Yes Yes   
LINE     Yes 
NEWS Yes   Yes  
Salojarvi  
(2003) Yes Yes    
Klami 
(2008) Yes Yes Yes  Yes 
Kandemir 
(2010) Yes Yes  Yes  
Cole 
(2013) Yes Yes    
Eivazi  






As a result of these two approaches, AOI-based versus grid-based, we propose to create 
four broad classes of features from the eye tracking data: content-dependent fixation-based 
(CDFB) features, content-dependent dwell-based (CDDB) features, content-independent 
fixation-based (CIFB) features, and content-independent dwell-based (CIDB) features. In 
addition, we have also incorporated into our models features suggested by the literature related to 
distance of eye movement, completeness of scan and eye shape characteristics (e.g., pupil size). 
6.1.1 Content-Dependent Fixation-Based Features 
 
As we stated above “content-dependent” refers to the fact that the AOIs were defined in a 
logical manner that is based on the arrangement of the various GUI elements on the user 
interface as opposed to a pattern of evenly spaced quadrants which lack the semantic connection 
to an area-of-interest. In turn, “fixation-based” refers to the fact that the basic unit of measure for 
all these variables is the “fixation” and not the “dwell” (see Section 2.2 for definitions of these 
terms).  
Broadly speaking, the features in this set consist of various ways of counting or 
measuring the fixations made by the particpants eyes with regard to a particular AOI. These 
measurements include completeness measures, distance measures, transition measures and pupil-
based measures. The remaining measures are all directly based upon participant’s fixations and 
include: the sum or average of the duration of the fixations, the count of fixations, the proportion 
of time spent fixating, the frequency of fixations (per second), the elapsed time until the first 
fixation on a particular AOI, and other metrics.  




6.1.2 Content-Dependent Dwell-Based Features 
 
Like the features we discussed in the previous section, the features discussed here are 
also “content-dependent” in that they rely upon particular AOIs for their values. The difference 
here is that all the features in this set are “dwell-based” which refers to the fact that these features 
are not based upon single fixations, but instead are based upon a groups of fixations that all fall 
within a region of specified dimensions for a predetermined duration of time (see Section 2.2 for 
definitions).  
In general, the features in this set consist of various ways of counting or measuring the 
dwells made by the particpants eyes with regard to a particular AOI. It should be obseved that 
there is a reduction in the total number of features in the dwell-based case due to the elimination 
of features which are duplicative of their fixation-based counterparts (e.g., total dwell time is 
equivalent to total fixation time). The inclusion of such highly correlated features does not in 
general improve the performance of machine learning algorithms and could contribute to a 
decrease in model accuracy. The measures in this feature set are all directly based upon 
participant’s dwells and include: a completeness of scan measure, the sum or average of the 
duration of the dwells, the count of dwells, the proportion of time spent dwelling, and the 
frequency of dwells (per second).  
The full set of content-dependent dwell-based features is included in Appendix L. 
6.1.3 Content-Independent Fixation-Based Features 
 
In our third group of features, we employ the method suggested by Goldberg and Kotval 




the AOIs; thus, the term “content-independent”. While the grids can be set to any arbitrary size 
(or even different sizes), in this preliminary work we chose a coarse grained arrangement of 
equally sized quandrants as our starting point. Specifically, the interface has been divided into 
four quadrants which equally divide the interface into the following content-independent areas-
of-interest: Upper Left (UL), Upper Right (UR), Lower Left (LL) and Lower Right (LR). As we 
stated above “content-independent” refers to the fact that the AOIs were defined in a manner that 
which disregards the arrangement of GUI elements on the user interface and “fixation-based” 
refers to the fact that the basic unit of measure for all these variables is the “fixation” and not the 
“dwell”. These features consist of various ways of counting or measuring the fixations made by 
the particpants eyes with regard to a particular quadrant.  The full set of content-independent 
fixation-based features is included in Appendix M. 
6.1.4 Content-Independent Dwell-Based Features 
 
 Finally, in a similar manner we apply the concept of “content-independence” to the 
dwell-based measurements to generate a fourth group of features. The full set of content-
independent dwell-based features is included in Appendix N.  
6.2 Tools and Class Labels 
 
In order to generate the feature vectors used in our analysis it was necessary to transform 




used in our study2 into a format that could serve as inputs for the machine-learning platform. The 
necessity for writing our own data-processing tools is that the manufacturer’s software was 
limited in terms of variables that could be generated as well as the ease of generating different 
segment lengths as we have done in our research. Python was chosen as the implementation 
language for this step due to its facility for processing textual data. 
The first script takes as input the raw data file that is generated by the manufacturer’s 
analysis software and outputs a text file with fixation data and convenience variables. This script 
parses a file containing the time sequence ordered list of fixations along with variables for the 
number of the fixation, the starting time of the fixation, the duration of the fixation, the time 
interval between fixations, the degrees of angular movement between two fixations, the diameter 
of the pupil during the fixation and the horizontal and vertical position of the fixation. Besides 
parsing the fixation list the script also creates a number of convenience variables that aid in flow 
control of the second script. The output file contains the following variables: the experimental 
segment that the fixation falls within (i.e., slide number), grid quadrant (i.e., UL, UR, LL, LR), 
area-of-interest (i.e., speaker, title, body, caption, fact list), and elapsed time until the fixation 
occurred in the segment interval (i.e., between 0-30 seconds). 
The second script takes as input the parsed output from script 1 and calculates 1196 eye 
movement features which are used in the analysis (see Appendix O for the complete list). The 
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output file of the second script is a comma separated value (CSV) file that can be inspected in 
any spreadsheet program e.g., Microsoft Excel), loaded directly into the machine learning 
platform we chose for the analysis—WEKA (Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis)—
or serve as input into JAVA programs written against the WEKA API. WEKA is a logical choice 
for many machine-learning projects because it provides the end user with a large collection of 
machine learning algorithms accessible either from a GUI or command line environment. 
The last step in producing feature vectors for our supervised learning task requires that 
each vector is assigned a class label. In our case we chose to frame the problem as a binary 
classification. In order to construct our labels we calculated the percentage of correct answers per 
each of the ten segments (one score per 30 second slide interval). These scores were then 
averaged over all 400 instances to produce the cut off between our two performance levels. If the 
interval score was above average the feature vector was labeled “high” and otherwise it was 
labeled “low.” 
6.3 Machine Learning Algorithms 
 
In choosing the models for our preliminary study we were guided by two factors. First, we 
wished to follow common practices in the application of machine learning techniques in eye 
tracking studies and second we wanted to add breadth to our selection as an exploration of 
different techniques that we believe could be effective in building robust models. Combining 
these two concerns we chose to work with the following five algorithms:  
• Naïve Bayes: The Naïve Bayes algorithm provides a method for classification that 
greatly simplifies the model representation by assuming conditional independence 




values as well as having a reasonable computational complexity. One issue with 
Naïve Bayes is the negative impact on classification performance in the presence of 
highly correlated attributes, however, with the use of attribute selection algorithms 
(e.g., Best-First, described below) to reduce the number of duplicate attributes in a 
model this problem can be ameliorated.  
• Logistic Regression: Logistic regression classification attempts to predict the 
relationship between a categorical outcome (e.g., as in our study, high versus low 
performers on the learning task) and a set of predictor variables (e.g., eye 
movement metrics). Predictor variables may themselves be categorical or 
continuous. Logistic regression works by examining the relationship between the 
independent variables and the log odds of the dichotomous outcome by calculating 
changes in the log odds of the dependent as opposed to the dependent variable 
itself. The use of the log odds ratio in logistic regression provides a simpler 
description of the probabilistic relationship of the variables and the outcome in 
comparison to linear regression (Hosmer and Lemeshow 2005). 
• Support Vector Machine (SVM): SVM is a non-probabilistic binary linear classifier 
that functions by calculating the optimal separating plane between two classes. 
Benefits of SVM include high accuracy, theoretical guarantees regarding over 
fitting, and extensions that can be applied to problems that are not linearly 
separable (Kernel trick). Drawbacks of SVM include high space requirements, 
necessity of tuning parameters as well as poor understandability of the final model 
(Cristianini and Shawe-Taylor 2000).  
• J48: J48 is the open source version of the C4.5 decision tree algorithm. Decision 
trees consist of internal nodes that represent decisions and leaf nodes that represent 
class assignments. This graphical representation of the model is the source of the 
key benefits of decision trees—understandability and interpretability. A prominent 
drawback of decision trees is their tendency to overfit on the training data leading 
to a loss of generalization (Rokach and Maimon 2008). 
• Random Forest: Random Forest is an ensemble technique that, as its name implies, 
employs a set of trees to perform a classification. It is an extension of a decision 
tree, but also incorporate two strategies at randomization that leads to higher 
classification accuracies. This randomization is implemented via bootstrap 
aggregating which provides each of the trees in the forest with a random subset of 







6.4 Attribute Selection Algorithms 
 
In addition to the machine-learning algorithms, we also relied upon techniques to select 
subsets of variables in order to obtain higher levels of performance with a particular machine-
learning algorithm. In our study we employed wrapper techniques as implemented on the WEKA 
platform. In particular, we relied on two heuristic search methods, Best-First and Linear Forward 
Selection, as our techniques for attribute selection.  
In Best-First attribute selection begins training with just a single feature and keeps the 
single best induced model for the next round.  In the next round, the system considers all 
possible models that use the one best feature from the first round along with each of the other 
possible remaining features.  If none of these models perform better than the best model from the 
previous round then the system stops.  If one of these models performs better, than this model 
survives into the next round, where all possible models that consist of one more feature are 
considered.  This greedy process continues until a round is reached in which no addition of 
features results in a better model (or in which a model is created that contains all possible 
features) (Kohavi and John 1997). 
In the second attribute selection technique, Linear Forward Selection, the means by which 
attributes are added to the growing model (as described above) is modified in order to reduce the 
number of attribute expansions in each of the forward selection steps. This can be accomplished 
by first ranking all attributes individually and then choosing a subset consisting of the top-k 




steps, thus greatly reducing the computational costs associated with forward selection algorithms 
(Gutlein, Frank et al. 2009). 
6.5 Measures of Model Success 
 
In this section we will discuss the methodologies employed in evaluating the performance 
of the machine learning models on the eye movement data collected during our preliminary 
study. The discussion will cover the choice of evaluation metric, data handling methodology, and 
a presentation of the preliminary results. While many possible metrics are available when 
evaluating model performance there is still a great deal of debate within the machine learning 
community as to which metric is best for evaluating performance.   
Commonly reported measures include: accuracy, precision, recall, F-measure, each of 
which are briefly described here: Accuracy is simply the percentage of items that are labeled 
with a correct classification divided by the total number of items.  Precision answers the 
question of how many of the instances it has identified as positive instances are in fact positive, 
recall answers the question of how many of the total positive instances were in fact identified. 
The utility of reporting both precision and recall is that it shows two views of how the model is 
performing. For example, if the model has a very high threshold for identifying positive 
examples it will have a high precision. However, by leaving the majority of positive instances 
unidentified the model will also have a low recall.  By providing more information about model 
performance than accuracy, reporting precision and recall gives a broader view of performance. 
However, it is also cumbersome to then have to interpret the meaning of each value in terms of 




arithmetic mean. While, intuitively, this seems to provide a solution it can easily be 
demonstrated that the arithmetic mean will be skewed towards the larger value. The solution, 
developed by van Rijsbergen was to take the harmonic mean of precision and recall (Rijsbergen 
1979). The resulting metric is known as F-measure. 
Each of metric has its own set of strengths and weaknesses and what typically occurs is 
that the norms of practice within a particular area of machine learning application determine 
which metric is reported. In the eye-tracking literature, as we saw in Section 6.1, it is common to 
observe the use of Accuracy. Due to its common adoption in the eye tracking literature as well as 
being a highly intuitive measure we have adopted the Accuracy metric as our performance 
measure.  For reference, Appendices D-G include data tables showing results using F-measure, 
but, for the sake of simplicity, those data tables will not be a focus of discussion in the main 
body of this dissertation. 
6.6 ZeroR as a Baseline for Comparison  
 
Another consideration in machine learning studies is how to compare the relative 
performance between models. Because we do not possess a known accepted baseline 
performance target such as would be possible in a simple probabilistic experiment (e.g., coin 
flipping experiments have a 50% chance of heads or tails known a priori) we need to define our 
own baseline. One possibility that is frequently employed in machine learning studies is use of 
the ZeroR algorithm. Like any supervised learning algorithm, ZeroR “learns” from the training 




case of ZeroR the extent of learning is to determine the label of the majority class and then 
classify all testing instance with this majority label. 
6.7 Testing and Training Methodology 
 
In machine learning studies with limited amounts of data available for model building it is 
typical that the complete dataset will be repeatedly partitioned into training and testing sets with 
the model being induced at each iteration of the partition. At the completion of all n-iterations 
model performance is presented as the average over all iterations. This type of approach is 
referred to as N-Fold Cross-Validation where each partition of the dataset is referred to as a 
fold. While the number of folds can vary, there is empirical evidence that ten folds is sufficient 
to generate the best estimate of the error rate of the model. 
In our study we applied an N-Fold Cross-Validation approach; however, it was modified to 
take into account that folds needed to respect the boundary in the eye-movement data between 
individual participants.  That is, if a data set of eye movement data and performance data from a 
study includes information from ten participants, e.g., “Bob,” “Sally,” etc., then when we are 
training a classifier to predict scores for Bob, we have decided to exclude all of Bob’s data from 
the training set.  As we noted in Section 6.1, during the machine learning literature review, some 
of the studies included individual participant’s data in both training and testing partitions. As 
would be expected the resulting models presented an overly optimistic view of performance due 
to the model having been both trained and tested on the same data.  
In our case, we set the boundary for the partitions between training and testing data in the 




segmented on the presentation slide boundaries each of our ten participants contributed 40 
instance vectors (4 videos x 10 slides). This gave us training sets of 360 (9 subjects x 40 slides) 
instances and testing sets of 40 instances. This partitioning was carried out 10 times for each of 
the five machine learning models used in our study and the average performance was reported. 
6.8 RQ1: Discussion of Results 
 
The reader may recall that our first research question was:   
RQ1. In a rigorously designed and conducted EPC verification experiment, is it 
possible to identify eye movement metrics that can be used to classify users into 
groups according to their task performance (at a rate greater than chance). 
This initial experiment was meant to demonstrate a proof-of-concept pertaining to EPC. 
Specifically, our argument states that when subjects perform a task that includes balanced 
information content (content homogeneity) via a user interface which does not contain random or 
visually distracting elements (visual homogeneity), and both performance measure and eye 
tracking data were temporally aligned with task performance (ET and PM alignment) then it will 
be possible to classify these users into performance groups. In Table 8 below we present the 




Table 8. Percentage accuracy results for RQ1 for all algorithms 
 
  
 We begin the discussion by a walkthrough of the table. Column 1 of Table 8 displays 
information pertaining to the feature selection method employed. Row 1 of column 1 indicates 
that no attribute selection method was used and all 1196 features were used in the analysis (see 
Appendix O for a complete listing of features). Row 2 of column 1 indicates that an attribute 
selection algorithm (Linear Forward Selection) was used to reduce the number of features used 
in the analysis shown on row 2. Likewise, row 3 indicates that Best-First attribute selection was 
applied. 
In all columns (excluding column 1) the numbers represent the percentage accuracy of 
the algorithm show in the heading. Column 2 for example, displays the results of the ZeroR 
algorithm. In this case ZeroR has an accuracy of 33% in classifying the subjects. Note that ZeroR 
remains at this value under all three attribute sets because the algorithm is prohibited from using 
any information contained in the feature vectors other than the class label which ZeroR uses to 
calculate the majority class with which it makes its predictions. 
Columns 3-7 display all the results of the algorithms that were originally selected for 




20-30% above baseline (i.e., above the corresponding ZeroR value on that row) in classifying 
subjects into performance groups.    
Having surveyed a variety of machine algorithms in this section of the paper, for 
simplicity of presentation, we have narrowed the focus going forward to just one machine 
learning algorithm and one attribute selector. In this case we chose to present the results for the 
Random Forest algorithm which showed a consistency across all experimental conditions. In 
particular, Table 9 displays the format in which results for RQ2-4 will be presented going 
forward. We feel that advantages to clarity of argument are obtained in making this change in 
how we present the results. Complete tables of all results are presented in Appendices D-G. 
Table 9. Percentage accuracy results for RQ1 for Random Forest algorithm 
 
Now we consider the issue of whether or not RQ1 is supported by these results. We 
believe that the results of this analysis affirm the proof-of-concept that EPC is a detectable and 
measurable quantity. This result is especially notable in light of the fact that this experiment was 
conducted with a highly complex user interface and task. It is also notable that the result appears 
to be stable across a wide variety of machine learning approaches (see Table 8). 
In conclusion, this is the first study to demonstrate that a user’s performance can be 





will discuss the contributions of this research in greater detail.  In the following chapters, this 
dissertation will explore how robust this result is, that is, would we still be able to successfully 
predict user’s performance if we had relaxed some of our efforts at preserving homogeneity or 





 Altering Stimuli Homogeneity and Alignment Boundaries 
While the focus of RQ1 was to determine the feasibility of predicting a user’s performance 
(i.e., their membership in a high-performance or low-performance group), RQ2-4 are attempts at 
exploring the EPC space with the goal of providing insights into the limits of the strength of the 
eye movement-performance connection under what we believe are non-optimal conditions. In 
this chapter we describe the three approaches we took in designing and conducting these 
experiments to test the limits of EPC and discuss the findings of each in turn. 
7.1 RQ2: Relaxing Restrictions on Content Homogeneity 
The reader will recall that our second research question was:   
RQ2. Assuming that an EPC relationship has been identified for some user-interface and 
task, relaxing the content homogeneity of the stimuli will have a negative impact on the 
classification of users into performance groups, based on eye-tracking metrics. 
To address this question, we altered the visual stimuli from the original RQ1 study in 
such a way that the information content presented during each 30-second interval would be 
highly imbalanced. We altered the ratios of our four content categories (i.e., names, dates, 
numbers and ideas), so that they would be that were densely and unevenly distributed 
throughout the content of the slides in the presentation. RQ2 focuses on whether such 
changes lead to differences in the eye movements of participants (e.g., perhaps due to a 




We reprocessed our visual stimuli in order to change the balance of the information 
content, fact lists, and captions for each of the four lessons.  A sample screenshot is shown in 
Figure 21.  In particular, there were large numbers of proper names, dates, numerical data, etc., 
that were densely and unevenly distributed throughout the content slides of the presentation. 
Table 10 provides the reader with a rough idea of how the totals of the different categories of 
information content varied in the example slide that has been shown in this dissertation (in 





Figure 21. Visual stimuli without content homogeneity 
 
Table 10. Approximate measure of the disparity in homogeneity between Slide#1 of Visual 
Stimuli#1 under RQ1 and RQ2 conditions 
 
 
7.2 RQ3: Relaxing the Restriction on Visual Homogeneity 
The reader will recall that our third research question was:   
RQ3. Assuming that an EPC relationship has been identified for some user-interface and 
task, relaxing the visual homogeneity of the stimuli will have a negative impact on the 




To address this question, we altered the stimuli, in such a way that participants will be 
exposed to a highly heterogeneous UI during each 30-second interval.  (We held other 
experimental factors constant, e.g., content homogeneity, ET and PM task alignment).  In 
contrast to the design restrictions followed in the creation of the visual stimuli required for RQ1, 
the visual stimuli created for testing RQ3 was intended to present subjects with visual stimuli 
containing different colors, formatting, and imagery.  As shown in Figure 22, the colors and 
formatting of headings, captions, backgrounds, and other elements of the stimuli were modified, 
using selections of colors and formatting that were meant to be discordant and extreme.   
Potentially, the inclusion of such visual elements may lead to salient areas of visual interest 
that have no meaningful connection to obtaining high performance levels in the final test 
presented to participants.  The eye-gaze of human participants is naturally drawn to look at 
human or animal faces or other visually salient design elements. Such movements of the eyes 
may be based on the visual coloring and appearance of the slide, not the user’s reading or 
consumption of the information content of the lesson (which was later measured using some 





Figure 22. Visual stimuli without visual homogeneity 
 
7.3 Data Collection for Experiments RQ2 and RQ3 
In the summer of 2014 two additional weeks of experiments were conducted at the eye-
tracking lab located within the Linguistics and Assistive Technologies Lab (LatLab) at Queens 
College. During this time 12 new subjects were recruited for the RQ2 experiment and 13 new 
subjects were recruited for the RQ3 experiment. Eye tracking data was analyzed for quality and 
the 10 best runs were kept for use in the machine learning analysis.  
7.4 Class Labels and Imbalanced Data  
As described in Section 6.2, we framed our problem as a binary classification: assigning 
each participant in the study to a “high-performance” or “low-performance” class. Having 




RQ1 study, we continued to use the same threshold definition for RQ2 and RQ3. If the interval 
score was above average the feature vector was labeled “high,” and otherwise, “low.” 
Quite often in machine-learning studies the balance between the different classes is skewed in 
the direction of one class creating a “majority class” which outnumbers the instances in the 
“minority class”. When this condition exists the dataset is described as imbalanced. Addressing 
class imbalance is necessary because learning algorithms will tend to perform better when 
classifying majority class instances (more information being available for training on the 
majority class). The issue of imbalanced training data for classification has received significant 
attention in the literature and numerous solutions have been presented. One popular method is to 
reduce the imbalance between minority and majority classes by increasing the representation of 
the minority class through the introduction of “synthetic” instances. This technique is referred to 
as SMOTE (Synthetic Minority Over-Sampling Technique) (Chawla, Bowyer et al. 2002). 
SMOTE operates by creating new training instances by randomly perturbing the values in feature 
vectors taken from minority class nearest neighbors. SMOTE is only applied to training data (not 
testing data).   
In the case of RQ1 this issue did not present itself.   As shown in Figure 23 both high and 
low classes were relatively balanced and therefore no additional data handling steps were 





However, with RQ2 and RQ3 data this was not case. As can be seen in Figure 24 and 
Figure 25 the distributions of the classes are not equal.  
 
 
Figure 23: RQ1 Class Label Distribution 
 
 
Figure 24: RQ2 Class Label Distribution 
 
 





 In order to correct for this imbalance we applied the SMOTE algorithm as a 
preprocessing step to balance the representation of the majority and minority classes in each of 
the RQ2 and RQ3 data sets. SMOTE percentages are included for reference in Appendix C.   
By applying SMOTE we were able adjust the ZeroR baseline in the RQ2 and RQ3 
analyses to be comparable with the baseline used in the RQ1 experiment.  For reference, 
Appendix D includes data tables showing results without SMOTE rebalancing having been 
performed, but, for the sake of simplicity, these non-SMOTE results will not be a focus of 
discussion in the main body of this dissertation. 
7.5 RQ2 and RQ3: Discussion of Results 
As we have stated the goal of the RQ2 and RQ3 experiments was to test the limits of the 
connection between eye movements and performance. The expectation was that by increasing the 
difficulty of the learning task by either overloading the content with extra material (RQ2) or by 
distracting the user’s visual processes with irrelevant, but highly salient images (RQ3), we would 
interfere with the eye movement-performance connection which in turn would manifest itself as 
a lowering of accuracy scores in the induced machine learning models.  
Interestingly, this is not what occurred. In fact, model accuracy moved in the opposite 
direction for both RQ2 and RQ3. Table 11 below shows that under RQ2 conditions employing all 
features, Random Forest achieved 70% accuracy in the classification task while with a reduced 
attribute set (LFS) Random Forest reached 64% accuracy. This result represents an approximate 
18% increase in accuracy over RQ1. Table 12 below shows that in a similar fashion, under RQ3 




reduced attribute set (LFS) Random Forest achieved 77%. This result represents approximately 
21% increase in accuracy over RQ1. 




On first glance, this result seems very counterintuitive.  Especially in the case of RQ3, in 
which visually distracting extraneous images and decoration were added to the slides, we would 
have expected that the eye-movement data would have been more “noisy” in a such a way that it 
would be more difficult to build an accurate machine-learning model.  So, what could explain 
these findings? 
While the direction of movement in the accuracy scores is perhaps unexpected, it may 
shed light on the importance of optimizing the task difficulty when attempting to model the 
predictive relationship between eye movements and performance.  If we take the view that EPC 
 
 






exists in a multidimensional space of all possible study and task designs, we can assume that 
some areas of this space may show a strong predictive relationship (perhaps under conditions of 
high task difficulty, in which the participant would not have “slack” time to move their eyes in 
ways that are unrelated to the task at hand) and in other areas only a weak predictive relationship 
(under conditions of low task difficulty).  Within this conceptual framework, we can assume that 
by manipulating the level of task difficulty faced by research subjects we could move through 
this EPC space.  Thus, one possible explanation for why we observed higher model accuracy 
scores for RQ2 and RQ3 (as compared to RQ1) is that the task difficulty under RQ1 may not 
have been sufficient to induce the strongest possible EPC effect in the subjects.  In other words, 
the baseline RQ1 task may not have been sufficiently difficult to optimize the strength of the 
relationship between eye-movement and task performance. Of course, another possible 
explanation for the observed increase in model accuracy could be that the increased cognitive 
load lead subjects pay greater attention to the visual task and as a result the collected eye 
movement record was “cleaner” in that the eye movements were more closely related to the 
performance of the tasks during RQ2 and RQ3.  
If this speculative explanation of the RQ2 and RQ3 results is correct, then we would 
expect that subjects would have reported greater difficulty in accomplishing the tasks under the 
conditions of RQ2 and RQ3, in comparison to RQ1.  In fact, this was the case:  Table 13 below 





Thus, given these difficulty scores, it appears that participants found the study in RQ2 
and RQ3 more difficult.   Recall that the definition of research questions RQ2 and RQ3 both 
contained the phrase “Assuming that an EPC relationship has been identified for some user-
interface and task”; given this new information, it appears that the EPC relationships identified 
during our original RQ1 experiment was not the strongest possible EPC relationship that we 
could have found for this task.   Unfortunately, this means that we cannot conclusively answer 
RQ2 and RQ3 on the basis of these experiments that were conducted: Given that the users’ 
perception of the overall task difficulty increased in conditions RQ2 and RQ3, it is not possible 
to isolate the variable that may have led to the higher machine-learning model accuracy for RQ2 
and RQ3.   While our experiments do not allow us to directly answer RQ2 and RQ3, the 
surprising result of these experiments did highlight the importance of optimizing the task 
difficulty when designing a task in which a researcher seeks to predict user performance based 
on eye-movement data. 
7.6 RQ4: Relaxing Time-Alignment 
The reader will recall that our fourth research question was:   







RQ4. Assuming that an EPC relationship has been identified for some user-interface and 
task, misalignment of either performance measures or eye-tracking data with respect to 
task duration will have a negative impact on the classification of users into performance 
groups, based on eye movement metrics. 
 In contrast to the designs of RQ1-3, RQ4 did not require any new materials to be 
constructed. Instead, RQ4 reworks the data collected from RQ1 in such a way that the 
original eye movement and performance data are reallocated across random partitions of 
the time line. This alteration of the partitions is demonstrated in Table 14 below. The first 
row indicates the slide number and row 2 shows that in the original experiment 30 seconds 
were allocated to each slide with the total time line consisting of 300 seconds. 
  
Table 14. Illustration of random time slices used in RQ4 (not to scale) 
 
 With RQ4 methodology, 10 random partitions are generated which do not 







random assignment the chance existed for the random boundaries to fall close to the 
original boundaries. For this reason the RQ4 analysis was run three times and averaged. 
 Once the partitions were constructed it was necessary to adjust both the 
performance and eye tracking data to the altered lengths of the new random partitions. In 
the case of the performance scores, new partition scores were generated by assigning a 
proportion of each original interval score based on the percent overlap that the new internal 
had with the original interval. In Table 15 we present some sample calculations to illustrate 
this method. 
Table 15. Illustration of adjusted score calculation 
 
The method for generating new adjusted scores is as follows: 
1. If the lower and upper bounds of the random partition fall completely within the 
original partition then assign the new random partition the full original score. 
2. If the lower and upper bound of the random partition fall in different partitions then 







For example, the first random interval #1 shown in Table 13 has a lower bound of 0 
seconds and an upper bound of 15 seconds. Therefore, random interval #1 is assigned a 
score of 0.66. In the case of random interval #2, the lower bound is midway through the 
first original interval and the upper bound is midway through the second original interval. 
Therefore, random interval #2 is assigned a score as follows: 
(15s * 0.66) + (15s * 1.0)/30s = 0.83 
 And in a similar fashion, random interval #3 is assigned a score with the following 
calculation: 
(15s * 1.0) + (30s * 0.5) + (15s * 1.0)/30s = 0.75 
After adjusting the RQ1 performance data to conform with the new random time 
intervals we modified the original data handling scripts to recalculate all eye movement 
metrics as well with respect to the same intervals. This normalization was applied to all 
metrics which were based upon either a count or an accumulation of data per the original 
30 second interval. 
Given these adjustments to the performance and eye movement data we have, in 
effect, created a new eye tracking dataset and machine-learning experiment, in which the 
performance and eye movement measurements are no longer aligned with the performance 




7.7 RQ4: Discussion of Results 
 
As stated previously the goal of the RQ4 experiment was to test the limits of the 
connection between eye movements and performance by interfering with the alignment of the 
boundaries to task performance, eye movement and user performance. The expectation was that 
by misaligning these boundaries we would be able to provide support for our EPC concept which 
includes this as a significant factor to be taken into account when attempting to design effective 
eye tracking experiments. RQ4 argues that misaligned boundaries will interfere with the eye 
movement-performance connection, which in turn will manifest itself as a lowering of accuracy 
scores in the induced machine learning models. 
As the results in Table 16 illustrate, under RQ4 conditions using all features, Random 
Forest moved in the opposite direction than predicted and accuracy improved by 4%. However, 
under RQ4 conditions using a reduced set of attributes (LFS) model accuracy moved in the 
predicted direction and in fact dropped by 7% yielding an average decrease of 3%. 
Table 16. RQ4 compared with RQ1 results 
 
In light of the previous discussions of RQ2 and RQ3 results this moderate decrease might be 








between eye movements and performance is initially weak then interfering with the alignments 
might be expected to decrease model accuracies only slightly. 
Expanding on this idea we ran two additional side experiments in which we applied the 
same RQ4 methodology to the previously collected RQ2 and RQ3 data. The argument to be 
made is that since we have demonstrated a strong EPC effect under RQ2/RQ3 conditions would 
it not be logical that applying RQ4 conditions would have a greater impact on RQ2/RQ3 data 
and in turn model accuracies should decline significantly.  
We named these side experiments as RQ4-2 and RQ4-3. In Table 17 and Table 18 we 
present the results for these experiments. 
 
 
Table 17. RQ4-2 results compared to RQ2 
 







As can be seen, by applying the RQ4 methodology, in which the alignments of eye 
movements, performance measure, and task execution were randomly partitioned, model 
accuracy declined sharply. Table 17 shows the impact of applying this method to RQ2 data 
which resulted in an average decrease of model accuracy of approximately 15%. Table 18 
displays shows an even greater decrease of approximately 24% in model accuracy. In light of the 





In the introduction to this dissertation we described a novel application for eye-tracking. 
Namely, we made the argument that the role of eye-tracking within HCI research could be 
reimagined as a predictive tool—in contrast to its current use as an auxiliary technique to more 
traditional HCI methodologies. We then described a framework of experimental factors (EPC) 
which we believed would be necessary in order to provide eye-tracking experiments with an 
appropriate structure in order for eye-tracking to function as a predictive tool. Subsequently, we 
performed a specialized search of the eye-tracking literature in an attempt at identifying 
experimental results that lent support to the EPC framework. 
Given the centrality of determining user success within HCI research, the goal of this 
dissertation was to elucidate the EPC framework and thus contribute a new experimental method 
to field of HCI eye-tracking. To accomplish this we proposed a set of research questions in which 
each question targeted a component of the EPC framework. We began with the construction of a 
baseline experiment (RQ1) which attempted to implement the EPC framework in its entirety and 
then, using the collected eye-tracking data make accurate predictions pertaining to a user’s 
membership in a particular performance group. Following the testing of the RQ1 we proceeded 
to test three research questions which, in a controlled experimental approach, attempted break 
EPC guidelines with the expectation of diminishing the predictive accuracy of the machine 




holding other EPC factors constant. Likewise, in RQ3 we relaxed control over the prescription of 
the EPC framework with respect to visual homogeneity of the user interface. Finally, in RQ4 we 
performed a reanalysis of the previous collected data for RQ1-3 experiments and by 
manipulating the segment boundaries over which performance and eye-tracking data were 
collected we attempted to decrease the machine learning model’s accuracy. 
In the case of RQ1-3 laboratory experiments were conducted in which a total of 40 
subjects (RQ1 N=15, RQ2 N=13, RQ3 N=12) were recruited and assigned to one of three 
experimental conditions. Data collected from these eye-tracking experiments were analyzed 
using a variety of machine learning approaches in order to induce models that classified the 
subjects into either high or low performance categories. Unlike RQ1-3, RQ4 only reprocessed 
previously collected data and then employed an identical machine learning approach.  
RQ1 predicted that if an HCI eye-tracking experiment were conducted following the 
guidelines of the EPC framework then it would be possible to classify subjects into performance 
group solely with the aid of eye-tracking data (at a rate greater than some established baseline). 
The results of the RQ1 experiment supported this prediction. When EPC guidelines were adhered 
to, the induced machine-learning model consistently performed 20-30% above baseline. 
RQ2 predicted that if the RQ1 experiment were altered so that subjects were presented 
with cognitively challenging information content during the experiment, then accuracy of the 
induced machine learning models would decrease. The results of the RQ2 experiment did not 
support this prediction. Making the task the more difficult (which was indicated by 




increased model accuracy instead of decreasing it. This result was unexpected, but upon 
reflection it could be attributed to a misjudgment of the difficulty associated with the original 
RQ1 task.  
RQ3 predicted that if the RQ1 experiment were altered so that subjects were presented 
with visually challenging information content during the experiment, then accuracy of the 
induced machine learning models would decrease. The results of the RQ3 experiment did not 
support this prediction. In similar fashion to the RQ2 results, making the task more difficult lead 
to an increase in model accuracy in contrast to the prediction made by RQ3. Given the results of 
RQ2, this RQ3 result was somewhat expected: since RQ2 and RQ3 experiments altered the EPC 
framework in a similar fashion. 
RQ4 predicted that if the boundaries aligning the recording of performance or eye-tracking 
data with respect to task execution were to be experimentally misaligned then the accuracy of the 
induced machine-learning model would decrease. The results of the RQ4 experiment only 
weakly supported this prediction. However, two additional experiments were conducted, in 
which the data collected during the RQ2 and RQ3 experiments were reprocessed using the RQ4 
methodology.  These two additional experiments (RQ4-2 and RQ4-3) did provide strong support 
for the RQ4 prediction. 
8.1 Limitations and Future Work 
 
While this dissertation research attempted to support the concept of EPC via experimental 
results, it was by no means either exhaustive in its questioning or completely successful in 




the limitations, possible remedies, and future directions, which can be pursued in order to extend 
this dissertation project. 
8.1.1 Exploring Important Machine Learning Features 
 
An important function of this dissertation research was to serve as a proof-of-concept that 
eye movements could in fact be employed as a means to predict user performance characteristics. 
During this research, we were more interested in achieving this higher-level goal than delving 
into the specific attribute classes which contributed to the model’s success. (In other words, the 
online-learning scenario which was used as a basis for data collection and experiments in this 
dissertation was merely intended to be a test bed or case-study, with an ultimate goal of enabling 
us to successfully demonstrate that it is indeed possible to use eye-movement data to predict 
users’ task success.)    
Thus, while it was not a primary research aim of this dissertation project, in the interest of 
providing some findings that may be of use to future researchers working in this online learning 
realm, we did take some preliminary steps toward investigating the sets of eye-movement 
features that led to successful predictions in this online-learning scenario. Tables 19, 20, 21 
below show ranked listings of features most commonly used by the SVM models, as selected by 
Best-First Search attribute selection method. The numbers presented with the attributes indicate 
how many of the ten models trained during cross-validation included this feature (only those 
selected by 2 or more models are listed). While the tables included below show only the top ten 
attributes, the full sets of selected attributes appear in Appendices H-J. One interesting 




50%, 50%, and 33% of the total top ten attributes selected for RQ1, RQ2, and RQ3 respectively. 
It is an interesting observation because the Fact AOI is visible during the complete duration of 
the experiment (containing a static list of “extra facts” that relate to the overall lesson); however, 
the Fact AOI is also placed at significant distance from the central AOIs, which present the 
majority of information that is tested in the performance measure. As a speculation for why eye-
movement features related to the Fact AOI might have held such predictive value in our trained 
models, perhaps the Random Forest algorithm was able to distinguish between high and low 
performers based upon how visual attention was being allocated to this AOI. While we have not 
investigated this further, we can speculate that higher performing subjects were those who visited 
the Fact AOI during a slack moment during task execution (perhaps only those subjects who had 
successfully “taken in” all of the information from the primary AOIs had the time to glance at the 
Fact AOI during the study); in effect, glancing at the Fact AOI, might function as a sort of tie-
breaker in which the higher performing subjects were able to accumulate a small percentage 




dissertation could be extended in the future. 
 






Table 20. RQ2 Top 10 attributes selected with Best-First attribute selector 
 
A second observation taken from the tables is the general preponderance of attributes 
from the set of segmented variables (S1, S2, S3, and S4) and specifically the S1 segment which 
accounts for 40%, 50%, and 40% of the total top ten attributes selected for RQ1, RQ2, and RQ3 
respectively. The reader may recall that each of the 30-second intervals (during which a slide was 
shown) was subdivided into 7.5-second segments, labeled as S1, S2, S3, and S4.  It is interesting 
 
 






to note that the feature-selection process preferred attributes associated with the eye movements 
during the first segment (S1) of each of the slides. While we have not tested this idea further, we 
speculate that higher-performing subjects execute an eye movement—perhaps as a visual 
orientation or the new stimuli—during the span of time covered by the first 7.5-second interval.  
The occurrence of this eye movement behavior during the first 7.5 seconds of a slide may be 
associated with a higher overall task-performance score.  Thus, the Random Forest algorithm 
may have leveraged this information as a useful discriminative factor in classifying subjects into 
performance groups.  Again, addressing the area of which families of attributes were involved in 
higher model accuracies is an area into which this dissertation research could be extended in the 
future. 
Additionally, we make the observation that the machine learning models used in this 
study were binary classifiers based on the separation of subjects into high and low performance 
categories. In turn, high and low performance was determined by the number of correctly 
answered items on the performance measure. Given the availability of response items related to 
working memory (e.g., “Not Presented” and “Don’t Recall”) an alternative approach could 
address the role of memory in subject’s task performance. 
 
8.1.2 Revisiting Task Difficulty 
 
The most surprising result of this research project was the increase in model accuracies 
under the RQ2 and RQ3 conditions.  We have speculated that this result was due to our originally 




conditions rated the overall task as more difficult.   Thus, we may consider other ways in which 
the overall difficulty could be increased of this online-learning task (to enable a stronger 
relationship between eye movements and task performance).    
During the literature review, we encountered prior studies (e.g., NEWS) that included an 
auditory track when presenting information to participants.  When it came time for us to build the 
experimental materials for RQ1, we argued that the lack of sound during the presentation of the 
stimuli (which were intended to mimic academic lectures) would present more of a distraction to 
the subjects than if it were included.  Further, in the interest of presenting a test-case scenario 
that had some real-world veracity, we also argued that it would be more natural to allow the 
audio track of the lessons to be played.    Perhaps in light of the RQ1, RQ2, and RQ3 results in 
this dissertation, one could argue that the inclusion of audio/voice during the lessons led to our 
information-based visual task having less—not more—foveal stress.  The obvious remedy for 
this issue is the removal (during part or all of the entire lesson) of the voice track from the 
stimuli.  At the beginning of the study, participants could be provided a warning that, during the 
experiment, it is possible that the audio might be missing or corrupt. Exploring the relationship 
between performance and presence of the audio track could also be approached by studying the 
individual differences in the reliance on the Caption AOI. Models could constructed that paid 
particular attention to such eye tracking measures as PFT on this AOI as an indication on how 
essential they were to participants performance. 
In addition to modifying the use of an audio track in the experiment in order to increase 




challenging to subjects both in terms of the quantity of information presented or perhaps the 
visual qualities of the stimuli.  In future work, redesigning the associated stimuli and rerunning 
the original experiment could address both of these issues. In the case of information content, 
RQ2 results provide some guidance as to the necessary alterations necessary to increase task 
difficulty and increase model accuracy. From this standpoint, a series of experiments could be 
conducted in order to test the impact of various levels of imbalance in Content Homogeneity on 
model accuracy. In a similar fashion, the baseline RQ1 stimuli could be modified in terms of 
Visual Homogeneity along a gradient of levels (perhaps with somewhat less over-the-top 
modifications of colors or use of extraneous clip-art than was present in the RQ3 study), with the 
goal of identifying the inflection point when model accuracies decline. Investigating levels of 
task difficulty under all three of these new experimental conditions described above represents a 
possible direction for the future work to extend this research project.  
8.1.3 Generalizability of EPC to Other Application Domains 
 
Having developed a new framework for carrying out HCI eye-tracking experiments under 
controlled experimental conditions, we may now consider the degree to which this EPC 
framework could be applied to other domains, outside of the area circumscribed by this research 
project (online learning tasks in which students view videos of lessons and answer questions).  
To answer this question, we need to look at just how restrictive the experimental conditions 
actually were in the development of the EPC framework. 
We begin by first reviewing the description of the motivating example that was presented 




earlier point in this document, we wished to provide a design model for both the development of 
the experimental stimuli to be used in this research as well as a target user interface with which 
to select prior studies for review.  To concretize our work in this dissertation, we chose to put 
forward a particular domain as a candidate, Education Learning Systems, due to both the 
significant growth of this domain as well as having reviewed previously reviewed a number of 
studies investigating this topic. In addition, the motivating example design was presented in 
Section 2.3 as a response to some prior eye-tracking studies that had not carefully controlled the 
experimental user interface.   
In reality, the user interface described in Section 2.3 is quite generic in its features and 
could be representative of any number of interface types employed across a variety of application 
domains. It included two basic design criteria: 1) the user interface should consist of visually 
dispersed UI components and fixed AOIs; 2) the content displayed in these UI components 
should be of mixed content types and modalities—video, text, images presented in both static 
and dynamic ways—in such a manner as to produce a significant foveal load on the subjects. 
While this dissertation made use of an online learning scenario in the studies that were 
conducted, we speculate that many other types of user-interfaces and tasks (that also follow these 
two design criteria) might also be viable candidates for using eye movements of participants to 
predict their task performance. 
In light of this clarification, we have a general sense of the potential domains in which 
EPC could be successfully deployed. For example, control interface design in such diverse areas 




user interface we have described. By their nature, tasks in which participants make use of a 
control-system interface (containing visually dispersed UI elements that present information in 
mixed content modalities) are likely candidates for future researchers interested in predicting 
task-performance using participants’ eye movement data. 
Of course, there may be unique difficulties that researchers might encounter as they 
attempt to apply EPC concepts to these other domains: By way of example, we speculate about 
one such future domain here: users viewing radiology scans on an interface with a task of 
accurately diagnosing some condition.   For example, a challenge that researchers may encounter 
in training a predictive model based on eye movements is that, in this task, the primary UI might 
consist solely of the scanned image and it may lack distinct, pre-defined, content-dependent 
AOIs that display varied information-content or modalities.  We speculate that researchers may 
find more success making use of content-independent AOIs (e.g., subdividing the scan image 
into a grid pattern of AOIs) to predict task-success based on eye-movement patterns. 
It is certainly possible to imagine application domains where (even with modifications to 
the EPC framework) the connections between eye movements and performance will be tenuous. 
In the extreme, one could imagine situations in which users simply do not need to use their eyes 
to engage with a task or successfully perform it.   Under conditions which lack strong cognitive 
demands, or interfaces which do not produce high degrees of foveal stress, etc., we speculate that 
it would be difficult to design a successful EPC experiment and train an accurate model of task-




Interestingly, a possible method for constructing new experiments to test the 
generalizability of the EPC framework is to perform tests between the current model data that 
this project generated. Namely, by forming new data sets from the RQ1, RQ2, and RQ3 data we 
can re-run the original machine learning analysis and verify if indeed the EPC framework is as 
effective at classification over the new datasets. While this work has not yet been done to date, 
we anticipate this as a first step in the direction of testing the generalizability of our approach.  
 
8.2 Contributions to HCI Research Practice   
 
This dissertation project has made a number of contributions both practical and theoretical 
to the area of HCI eye-tracking research: 
First, by developing the Eye-Tracking Performance Connection (EPC) framework, we 
have provided guidance for the design of new types of HCI eye-tracking experiments that 
address the relationship between eye movement patterns and user performance. This dissertation 
research has articulated and tested this approach and provided support for how similar 
experiments can be conducted. By enumerating the necessary qualities of the visual stimuli and 
information content as well as stressing the importance of the alignments of eye movement and 
performance measures with the boundaries of the task performance, we have provided future 
researchers with guidance on how to design and conduct future EPC experiments. 
Second, usability evaluations performed within HCI typically result in an assessment of 
how users perform their tasks via a given user interface. Traditional HCI methodologies consume 




domain, the EPC framework could be employed as an automated evaluation subsystem, 
combining eye-tracking and machine learning methodologies, at a considerable reduction in 
resource usage.  
Third, by incorporating machine-learning concepts into our approach, we have provided 
guidance for future eye-tracking researchers who wish to incorporate machine-learning 
techniques into the analysis their data. In particular, we have presented stringent data handling 
practices that have provided a more realistic evaluation of model performance when compared 
with some of the less than ideal practices observed in some prior studies. 
Finally, the completed experimental framework, including scripts, visual stimuli, 
questionnaires, etc., will be made available to the research community through the website of the 
Linguistic and Assistive Technologies Laboratory (http://latlab.ist.rit.edu). By distributing these 
resources, we will have lowered the barriers to conducting similar research projects and therefore 
will facilitate further research in this area.   
In conclusion, as computers and smartphones include additional cameras and sensors over 
time, it is natural that eye-tracking technology will be further incorporated in a wide variety of 
devices that we encounter in daily life.  This dissertation has scratched the surface of the ways in 
which eye movement information can be used to produce intelligent and useful technologies that 
are better able to identify when users’ may be struggling with a task, thereby opening the 







Sources of Paper for literature survey 
16 articles retrieved from Proceedings of Eye Tracking Research & Applications (ETRA) 
archive which employ eye-tracking in a user study. 
 
 
Author Year Original Research Goal Journal 
*Bartels and Marshall 2006 Cognitive models ETRA 
*Bednarik and 
Tukiainen 
2008 Programmer skill level ETRA 
Bednarik and 
Tukiainen 
2006 IDE interfaces ETRA 
Goldberg et al. 2002 Web search ETRA 
Habuchi et al. 2008 Hierarchical search ETRA 
Hardoon and Pasupa 2010 Information retrieval ETRA 
*Josephson and 
Holmes 
2006 Television interfaces ETRA 
Law and Atkins 2004 Surgeon skill level ETRA 
Liang et al. 2010 Image-based retrieval systems ETRA 
Nakayama et al. 2010 Reading comprehension ETRA 
Nakayama et al. 2008 Usability study ETRA 
Pan el al. 2004 Web usability ETRA 
Tien et al. 2010 Surgeon skill level ETRA 
*Uwano et al. 2006 Programming interfaces ETRA 
Yoon and Narayanan 2004 Cognitive strategies ETRA 
Zhang et al. 2010 Information retrieval ETRA 
 
*indicates reviewed in literature survey section (Chapter 3) 







ACM/IEE Joint Conference on Digital Libraries (JCDL) 
Applied Ergonomics (AE) 
Computers and Education (CE) 
Ergonomics (ERG) 
Human Factors (HF) 
Interacting with Computers (IWC) 
International Conference on HCI (HCII) 
International Conference on User Modeling (UMAP) 
International Journal of Aviation Psychology (AP) 
International Journal of Human-Computer Studies (IJHCS) 
International Journal of Industrial Ergonomics (IJIE) 
International Conference on Information Retrieval (SIGIR) 
International Conference on Multimodal Interaction (ICMI) 
International Conference on Multi Media (ACMMM) 
International Conference on World Wide Web (ICWWW) 
Journal of the American Society for Information Science and Technology (IST) 
Journal of Science and Technology Education (STE) 
Knowledge-Based Systems (KBS) 
Learning and Instruction (LAI) 
Passive Eye Monitoring (PEM) 
Pattern Recognition (PR) 
Proceedings of SIGACCESS (SIGACCESS) 
Proceedings of SIGCHI (SIGCHI) 
Proceedings of International Professional Communication Conference (IPCC) 
Proceedings of HCI (HCI) 
Proceedings of SIGCHI (SIGCHI) 
Transactions on Applied Perception (TAP) 
 
Author Year Original Research Goal Journal 
Alacam et al. 2009 Icon use in interfaces HCII 
Atkins et al. 2006 Radiological interfaces TAP 
Backs and Walrath 1992 Cognitive load estimation AE 
Baran et al. 2007 Cognitive strategies HCII 
Bednarik et al. 2008 Characterizing cognitive processes  PEM 






Björklund et al. 2006 Air plane cockpit user interface AP 
Bull et al. 2007 Open Learner models UMAP 
Caird et al. 2007 Driver skill level IJHCS 
Cavendar et al. 2009 Education learning interface SIGACCESS 
Chabane et al. 2006 Viewing multimedia on web interface ACMMM 
Chapdelaine et al. 2009 Caption viewing HCII 
Conati et al. 2007 Exploratory learning systems KBS 
Cutrell et al. 2007 Web usability SIGCHI 
Ehmke et al. 2007 Web usability HCII 
Granka et al. 2007 Web search SIGIR 
Guan and Cutrell 2007 Search results rank SIGCHI 
Helleberg and Wickens 2003 Pilot performance AP 
Hornoff and Halverson 2003 Hierarchical search SIGCHI 
Hughes and Robinson 2007 Education learning interface SIGACCESS 
Jukka Hyönä 2010 Multimedia learning materials LAI 
*Kasarskis et al. 2001 Pilot skill level AP 
Liang and Lee 2007 Driver distraction PEM 
Lin and Imamiya 2006 Usability of multimodal interface ICMI 
Lorigo et al. 2008 Web search IST 
Matsuda et al. 2009 Web search result rankings HCII 
Michalski et al. 2006 Impact of UI design on interactions IJIE 
Murata et al. 2005 Reaction time HF 
Nagamatsu et al. 2007 Skill acquisition HCII 
Neema Moraveji 2004 User interface and color coding  JCDL 






Ozcelik et al. 2009 Color coding in multimedia learning CE 
Prendinger et al. 2007 Interactive agents IWC 
Puolamaki et al. 2005 Information retrieval SIGIR 
Ratwani et al. 2008 Predicting user errors SIGCHI 
Rudmann et al. 2003 Cognitive state detection ICMI 
Sawahata et al. 2008 Comprehension of visual materials PR 
Schriver et al. 2008 Pilot skill level HF 
Slykhuis et al.  2005 Multimedia materials STE 
Svensson et al. 1997 Information complexity and workload ERG 
Thomas et al. 2004 Event detection HF 
Thomas Tullis 2007 Aging and web search HCII 
Tseng and Howes 2008 Visual search strategies SIGCHI 
Yecan et al. 2007 Multimodal materials HCII 
Yesilada et al. 2008 Web page navigation ICWWW 
 








Screen Coordinates for Areas of Interest (Origin (0, 0) upper left) 
Number Name Symbol Top Bottom Left Right 
1 Speaker Area S 15 60 1 50 
2 Slide Title T 30 60 80 225 
3 Slide Body B 65 130 80 225 
4 Caption Area C 190 225 70 230 








The percentages used by the SMOTE algorithm to boost the minority class into parity with the 




























Logistic SVM J48 Random 
Forest 
1 33 60 53 57 54 50 
2 71 61 58 63 59 71 
3 80 50 57 65 66 80 
       
4-1a 29 54 53 56 55 53 
4-1b 31 55 52 52 50 51 
4-1c 30 61 56 57 51 55 
 30 56.67 53.67 55 52 53 
       
4-2a 35 50 49 56 53 51 
4-2b 39 48 51 52 52 53 
4-2c 34 55 51 51 49 58 
 36 51 50.33 53 51.33 54 
       
4-3a 56 51 48 53 55 53 
4-3b 47 57 52 54 49 51 
4-3c 56 56 51 51 54 55 












Naïve Bayes Logistic SVM J48 Random 
Forest 
1 0.18 0.59 0.55 0.59 0.56 0.51 
2 0.60 0.59 0.58 0.64 0.59 0.60 
3 0.71 0.54 0.61 0.67 0.68 0.72 
       
4-1a 0.15 0.57 0.56 0.58 0.57 0.54 
4-1b 0.17 0.56 0.54 0.54 0.52 0.52 
4-1c 0.15 0.61 0.58 0.59 0.53 0.57 
 0.16 0.58 0.56 0.57 0.54 0.54 
       
4-2a 0.19 0.50 0.50 0.56 0.55 0.51 
4-2b 0.22 0.48 0.52 0.52 0.52 0.51 
4-2c 0.19 0.55 0.53 0.52 0.50 0.57 
 0.2 0.51 0.52 0.53 0.52 0.53 
       
4-3a 0.42 0.51 0.50 0.54 0.56 0.53 
4-3b 0.33 0.57 0.54 0.55 0.51 0.51 
4-3c 0.42 0.56 0.52 0.52 0.55 0.52 














Logistic SVM J48 Random 
Forest 
1 33 60 53 57 54 50 
2 33 61 57 64 57 70 
3 33 55 59 65 63 73 
       
4-1a 33 54 52 55 55 53 
4-1b 32 55 49 53 49 54 
4-1c 30 61 56 57 51 55 
 31.67 56.67 52.33 55 51.67 54 
       
4-2a 34 51 50 56 49 51 
4-2b 39 48 51 52 52 53 
4-2c 34 55 51 51 49 58 
 35.67 51.33 50.67 53 50 54 
       
4-3a 35 51 46 51 52 54 
4-3b 47 57 52 54 49 51 
4-3c 34 56 50 53 56 55 












Naïve Bayes Logistic SVM J48 Random 
Forest 
1 0.18 0.59 0.55 0.59 0.56 0.51 
2 0.20 0.60 0.59 0.65 0.60 0.65 
3 0.23 0.58 0.63 0.66 0.64 0.68 
       
4-1a 0.19 0.57 0.54 0.57 0.58 0.55 
4-1b 0.18 0.56 0.51 0.55 0.51 0.55 
4-1c 0.15 0.61 0.58 0.59 0.53 0.57 
 0.17 0.58 0.54 0.57 0.54 0.56 
       
4-2a 0.18 0.51 0.52 0.56 0.50 0.51 
4-2b 0.22 0.48 0.52 0.52 0.52 0.51 
4-2c 0.19 0.55 0.53 0.52 0.50 0.57 
 0.2 0.51 0.52 0.53 0.51 0.53 
       
4-3a 0.19 0.51 0.48 0.52 0.53 0.55 
4-3b 0.33 0.57 0.54 0.55 0.51 0.51 
4-3c 0.18 0.57 0.51 0.54 0.57 0.54 









Machine Learning Analysis Results (Best-First Attribute Selection and SMOTE) 
Percent Accuracy 
RQ ZeroR Naïve Bayes Logistic SVM J48 Random Forest 
1 33 56 52 54 52 52 
2 33 62 58 59 66 66 
3 33 54 54 53 75 73 
       
4-1a 33 52 55 50 53 53 
4-1b 32 51 48 51 45 50 
4-1c 30 51 56 48 52 53 
 31.67 51.33 53 49.67 50 52 
       
4-2a 34 47 50 52 54 49 
4-2b 39 52 47 50 48 47 
4-2c 34 50 47 55 45 54 
 35.67 49.67 48 52.33 49 50 
       
4-3a 35 42 48 49 45 52 
4-3b 47 50 43 48 46 50 
4-3c 34 48 53 48 48 51 








Machine Learning Analysis Results (Best-First Attribute Selection and SMOTE) 
F-Measure 
RQ ZeroR Naïve Bayes Logistic SVM J48 Random Forest 
1 0.18 0.55 0.52 0.53 0.53 0.51 
2 0.20 0.60 0.59 0.60 0.63 0.62 
3 0.23 0.57 0.57 0.56 0.72 0.69 
       
4-1a 0.19 0.54 0.57 0.52 0.55 0.54 
4-1b 0.18 0.52 0.49 0.50 0.45 0.52 
4-1c 0.15 0.53 0.56 0.49 0.51 0.54 
 0.17 0.53 0.54 0.5 0.5 0.53 
       
4-2a 0.18 0.45 0.51 0.52 0.52 0.50 
4-2b 0.22 0.49 0.46 0.49 0.45 0.47 
4-2c 0.19 0.48 0.48 0.53 0.42 0.54 
 0.2 0.47 0.48 0.51 0.46 0.5 
       
4-3a 0.19 0.41 0.48 0.48 0.45 0.53 
4-3b 0.33 0.50 0.44 0.48 0.46 0.51 
4-3c 0.23 0.47 0.52 0.47 0.48 0.52 








Machine Learning Analysis Results (Linear Forward Selection with SMOTE) 
Percent Accuracy 
RQ ZeroR Naïve Bayes Logistic SVM J48 Random Forest 
1 33 53 55 54 53 58 
2 33 61 63 63 65 64 
3 33 57 49 50 71 77 
       
4-1-1 33 50 51 52 51 49 
4-1-2 32 55 52 52 45 51 
4-1-3 30 56 54 51 54 53 
 31.67 53.67 52.33 51.67 50 51 
       
4-2-1 34 52 47 56 54 47 
4-2-2 39 53 45 49 52 52 
4-2-3 34 53 51 52 44 52 
 35.67 52.67 47.67 52.33 50 50.33 
       
4-3-1 35 46 45 49 42 47 
4-3-2 47 50 49 48 46 47 
4-3-3 34 46 54 48 45 57 








Machine Learning Analysis Results (Linear Forward Selection with SMOTE) 
F-Measure 
RQ ZeroR Naïve Bayes Logistic SVM J48 Random Forest 
1 0.18 0.53 0.55 0.51 0.52 0.58 
2 0.20 0.62 0.62 0.63 0.61 0.60 
3 0.23 0.58 0.53 0.53 0.70 0.71 
 0.2 0.58 0.57 0.56 0.61 0.63 
       
4-1-1 0.19 0.52 0.53 0.54 0.50 0.50 
4-1-2 0.18 0.55 0.55 0.54 0.43 0.52 
4-1-3 0.15 0.56 0.53 0.52 0.52 0.55 
 0.17 0.54 0.54 0.53 0.48 0.52 
       
4-2-1 0.18 0.49 0.45 0.53 0.52 0.48 
4-2-2 0.22 0.50 0.42 0.47 0.47 0.52 
4-2-3 0.19 0.52 0.51 0.52 0.41 0.52 
 0.2 0.5 0.46 0.51 0.47 0.51 
       
4-3-1 0.19 0.47 0.45 0.50 0.43 0.47 
4-3-2 0.33 0.50 0.50 0.48 0.46 0.47 
4-3-3 0.18 0.47 0.54 0.48 0.43 0.55 








Ranked listing of features most commonly used by the SVM models, as selected by Breadth-
First Search attribute selection; number in parenthesis indicates how many of the ten models 
trained during cross-validation included this feature (only those selected by 2 or more models are 
listed).   
 Breadth First Search Attribute Selection 

















S1_OF (2), S1_TS (2) 
S2_fixAvgIDurOff (2) 
S2_OS (2), S2_TS (2) 
S3_CF (2) 
S3_fixAvgIDurTit (2) 
 S4_FS (2) 




















































































Ranked listing of features most commonly used by the SVM models, as selected by Breadth-
First Search; number in parenthesis indicates how many of the ten models trained during cross-
validation included this feature (only those selected by 2 or more models are listed).   
 Breadth First Search Attribute Selection 
 FACT AOI related attributes Non-FACT AOI related attributes 



















































































































Ranked listing of features most commonly used by the SVM models, as selected by Breadth-
First Search; number in parenthesis indicates how many of the ten models trained during cross-
validation included this feature (only those selected by 2 or more models are listed).   
 Breadth First Search Attribute Selection 
 Subdivision related attributes Non-subdivision related attributes 


















































































































Content-Dependent Fixation-Based Features 
Feature Name  Description 
completeScan Were all AOIs fixated? 
fixTot total fixation count 
fixSec fixations per second 
fixTotTime total fixation time 
fixTrnTot total transition count 
fixTrnSec total transitions per second 
fixAoisNoHits count of AOIs with no fixations 
fixOff total fixations not on any AOI 
fixSpk total fixations on the Speaker AOI 
fixTit total fixations on the Title AOI 
fixBod total fixations on the Body AOI 
fixCap total fixations on the Caption AOI 
fixFac total fixations on the  Fact List AOI 
fixDurOff total fixation time not on any AOI 
fixDurSpk total fixation time on the Speaker AOI 
fixDurTit total fixation time on the Title AOI 
fixDurBod total fixation time on the Body AOI 
fixDurCap total fixation time on the Caption AOI 
fixDurFac total fixation time on the Fact List AOI 
fixPftOff PFT not on any AOI 
fixPftSpk PFT on the Speaker AOI 
fixPftTit PFT on the Title AOI 
fixPftBod PFT on the Body AOI 
fixPftCap PFT on the Caption AOI 
fixPftFac PFT on the Fact List AOI 
fixSecOff fixations per second not on any AOI 
fixSecSpk fixations per second on Speaker AOI 
fixSecTit fixations per second on Title AOI 
fixSecBod fixations per second on Body AOI 
fixSecCap fixations per second on Caption AOI 
fixSecFac fixations per second on Fact List AOI 
fixPerOff percentage of fixations not on any AOI 
fixPerSpk percentage of fixations on Speaker AOI 
fixPerTit percentage of fixations on Title AOI 






Feature Name  Description 
fixPerCap percentage of fixations on Caption AOI 
fixPerFac percentage of fixations on Fact List AOI 
fixAvgDurOff average duration of a fixation not on any AOI 
fixAvgDurSpk average duration of a fixation on Speaker AOI 
fixAvgDurTit average duration of a fixation on Title AOI 
fixAvgDurBod average duration of a fixation on Body AOI 
fixAvgDurCap average duration of a fixation on Caption AOI 
fixAvgDurFac average duration of a fixation on Fact List AOI 
fixAvgIDurOff average time before fixations not on any AOI 
fixAvgIDurSpk average time before fixations on Speaker AOI 
fixAvgIDurTit average time before fixations on Title AOI 
fixAvgIDurBod average time before fixations on Body AOI 
fixAvgIDurCap average time before fixations on Caption AOI 
fixAvgIDurFac average time before fixations on Fact List AOI 
fixAvgIDegOff average degrees before fixations not on any AOI 
fixAvgIDegSpk average degrees before fixations on Speaker AOI 
fixAvgIDegTit average degrees before fixations on Title AOI 
fixAvgIDegBod average degrees before fixations on Body AOI 
fixAvgIDegCap average degrees before fixations on Caption AOI 
fixAvgIDegFac average degrees before fixations on Fact List AOI 
pdAvgOff average pupil diameter during fixations not on any AOI 
pdAvgSpk average pupil diameter during fixations on Speaker AOI 
pdAvgTit average pupil diameter during fixations on Title AOI 
pdAvgBod average pupil diameter during fixations on Body AOI 
pdAvgCap average pupil diameter during fixations on Caption AOI 
pdAvgFac average pupil diameter during fixations on Fact List AOI 
tffOff time to first fixation not on any AOI 
tffSpk time to first fixation on Speaker AOI 
tffTit time to first fixation on  Title AOI 
tffBod time to first fixation on Body AOI 
tffCap time to first fixation on Caption AOI 
tffFac time to first fixation on Fact List AOI 
OS transitions between no AOI and Speaker AOI 
OT transitions between no AOI and Title AOI 
OB transitions between no AOI and Body AOI 
OC transitions between no AOI and Caption AOI 
OF transitions between no AOI and Fact List AOI 






Feature Name  Description 
ST transitions between Speaker AOI and Title AOI 
SB transitions between Speaker AOI and Body AOI 
SC transitions between Speaker AOI and Caption AOI 
SF transitions between Speaker AOI and Fact List AOI 
TO transitions between Title AOI and no AOI 
TS transitions between Title AOI and Title AOI 
TB transitions between Title AOI and Body AOI 
TC transitions between Title AOI and Caption AOI 
TF transitions between Title AOI and Fact List AOI 
BO transitions between Body AOI and no AOI 
BS transitions between Body AOI and Title AOI 
BT transitions between Body AOI and Body AOI 
BC transitions between Body AOI and Caption AOI 
BF transitions between Body AOI and Fact List AOI 
CO transitions between Caption AOI and no AOI 
CS transitions between Caption AOI and Title AOI 
CT transitions between Caption AOI and Body AOI 
CB transitions between Caption AOI and Caption AOI 
CF transitions between Caption AOI and Fact List AOI 
FO transitions between Fact List AOI and no AOI 
FS transitions between Fact List AOI and Title AOI 
FT transitions between Fact List AOI and Body AOI 
FB transitions between Fact List AOI and Caption AOI 
FC transitions between Fact List AOI and Fact List AOI 
OSSec transitions per second between no AOI and Speaker AOI 
OTSec transitions per second between no AOI and Title AOI 
OBSec transitions per second between no AOI and Body AOI 
OCSec transitions per second between no AOI and Caption AOI 
OFSec transitions per second between no AOI and Fact List AOI 
SOSec transitions per second between Speaker AOI and no AOI 
STSec transitions per second between Speaker AOI and Title AOI 
SBSec transitions per second between Speaker AOI and Body AOI 
SCSec transitions per second between Speaker AOI and Caption AOI 
SFSec transitions per second between Speaker AOI and Fact List AOI 
TOSec transitions per second between Title AOI and no AOI 
TSSec transitions per second between Title AOI and Title AOI 
TBSec transitions per second between Title AOI and Body AOI 






Feature Name  Description 
TFSec transitions per second between Title AOI and Fact List AOI 
BOSec transitions per second between Body AOI and no AOI 
BSSec transitions per second between Body AOI and Title AOI 
BTSec transitions per second between Body AOI and Body AOI 
BCSec transitions per second between Body AOI and Caption AOI 
BFSec transitions per second between Body AOI and Fact List AOI 
COSec transitions per second between Caption AOI and no AOI 
CSSec transitions per second between Caption AOI and Title AOI 
CTSec transitions per second between Caption AOI and Body AOI 
CBSec transitions per second between Caption AOI and Caption AOI 
CFSec transitions per second between Caption AOI and Fact List AOI 
FOSec transitions per second between Fact List AOI and no AOI 
FSSec transitions per second between Fact List AOI and Title AOI 
FTSec transitions per second between Fact List AOI and Body AOI 
FBSec transitions per second between Fact List AOI and Caption AOI 








Content-Dependent Dwell-Based Features 
Feature Name Description 
dwlTot total dwell count 
dwlSec dwells per second 
dwlAoisNoHits count of AOIs with no dwells 
dwlOff total dwells not on any AOI 
dwlSpk total dwells on the Speaker AOI 
dwlTit total dwells on the Title AOI 
dwlBod total dwells on the Body AOI 
dwlCap total dwells on the Caption AOI 
dwlFac total dwells on the  Fact List AOI 
dwlSecOff dwells per second not on any AOI 
dwlSecSpk dwells per second on Speaker AOI 
dwlSecTit dwells per second on Title AOI 
dwlSecBod dwells per second on Body AOI 
dwlSecCap dwells per second on Caption AOI 
dwlSecFac dwells per second on Fact List AOI 
dwlPerOff percentage of dwells not on any AOI 
dwlPerSpk percentage of dwells on Speaker AOI 
dwlPerTit percentage of dwells on Title AOI 
dwlPerBod percentage of dwells on Body AOI 
dwlPerCap percentage of dwells on Caption AOI 
dwlPerFac percentage of dwells on Fact List AOI 
dwlAvgDurOff average duration of a dwell not on any AOI 
dwlAvgDurSpk average duration of a dwell on Speaker AOI 
dwlAvgDurTit average duration of a dwell on Title AOI 
dwlAvgDurBod average duration of a dwell on Body AOI 
dwlAvgDurCap average duration of a dwell on Caption AOI 








Content-Independent Fixation-Based Features 
Feature Name Description 
CGTrnTot  Coarse-grained AOI transition total 
CGTrnSec  Coarse-grained AOI transitions per second 
CGAoisNoHits  count of coarse-grained AOIs with no fixations 
fixUL  total fixations upper left quadrant 
fixUR  total fixations upper right quadrant 
fixLL  total fixations lower left quadrant 
fixLR  total fixations lower right quadrant 
fixDurUL  total fixation time on upper left quadrant 
fixDurUR  total fixation time on upper right quadrant 
fixDurLL  total fixation time on lower left quadrant 
fixDurLR  total fixation time on lower right quadrant 
fixPftUL  PFT on upper left quadrant 
fixPftUR  PFT on upper right quadrant 
fixPftLL  PFT on lower left quadrant 
fixPftLR  PFT on lower right quadrant 
fixSecUL  fixations per second on upper left quadrant 
fixSecUR  fixations per second on upper right quadrant 
fixSecLL  fixations per second on lower left quadrant 
fixSecLR  fixations per second on lower right quadrant 
fixPerUL  percentage of fixations per second on upper left quadrant 
fixPerUR  percentage of fixations per second on upper right quadrant 
fixPerLL  percentage of fixations per second on lower left quadrant 
fixPerLR  percentage of fixations per second on lower right quadrant 
fixAvgDurUL  average duration of fixation on upper left quadrant 
fixAvgDurUR  average duration of fixation on  upper right quadrant 
fixAvgDurLL  average duration of fixation on lower left quadrant 
fixAvgDurLR  average duration of fixation on lower right quadrant 
fixAvgIDurUL  average time before fixations on upper left quadrant 
fixAvgIDurUR  average time before fixations on upper right quadrant 
fixAvgIDurLL  average time before fixations on lower left quadrant 
fixAvgIDurLR  average time before fixations on lower right quadrant 
fixAvgIDegUL  average degrees before fixations on upper left quadrant 
fixAvgIDegUR  average degrees before fixations on upper right quadrant 
fixAvgIDegLL  average degrees before fixations on lower left quadrant 






Feature Name Description 
pdAvgUL  average pupil diameter during fixations on upper left quadrant 
pdAvgUR  average pupil diameter during fixations on upper right 
 pdAvgLL  average pupil diameter during fixations on lower left quadrant 
pdAvgLR  average pupil diameter during fixations on lower right quadrant 
tffUL  time to first fixation on upper left quadrant 
tffUR  time to first fixation on upper right quadrant 
tffLL  time to first fixation on lower left quadrant 
tffLR  time to first fixation on lower right quadrant 
ULUR  transitions between upper left and upper right  
ULLL  transitions between upper left and lower left 
ULLR  transitions between upper left and lower right 
URUL  transitions between upper right and upper left 
URLL  transitions between upper right and lower left 
URLR  transitions between upper right and lower right 
LLUL  transitions between lower left and upper left 
LLUR  transitions between lower left and upper right 
LLLR  transitions between lower left and lower right 
LRUL  transitions between lower right and upper left 
LRUR  transitions between lower right and upper right 
LRLL  transitions between lower right and lower left 
ULURSec  transitions per second between upper left and upper right  
ULLLSec  transitions per second between upper left and lower left 
ULLRSec  transitions per second between upper left and lower right 
URULSec  transitions per second between upper right and upper left 
URLLSec  transitions per second between upper right and lower left 
URLRSec  transitions per second between upper right and lower right 
LLULSec  transitions per second between lower left and upper left 
LLURSec  transitions per second between lower left and upper right 
LLLRSec  transitions per second between lower left and lower right 
LRULSec  transitions per second between lower right and upper left 
LRURSec  transitions per second between lower right and upper right 








Content-Independent Dwell-Based Features 
Feature Name Description 
CGdwlTot total dwell count 
CGdwlSec dwells per second 
CGdwlAoisNoHits count of AOIs with no dwells 
dwlUL total dwells on UL AOI 
dwlUR total dwells on UR AOI 
dwlLL total dwells on LL AOI 
dwlLR total dwells on LR AOI 
dwlSecUL dwells per second on UL AOI 
dwlSecUR dwells per second on UR AOI 
dwlSecLL dwells per second on LL AOI 
dwlSecLR dwells per second on LR AOI 
dwlPerUL percentage of dwells on UL AOI 
dwlPerUR percentage of dwells on UR AOI 
dwlPerLL percentage of dwells on LL AOI 
dwlPerLR percentage of dwells on LR AOI 
dwlAvgDurUL average duration of a dwell on UL AOI 
dwlAvgDurUR average duration of a dwell on UR AOI 
dwlAvgDurLL average duration of a dwell on LL AOI 









Complete Listing of All Extracted Features  
Feature # Name  Description 
1  completeScan Were all AOIs fixated? 
2  fixTot total fixation count 
3  fixSec fixations per second 
4  fixTotTime total fixation time 
5  fixTrnTot total transition count 
6  fixTrnSec total transitions per second 
7  fixAoisNoHits count of AOIs with no fixations 
8  fixOff total fixations not on any AOI 
9  fixSpk total fixations on the Speaker AOI 
10  fixTit total fixations on the Title AOI 
11  fixBod total fixations on the Body AOI 
12  fixCap total fixations on the Caption AOI 
13  fixFac total fixations on the  Fact List AOI 
14  fixDurOff total fixation time not on any AOI 
15  fixDurSpk total fixation time on the Speaker AOI 
16  fixDurTit total fixation time on the Title AOI 
17  fixDurBod total fixation time on the Body AOI 
18  fixDurCap total fixation time on the Caption AOI 
19  fixDurFac total fixation time on the Fact List AOI 
20  fixPftOff PFT not on any AOI 
21  fixPftSpk PFT on the Speaker AOI 






23  fixPftBod PFT on the Body AOI 
24  fixPftCap PFT on the Caption AOI 
25  fixPftFac PFT on the Fact List AOI 
26  fixSecOff fixations per second not on any AOI 
27  fixSecSpk fixations per second on Speaker AOI 
28  fixSecTit fixations per second on Title AOI 
29  fixSecBod fixations per second on Body AOI 
30  fixSecCap fixations per second on Caption AOI 
31  fixSecFac fixations per second on Fact List AOI 
32  fixPerOff percentage of fixations not on any AOI 
33  fixPerSpk percentage of fixations on Speaker AOI 
34  fixPerTit percentage of fixations on Title AOI 
35  fixPerBod percentage of fixations on Body AOI 
36  fixPerCap percentage of fixations on Caption AOI 
37  fixPerFac percentage of fixations on Fact List AOI 
38  fixAvgDurOff average duration of a fixation not on any AOI 
39  fixAvgDurSpk average duration of a fixation on Speaker AOI 
40  fixAvgDurTit average duration of a fixation on Title AOI 
41  fixAvgDurBod average duration of a fixation on Body AOI 
42  fixAvgDurCap average duration of a fixation on Caption AOI 
43  fixAvgDurFac average duration of a fixation on Fact List AOI 
44  fixAvgIDurOff average time before fixations not on any AOI 
45  fixAvgIDurSpk average time before fixations on Speaker AOI 
46  fixAvgIDurTit average time before fixations on Title AOI 






48  fixAvgIDurCap average time before fixations on Caption AOI 
49  fixAvgIDurFac average time before fixations on Fact List AOI 
50  fixAvgIDegOff average degrees before fixations not on any AOI 
51  fixAvgIDegSpk average degrees before fixations on Speaker AOI 
52  fixAvgIDegTit average degrees before fixations on Title AOI 
53  fixAvgIDegBod average degrees before fixations on Body AOI 
54  fixAvgIDegCap average degrees before fixations on Caption AOI 
55  fixAvgIDegFac average degrees before fixations on Fact List AOI 
56  pdAvgOff average pupil diameter during fixations not on 
any AOI 
57  pdAvgSpk average pupil diameter during fixations on 
Speaker AOI 
58  pdAvgTit average pupil diameter during fixations on Title 
AOI 
59  pdAvgBod average pupil diameter during fixations on Body 
AOI 
60  pdAvgCap average pupil diameter during fixations on 
Caption AOI 
61  pdAvgFac average pupil diameter during fixations on Fact 
List AOI 
62  tffOff time to first fixation not on any AOI 
63  tffSpk time to first fixation on Speaker AOI 
64  tffTit time to first fixation on  Title AOI 
65  tffBod time to first fixation on Body AOI 
66  tffCap time to first fixation on Caption AOI 
67  tffFac time to first fixation on Fact List AOI 






69  OT transitions between no AOI and Title AOI 
70  OB transitions between no AOI and Body AOI 
71  OC transitions between no AOI and Caption AOI 
72  OF transitions between no AOI and Fact List AOI 
73  SO transitions between Speaker AOI and no AOI 
74  ST transitions between Speaker AOI and Title AOI 
75  SB transitions between Speaker AOI and Body AOI 
76  SC transitions between Speaker AOI and Caption AOI 
77  SF transitions between Speaker AOI and Fact List AOI 
78  TO transitions between Title AOI and no AOI 
79  TS transitions between Title AOI and Title AOI 
80  TB transitions between Title AOI and Body AOI 
81  TC transitions between Title AOI and Caption AOI 
82  TF transitions between Title AOI and Fact List AOI 
83  BO transitions between Body AOI and no AOI 
84  BS transitions between Body AOI and Title AOI 
85  BT transitions between Body AOI and Body AOI 
86  BC transitions between Body AOI and Caption AOI 
87  BF transitions between Body AOI and Fact List AOI 
88  CO transitions between Caption AOI and no AOI 
89  CS transitions between Caption AOI and Title AOI 
90  CT transitions between Caption AOI and Body AOI 
91  CB transitions between Caption AOI and Caption AOI 
92  CF transitions between Caption AOI and Fact List AOI 






94  FS transitions between Fact List AOI and Title AOI 
95  FT transitions between Fact List AOI and Body AOI 
96  FB transitions between Fact List AOI and Caption AOI 
97  FC transitions between Fact List AOI and Fact List 
AOI 
98  OSSec transitions per second between no AOI and 
Speaker AOI 
99  OTSec transitions per second between no AOI and Title 
AOI 
100 OBSec transitions per second between no AOI and Body 
AOI 
101 OCSec transitions per second between no AOI and 
Caption AOI 
102 OFSec transitions per second between no AOI and Fact 
List AOI 
103 SOSec transitions per second between Speaker AOI and 
no AOI 
104 STSec transitions per second between Speaker AOI and 
Title AOI 
105 SBSec transitions per second between Speaker AOI and 
Body AOI 
106 SCSec transitions per second between Speaker AOI and 
Caption AOI 
107 SFSec transitions per second between Speaker AOI and 
Fact List AOI 
108 TOSec transitions per second between Title AOI and no 
AOI 







110 TBSec transitions per second between Title AOI and 
Body AOI 
111 TCSec transitions per second between Title AOI and 
Caption AOI 
112 TFSec transitions per second between Title AOI and Fact 
List AOI 
113 BOSec transitions per second between Body AOI and no 
AOI 
114 BSSec transitions per second between Body AOI and 
Title AOI 
115 BTSec transitions per second between Body AOI and 
Body AOI 
116 BCSec transitions per second between Body AOI and 
Caption AOI 
117 BFSec transitions per second between Body AOI and 
Fact List AOI 
118 COSec transitions per second between Caption AOI and 
no AOI 
119 CSSec transitions per second between Caption AOI and 
Title AOI 
120 CTSec transitions per second between Caption AOI and 
Body AOI 
121 CBSec transitions per second between Caption AOI and 
Caption AOI 
122 CFSec transitions per second between Caption AOI and 
Fact List AOI 
123 FOSec transitions per second between Fact List AOI and 
no AOI 







125 FTSec transitions per second between Fact List AOI and 
Body AOI 
126 FBSec transitions per second between Fact List AOI and 
Caption AOI 
127 FCSec transitions per second between Fact List AOI and 
Fact List AOI 
128 dwlTot total dwell count 
129 dwlSec dwells per second 
130 dwlAoisNoHits count of AOIs with no dwells 
131 dwlOff total dwells not on any AOI 
132 dwlSpk total dwells on the Speaker AOI 
133 dwlTit total dwells on the Title AOI 
134 dwlBod total dwells on the Body AOI 
135 dwlCap total dwells on the Caption AOI 
136 dwlFac total dwells on the  Fact List AOI 
137 dwlSecOff dwells per second not on any AOI 
138 dwlSecSpk dwells per second on Speaker AOI 
139 dwlSecTit dwells per second on Title AOI 
140 dwlSecBod dwells per second on Body AOI 
141 dwlSecCap dwells per second on Caption AOI 
142 dwlSecFac dwells per second on Fact List AOI 
143 dwlPerOff percentage of dwells not on any AOI 
144 dwlPerSpk percentage of dwells on Speaker AOI 
145 dwlPerTit percentage of dwells on Title AOI 
146 dwlPerBod percentage of dwells on Body AOI 






148 dwlPerFac percentage of dwells on Fact List AOI 
149 dwlAvgDurOff average duration of a dwell not on any AOI 
150 dwlAvgDurSpk average duration of a dwell on Speaker AOI 
151 dwlAvgDurTit average duration of a dwell on Title AOI 
152 dwlAvgDurBod average duration of a dwell on Body AOI 
153 dwlAvgDurCap average duration of a dwell on Caption AOI 
154 dwlAvgDurFac average duration of a dwell on Fact List AOI 
155 CGTrnTot  Coarse-grained AOI transition total 
156 CGTrnSec  Coarse-grained AOI transitions per second 
157 CGAoisNoHits  count of coarse-grained AOIs with no fixations 
158 fixUL  total fixations upper left quadrant 
159 fixUR  total fixations upper right quadrant 
160 fixLL  total fixations lower left quadrant 
161 fixLR  total fixations lower right quadrant 
162 fixDurUL  total fixation time on upper left quadrant 
163 fixDurUR  total fixation time on upper right quadrant 
164 fixDurLL  total fixation time on lower left quadrant 
165 fixDurLR  total fixation time on lower right quadrant 
166 fixPftUL  PFT on upper left quadrant 
167 fixPftUR  PFT on upper right quadrant 
168 fixPftLL  PFT on lower left quadrant 
169 fixPftLR  PFT on lower right quadrant 
170 fixSecUL  fixations per second on upper left quadrant 
171 fixSecUR  fixations per second on upper right quadrant 






173 fixSecLR  fixations per second on lower right quadrant 
174 fixPerUL  percentage of fixations per second on upper left 
quadrant 
175 fixPerUR  percentage of fixations per second on upper right 
quadrant 
176 fixPerLL  percentage of fixations per second on lower left 
quadrant 
177 fixPerLR  percentage of fixations per second on lower right 
quadrant 
178 fixAvgDurUL  average duration of fixation on upper left 
quadrant 
179 fixAvgDurUR  average duration of fixation on  upper right 
quadrant 
180 fixAvgDurLL  average duration of fixation on lower left 
quadrant 
181 fixAvgDurLR  average duration of fixation on lower right 
quadrant 
182 fixAvgIDurUL  average time before fixations on upper left 
quadrant 
183 fixAvgIDurUR  average time before fixations on upper right 
quadrant 
184 fixAvgIDurLL  average time before fixations on lower left 
quadrant 
185 fixAvgIDurLR  average time before fixations on lower right 
quadrant 
186 fixAvgIDegUL  average degrees before fixations on upper left 
quadrant 
187 fixAvgIDegUR  average degrees before fixations on upper right 
quadrant 







189 fixAvgIDegLR  average degrees before fixations on lower right 
quadrant 
190 pdAvgUL  average pupil diameter during fixations on upper 
left quadrant 
191 pdAvgUR  average pupil diameter during fixations on upper 
right quadrant 
192 pdAvgLL  average pupil diameter during fixations on lower 
left quadrant 
193 pdAvgLR  average pupil diameter during fixations on lower 
right quadrant 
194 tffUL  time to first fixation on upper left quadrant 
195 tffUR  time to first fixation on upper right quadrant 
196 tffLL  time to first fixation on lower left quadrant 
197 tffLR  time to first fixation on lower right quadrant 
198 ULUR  transitions between upper left and upper right  
199 ULLL  transitions between upper left and lower left 
200 ULLR  transitions between upper left and lower right 
201 URUL  transitions between upper right and upper left 
202 URLL  transitions between upper right and lower left 
203 URLR  transitions between upper right and lower right 
204 LLUL  transitions between lower left and upper left 
205 LLUR  transitions between lower left and upper right 
206 LLLR  transitions between lower left and lower right 
207 LRUL  transitions between lower right and upper left 






209 LRLL  transitions between lower right and lower left 
210 ULURSec  transitions per second between upper left and 
upper right  
211 ULLLSec  transitions per second between upper left and 
lower left 
212 ULLRSec  transitions per second between upper left and 
lower right 
213 URULSec  transitions per second between upper right and 
upper left 
214 URLLSec  transitions per second between upper right and 
lower left 
215 URLRSec  transitions per second between upper right and 
lower right 
216 LLULSec  transitions per second between lower left and 
upper left 
217 LLURSec  transitions per second between lower left and 
upper right 
218 LLLRSec  transitions per second between lower left and 
lower right 
219 LRULSec  transitions per second between lower right and 
upper left 
220 LRURSec  transitions per second between lower right and 
upper right 
221 LRLLSec  transitions per second between lower right and 
lower left 
222 CGdwlTot total dwell count 
223 CGdwlSec dwells per second 
224 CGdwlAoisNoHits count of AOIs with no dwells 






226 dwlUR total dwells on UR AOI 
227 dwlLL total dwells on LL AOI 
228 dwlLR total dwells on LR AOI 
229 dwlSecUL dwells per second on UL AOI 
230 dwlSecUR dwells per second on UR AOI 
231 dwlSecLL dwells per second on LL AOI 
232 dwlSecLR dwells per second on LR AOI 
233 dwlPerUL percentage of dwells on UL AOI 
234 dwlPerUR percentage of dwells on UR AOI 
235 dwlPerLL percentage of dwells on LL AOI 
236 dwlPerLR percentage of dwells on LR AOI 
237 dwlAvgDurUL average duration of a dwell on UL AOI 
238 dwlAvgDurUR average duration of a dwell on UR AOI 
239 dwlAvgDurLL average duration of a dwell on LL AOI 
240 dwlAvgDurLR average duration of a dwell on LR AOI 
241 S1_fixTot total fixation count 
242 S1_fixSec fixations per second 
243 S1_fixTotTime total fixation time 
244 S1_fixTrnTot total transition count 
245 S1_fixTrnSec total transitions per second 
246 S1_fixAoisNoHits count of AOIs with no fixations 
247 S1_fixOff total fixations not on any AOI 
248 S1_fixSpk total fixations on the Speaker AOI 
249 S1_fixTit total fixations on the Title AOI 






251 S1_fixCap total fixations on the Caption AOI 
252 S1_fixFac total fixations on the  Fact List AOI 
253 S1_fixDurOff total fixation time not on any AOI 
254 S1_fixDurSpk total fixation time on the Speaker AOI 
255 S1_fixDurTit total fixation time on the Title AOI 
256 S1_fixDurBod total fixation time on the Body AOI 
257 S1_fixDurCap total fixation time on the Caption AOI 
258 S1_fixDurFac total fixation time on the Fact List AOI 
259 S1_fixPftOff PFT not on any AOI 
260 S1_fixPftSpk PFT on the Speaker AOI 
261 S1_fixPftTit PFT on the Title AOI 
262 S1_fixPftBod PFT on the Body AOI 
263 S1_fixPftCap PFT on the Caption AOI 
264 S1_fixPftFac PFT on the Fact List AOI 
265 S1_fixSecOff fixations per second not on any AOI 
266 S1_fixSecSpk fixations per second on Speaker AOI 
267 S1_fixSecTit fixations per second on Title AOI 
268 S1_fixSecBod fixations per second on Body AOI 
269 S1_fixSecCap fixations per second on Caption AOI 
270 S1_fixSecFac fixations per second on Fact List AOI 
271 S1_fixPerOff percentage of fixations not on any AOI 
272 S1_fixPerSpk percentage of fixations on Speaker AOI 
273 S1_fixPerTit percentage of fixations on Title AOI 
274 S1_fixPerBod percentage of fixations on Body AOI 






276 S1_fixPerFac percentage of fixations on Fact List AOI 
277 S1_fixAvgDurOff average duration of a fixation not on any AOI 
278 S1_fixAvgDurSpk average duration of a fixation on Speaker AOI 
279 S1_fixAvgDurTit average duration of a fixation on Title AOI 
280 S1_fixAvgDurBod average duration of a fixation on Body AOI 
281 S1_fixAvgDurCap average duration of a fixation on Caption AOI 
282 S1_fixAvgDurFac average duration of a fixation on Fact List AOI 
283 S1_fixAvgIDurOff average time before fixations not on any AOI 
284 S1_fixAvgIDurSpk average time before fixations on Speaker AOI 
285 S1_fixAvgIDurTit average time before fixations on Title AOI 
286 S1_S1_fixAvgIDurBod average time before fixations on Body AOI 
287 S1_fixAvgIDurCap average time before fixations on Caption AOI 
288 S1_fixAvgIDurFac average time before fixations on Fact List AOI 
289 S1_fixAvgIDegOff average degrees before fixations not on any AOI 
290 S1_fixAvgIDegSpk average degrees before fixations on Speaker AOI 
291 S1_fixAvgIDegTit average degrees before fixations on Title AOI 
292 S1_fixAvgIDegBod average degrees before fixations on Body AOI 
293 S1_fixAvgIDegCap average degrees before fixations on Caption AOI 
294 S1_fixAvgIDegFac average degrees before fixations on Fact List AOI 
295 S1_pdAvgOff average pupil diameter during fixations not on 
any AOI 
296 S1_pdAvgSpk average pupil diameter during fixations on 
Speaker AOI 
297 S1_pdAvgTit average pupil diameter during fixations on Title 
AOI 







299 S1_pdAvgCap average pupil diameter during fixations on 
Caption AOI 
300 S1_pdAvgFac average pupil diameter during fixations on Fact 
List AOI 
301 S1_tffOff time to first fixation not on any AOI 
302 S1_tffSpk time to first fixation on Speaker AOI 
303 S1_tffTit time to first fixation on  Title AOI 
304 S1_tffBod time to first fixation on Body AOI 
305 S1_tffCap time to first fixation on Caption AOI 
306 S1_tffFac time to first fixation on Fact List AOI 
307 S1_OS transitions between no AOI and Speaker AOI 
308 S1_OT transitions between no AOI and Title AOI 
309 S1_OB transitions between no AOI and Body AOI 
310 S1_OC transitions between no AOI and Caption AOI 
311 S1_OF transitions between no AOI and Fact List AOI 
312 S1_SO transitions between Speaker AOI and no AOI 
313 S1_ST transitions between Speaker AOI and Title AOI 
314 S1_SB transitions between Speaker AOI and Body AOI 
315 S1_SC transitions between Speaker AOI and Caption AOI 
316 S1_SF transitions between Speaker AOI and Fact List AOI 
317 S1_TO transitions between Title AOI and no AOI 
318 S1_TS transitions between Title AOI and Title AOI 
319 S1_TB transitions between Title AOI and Body AOI 






321 S1_TF transitions between Title AOI and Fact List AOI 
322 S1_BO transitions between Body AOI and no AOI 
323 S1_BS transitions between Body AOI and Title AOI 
324 S1_BT transitions between Body AOI and Body AOI 
325 S1_BC transitions between Body AOI and Caption AOI 
326 S1_BF transitions between Body AOI and Fact List AOI 
327 S1_CO transitions between Caption AOI and no AOI 
328 S1_CS transitions between Caption AOI and Title AOI 
329 S1_CT transitions between Caption AOI and Body AOI 
330 S1_CB transitions between Caption AOI and Caption AOI 
331 S1_CF transitions between Caption AOI and Fact List AOI 
332 S1_FO transitions between Fact List AOI and no AOI 
333 S1_FS transitions between Fact List AOI and Title AOI 
334 S1_FT transitions between Fact List AOI and Body AOI 
335 S1_FB transitions between Fact List AOI and Caption AOI 
336 S1_FC transitions between Fact List AOI and Fact List 
AOI 
337 S1_OSSec transitions per second between no AOI and 
Speaker AOI 
338 S1_OTSec transitions per second between no AOI and Title 
AOI 
339 S1_OBSec transitions per second between no AOI and Body 
AOI 
340 S1_OCSec transitions per second between no AOI and 
Caption AOI 







342 S1_SOSec transitions per second between Speaker AOI and 
no AOI 
343 S1_STSec transitions per second between Speaker AOI and 
Title AOI 
344 S1_SBSec transitions per second between Speaker AOI and 
Body AOI 
345 S1_SCSec transitions per second between Speaker AOI and 
Caption AOI 
346 S1_SFSec transitions per second between Speaker AOI and 
Fact List AOI 
347 S1_TOSec transitions per second between Title AOI and no 
AOI 
348 S1_TSSec transitions per second between Title AOI and Title 
AOI 
349 S1_TBSec transitions per second between Title AOI and 
Body AOI 
350 S1_TCSec transitions per second between Title AOI and 
Caption AOI 
351 S1_TFSec transitions per second between Title AOI and Fact 
List AOI 
352 S1_BOSec transitions per second between Body AOI and no 
AOI 
353 S1_BSSec transitions per second between Body AOI and 
Title AOI 
354 S1_BTSec transitions per second between Body AOI and 
Body AOI 
355 S1_BCSec transitions per second between Body AOI and 
Caption AOI 
356 S1_BFSec transitions per second between Body AOI and 






357 S1_COSec transitions per second between Caption AOI and 
no AOI 
358 S1_CSSec transitions per second between Caption AOI and 
Title AOI 
359 S1_CTSec transitions per second between Caption AOI and 
Body AOI 
360 S1_CBSec transitions per second between Caption AOI and 
Caption AOI 
361 S1_CFSec transitions per second between Caption AOI and 
Fact List AOI 
362 S1_FOSec transitions per second between Fact List AOI and 
no AOI 
363 S1_FSSec transitions per second between Fact List AOI and 
Title AOI 
364 S1_FTSec transitions per second between Fact List AOI and 
Body AOI 
365 S1_FBSec transitions per second between Fact List AOI and 
Caption AOI 
366 S1_FCSec transitions per second between Fact List AOI and 
Fact List AOI 
367 S1_dwlTot total dwell count 
368 S1_dwlSec dwells per second 
369 S1_dwlAoisNoHits count of AOIs with no dwells 
370 S1_dwlOff total dwells not on any AOI 
371 S1_dwlSpk total dwells on the Speaker AOI 
372 S1_dwlTit total dwells on the Title AOI 
373 S1_dwlBod total dwells on the Body AOI 






375 S1_dwlFac total dwells on the  Fact List AOI 
376 S1_dwlSecOff dwells per second not on any AOI 
377 S1_dwlSecSpk dwells per second on Speaker AOI 
378 S1_dwlSecTit dwells per second on Title AOI 
379 S1_dwlSecBod dwells per second on Body AOI 
380 S1_dwlSecCap dwells per second on Caption AOI 
381 S1_dwlSecFac dwells per second on Fact List AOI 
382 S1_dwlPerOff percentage of dwells not on any AOI 
383 S1_dwlPerSpk percentage of dwells on Speaker AOI 
384 S1_dwlPerTit percentage of dwells on Title AOI 
385 S1_dwlPerBod percentage of dwells on Body AOI 
386 S1_dwlPerCap percentage of dwells on Caption AOI 
387 S1_dwlPerFac percentage of dwells on Fact List AOI 
388 S1_dwlAvgDurOff average duration of a dwell not on any AOI 
389 S1_dwlAvgDurSpk average duration of a dwell on Speaker AOI 
390 S1_dwlAvgDurTit average duration of a dwell on Title AOI 
391 S1_dwlAvgDurBod average duration of a dwell on Body AOI 
392 S1_dwlAvgDurCap average duration of a dwell on Caption AOI 
393 S1_dwlAvgDurFac average duration of a dwell on Fact List AOI 
394 S1_CGTrnTot  Coarse-grained AOI transition total 
395 S1_CGTrnSec  Coarse-grained AOI transitions per second 
396 S1_CGAoisNoHits  count of coarse-grained AOIs with no fixations 
397 S1_fixUL  total fixations upper left quadrant 
398 S1_fixUR  total fixations upper right quadrant 






400 S1_fixLR  total fixations lower right quadrant 
401 S1_fixDurUL  total fixation time on upper left quadrant 
402 S1_fixDurUR  total fixation time on upper right quadrant 
403 S1_fixDurLL  total fixation time on lower left quadrant 
404 S1_fixDurLR  total fixation time on lower right quadrant 
405 S1_fixPftUL  PFT on upper left quadrant 
406 S1_fixPftUR  PFT on upper right quadrant 
407 S1_fixPftLL  PFT on lower left quadrant 
408 S1_fixPftLR  PFT on lower right quadrant 
409 S1_fixSecUL  fixations per second on upper left quadrant 
410 S1_fixSecUR  fixations per second on upper right quadrant 
411 S1_fixSecLL  fixations per second on lower left quadrant 
412 S1_fixSecLR  fixations per second on lower right quadrant 
413 S1_fixPerUL  percentage of fixations per second on upper left 
quadrant 
414 S1_fixPerUR  percentage of fixations per second on upper right 
quadrant 
415 S1_fixPerLL  percentage of fixations per second on lower left 
quadrant 
416 S1_fixPerLR  percentage of fixations per second on lower right 
quadrant 
417 S1_fixAvgDurUL  average duration of fixation on upper left 
quadrant 
418 S1_fixAvgDurUR  average duration of fixation on  upper right 
quadrant 







420 S1_fixAvgDurLR  average duration of fixation on lower right 
quadrant 
421 S1_fixAvgIDurUL  average time before fixations on upper left 
quadrant 
422 S1_fixAvgIDurUR  average time before fixations on upper right 
quadrant 
423 S1_fixAvgIDurLL  average time before fixations on lower left 
quadrant 
424 S1_fixAvgIDurLR  average time before fixations on lower right 
quadrant 
425 S1_fixAvgIDegUL  average degrees before fixations on upper left 
quadrant 
426 S1_fixAvgIDegUR  average degrees before fixations on upper right 
quadrant 
427 S1_fixAvgIDegLL  average degrees before fixations on lower left 
quadrant 
428 S1_fixAvgIDegLR  average degrees before fixations on lower right 
quadrant 
429 S1_pdAvgUL  average pupil diameter during fixations on upper 
left quadrant 
430 S1_pdAvgUR  average pupil diameter during fixations on upper 
right quadrant 
431 S1_pdAvgLL  average pupil diameter during fixations on lower 
left quadrant 
432 S1_pdAvgLR  average pupil diameter during fixations on lower 
right quadrant 
433 S1_tffUL  time to first fixation on upper left quadrant 
434 S1_tffUR  time to first fixation on upper right quadrant 






436 S1_tffLR  time to first fixation on lower right quadrant 
437 S1_ULUR  transitions between upper left and upper right  
438 S1_ULLL  transitions between upper left and lower left 
439 S1_ULLR  transitions between upper left and lower right 
440 S1_URUL  transitions between upper right and upper left 
441 S1_URLL  transitions between upper right and lower left 
442 S1_URLR  transitions between upper right and lower right 
443 S1_LLUL  transitions between lower left and upper left 
444 S1_LLUR  transitions between lower left and upper right 
445 S1_LLLR  transitions between lower left and lower right 
446 S1_LRUL  transitions between lower right and upper left 
447 S1_LRUR  transitions between lower right and upper right 
448 S1_LRLL  transitions between lower right and lower left 
449 S1_ULURSec  transitions per second between upper left and 
upper right  
450 S1_ULLLSec  transitions per second between upper left and 
lower left 
451 S1_ULLRSec  transitions per second between upper left and 
lower right 
452 S1_URULSec  transitions per second between upper right and 
upper left 
453 S1_URLLSec  transitions per second between upper right and 
lower left 
454 S1_URLRSec  transitions per second between upper right and 
lower right 







456 S1_LLURSec  transitions per second between lower left and 
upper right 
457 S1_LLLRSec  transitions per second between lower left and 
lower right 
458 S1_LRULSec  transitions per second between lower right and 
upper left 
459 S1_LRURSec  transitions per second between lower right and 
upper right 
460 S1_LRLLSec  transitions per second between lower right and 
lower left 
461 S1_CGdwlTot total dwell count 
462 S1_CGdwlSec dwells per second 
463 S1_CGdwlAoisNoHits count of AOIs with no dwells 
464 S1_dwlUL total dwells on UL AOI 
465 S1_dwlUR total dwells on UR AOI 
466 S1_dwlLL total dwells on LL AOI 
467 S1_dwlLR total dwells on LR AOI 
468 S1_dwlSecUL dwells per second on UL AOI 
469 S1_dwlSecUR dwells per second on UR AOI 
470 S1_dwlSecLL dwells per second on LL AOI 
471 S1_dwlSecLR dwells per second on LR AOI 
472 S1_dwlPerUL percentage of dwells on UL AOI 
473 S1_dwlPerUR percentage of dwells on UR AOI 
474 S1_dwlPerLL percentage of dwells on LL AOI 
475 S1_dwlPerLR percentage of dwells on LR AOI 






477 S1_dwlAvgDurUR average duration of a dwell on UR AOI 
478 S1_dwlAvgDurLL average duration of a dwell on LL AOI 
479 S1_dwlAvgDurLR average duration of a dwell on LR AOI 
480* S2_fixTot total fixation count 
481 S2_fixSec fixations per second 
482 S2_fixTotTime total fixation time 
483 S2_fixTrnTot total transition count 
484 S2_fixTrnSec total transitions per second 
485 S2_fixAoisNoHits count of AOIs with no fixations 
486 S2_fixOff total fixations not on any AOI 
487 S2_fixSpk total fixations on the Speaker AOI 
488 S2_fixTit total fixations on the Title AOI 
489 S2_fixBod total fixations on the Body AOI 
490 S2_fixCap total fixations on the Caption AOI 
491 S2_fixFac total fixations on the  Fact List AOI 
492 S2_fixDurOff total fixation time not on any AOI 
493 S2_fixDurSpk total fixation time on the Speaker AOI 
494 S2_fixDurTit total fixation time on the Title AOI 
495 S2_fixDurBod total fixation time on the Body AOI 
496 S2_fixDurCap total fixation time on the Caption AOI 
497 S2_fixDurFac total fixation time on the Fact List AOI 
498 S2_fixPftOff PFT not on any AOI 
499 S2_fixPftSpk PFT on the Speaker AOI 
500 S2_fixPftTit PFT on the Title AOI 






502 S2_fixPftCap PFT on the Caption AOI 
503 S2_fixPftFac PFT on the Fact List AOI 
504 S2_fixSecOff fixations per second not on any AOI 
505 S2_fixSecSpk fixations per second on Speaker AOI 
506 S2_fixSecTit fixations per second on Title AOI 
507 S2_fixSecBod fixations per second on Body AOI 
508 S2_fixSecCap fixations per second on Caption AOI 
509 S2_fixSecFac fixations per second on Fact List AOI 
510 S2_fixPerOff percentage of fixations not on any AOI 
511 S2_fixPerSpk percentage of fixations on Speaker AOI 
512 S2_fixPerTit percentage of fixations on Title AOI 
513 S2_fixPerBod percentage of fixations on Body AOI 
514 S2_fixPerCap percentage of fixations on Caption AOI 
515 S2_fixPerFac percentage of fixations on Fact List AOI 
516 S2_fixAvgDurOff average duration of a fixation not on any AOI 
517 S2_fixAvgDurSpk average duration of a fixation on Speaker AOI 
518 S2_fixAvgDurTit average duration of a fixation on Title AOI 
519 S2_fixAvgDurBod average duration of a fixation on Body AOI 
520 S2_fixAvgDurCap average duration of a fixation on Caption AOI 
521 S2_fixAvgDurFac average duration of a fixation on Fact List AOI 
522 S2_fixAvgIDurOff average time before fixations not on any AOI 
523 S2_fixAvgIDurSpk average time before fixations on Speaker AOI 
524 S2_fixAvgIDurTit average time before fixations on Title AOI 
525 S2_S1_fixAvgIDurBod average time before fixations on Body AOI 






527 S2_fixAvgIDurFac average time before fixations on Fact List AOI 
528 S2_fixAvgIDegOff average degrees before fixations not on any AOI 
529 S2_fixAvgIDegSpk average degrees before fixations on Speaker AOI 
530 S2_fixAvgIDegTit average degrees before fixations on Title AOI 
531 S2_fixAvgIDegBod average degrees before fixations on Body AOI 
532 S2_fixAvgIDegCap average degrees before fixations on Caption AOI 
533 S2_fixAvgIDegFac average degrees before fixations on Fact List AOI 
534 S2_pdAvgOff average pupil diameter during fixations not on 
any AOI 
535 S2_pdAvgSpk average pupil diameter during fixations on 
Speaker AOI 
536 S2_pdAvgTit average pupil diameter during fixations on Title 
AOI 
537 S2_pdAvgBod average pupil diameter during fixations on Body 
AOI 
538 S2_pdAvgCap average pupil diameter during fixations on 
Caption AOI 
539 S2_pdAvgFac average pupil diameter during fixations on Fact 
List AOI 
540 S2_tffOff time to first fixation not on any AOI 
541 S2_tffSpk time to first fixation on Speaker AOI 
542 S2_tffTit time to first fixation on  Title AOI 
543 S2_tffBod time to first fixation on Body AOI 
544 S2_tffCap time to first fixation on Caption AOI 
545 S2_tffFac time to first fixation on Fact List AOI 
546 S2_OS transitions between no AOI and Speaker AOI 






548 S2_OB transitions between no AOI and Body AOI 
549 S2_OC transitions between no AOI and Caption AOI 
550 S2_OF transitions between no AOI and Fact List AOI 
551 S2_SO transitions between Speaker AOI and no AOI 
552 S2_ST transitions between Speaker AOI and Title AOI 
553 S2_SB transitions between Speaker AOI and Body AOI 
554 S2_SC transitions between Speaker AOI and Caption AOI 
555 S2_SF transitions between Speaker AOI and Fact List AOI 
556 S2_TO transitions between Title AOI and no AOI 
557 S2_TS transitions between Title AOI and Title AOI 
558 S2_TB transitions between Title AOI and Body AOI 
559 S2_TC transitions between Title AOI and Caption AOI 
560 S2_TF transitions between Title AOI and Fact List AOI 
561 S2_BO transitions between Body AOI and no AOI 
562 S2_BS transitions between Body AOI and Title AOI 
563 S2_BT transitions between Body AOI and Body AOI 
564 S2_BC transitions between Body AOI and Caption AOI 
565 S2_BF transitions between Body AOI and Fact List AOI 
566 S2_CO transitions between Caption AOI and no AOI 
567 S2_CS transitions between Caption AOI and Title AOI 
568 S2_CT transitions between Caption AOI and Body AOI 
569 S2_CB transitions between Caption AOI and Caption AOI 
570 S2_CF transitions between Caption AOI and Fact List AOI 
571 S2_FO transitions between Fact List AOI and no AOI 






573 S2_FT transitions between Fact List AOI and Body AOI 
574 S2_FB transitions between Fact List AOI and Caption AOI 
575 S2_FC transitions between Fact List AOI and Fact List 
AOI 
576 S2_OSSec transitions per second between no AOI and 
Speaker AOI 
577 S2_OTSec transitions per second between no AOI and Title 
AOI 
578 S2_OBSec transitions per second between no AOI and Body 
AOI 
579 S2_OCSec transitions per second between no AOI and 
Caption AOI 
580 S2_OFSec transitions per second between no AOI and Fact 
List AOI 
581 S2_SOSec transitions per second between Speaker AOI and 
no AOI 
582 S2_STSec transitions per second between Speaker AOI and 
Title AOI 
583 S2_SBSec transitions per second between Speaker AOI and 
Body AOI 
584 S2_SCSec transitions per second between Speaker AOI and 
Caption AOI 
585 S2_SFSec transitions per second between Speaker AOI and 
Fact List AOI 
586 S2_TOSec transitions per second between Title AOI and no 
AOI 
587 S2_TSSec transitions per second between Title AOI and Title 
AOI 







589 S2_TCSec transitions per second between Title AOI and 
Caption AOI 
590 S2_TFSec transitions per second between Title AOI and Fact 
List AOI 
591 S2_BOSec transitions per second between Body AOI and no 
AOI 
592 S2_BSSec transitions per second between Body AOI and 
Title AOI 
593 S2_BTSec transitions per second between Body AOI and 
Body AOI 
594 S2_BCSec transitions per second between Body AOI and 
Caption AOI 
595 S2_BFSec transitions per second between Body AOI and 
Fact List AOI 
596 S2_COSec transitions per second between Caption AOI and 
no AOI 
597 S2_CSSec transitions per second between Caption AOI and 
Title AOI 
598 S2_CTSec transitions per second between Caption AOI and 
Body AOI 
599 S2_CBSec transitions per second between Caption AOI and 
Caption AOI 
600 S2_CFSec transitions per second between Caption AOI and 
Fact List AOI 
601 S2_FOSec transitions per second between Fact List AOI and 
no AOI 
602 S2_FSSec transitions per second between Fact List AOI and 
Title AOI 







604 S2_FBSec transitions per second between Fact List AOI and 
Caption AOI 
605 S2_FCSec transitions per second between Fact List AOI and 
Fact List AOI 
606 S2_dwlTot total dwell count 
607 S2_dwlSec dwells per second 
608 S2_dwlAoisNoHits count of AOIs with no dwells 
609 S2_dwlOff total dwells not on any AOI 
610 S2_dwlSpk total dwells on the Speaker AOI 
611 S2_dwlTit total dwells on the Title AOI 
612 S2_dwlBod total dwells on the Body AOI 
613 S2_dwlCap total dwells on the Caption AOI 
614 S2_dwlFac total dwells on the  Fact List AOI 
615 S2_dwlSecOff dwells per second not on any AOI 
616 S2_dwlSecSpk dwells per second on Speaker AOI 
617 S2_dwlSecTit dwells per second on Title AOI 
618 S2_dwlSecBod dwells per second on Body AOI 
619 S2_dwlSecCap dwells per second on Caption AOI 
620 S2_dwlSecFac dwells per second on Fact List AOI 
621 S2_dwlPerOff percentage of dwells not on any AOI 
622 S2_dwlPerSpk percentage of dwells on Speaker AOI 
623 S2_dwlPerTit percentage of dwells on Title AOI 
624 S2_dwlPerBod percentage of dwells on Body AOI 
625 S2_dwlPerCap percentage of dwells on Caption AOI 






627 S2_dwlAvgDurOff average duration of a dwell not on any AOI 
628 S2_dwlAvgDurSpk average duration of a dwell on Speaker AOI 
629 S2_dwlAvgDurTit average duration of a dwell on Title AOI 
630 S2_dwlAvgDurBod average duration of a dwell on Body AOI 
631 S2_dwlAvgDurCap average duration of a dwell on Caption AOI 
632 S2_dwlAvgDurFac average duration of a dwell on Fact List AOI 
633 S2_CGTrnTot  Coarse-grained AOI transition total 
634 S2_CGTrnSec  Coarse-grained AOI transitions per second 
635 S2_CGAoisNoHits  count of coarse-grained AOIs with no fixations 
636 S2_fixUL  total fixations upper left quadrant 
637 S2_fixUR  total fixations upper right quadrant 
638 S2_fixLL  total fixations lower left quadrant 
639 S2_fixLR  total fixations lower right quadrant 
640 S2_fixDurUL  total fixation time on upper left quadrant 
641 S2_fixDurUR  total fixation time on upper right quadrant 
642 S2_fixDurLL  total fixation time on lower left quadrant 
643 S2_fixDurLR  total fixation time on lower right quadrant 
644 S2_fixPftUL  PFT on upper left quadrant 
645 S2_fixPftUR  PFT on upper right quadrant 
646 S2_fixPftLL  PFT on lower left quadrant 
647 S2_fixPftLR  PFT on lower right quadrant 
648 S2_fixSecUL  fixations per second on upper left quadrant 
649 S2_fixSecUR  fixations per second on upper right quadrant 
650 S2_fixSecLL  fixations per second on lower left quadrant 






652 S2_fixPerUL  percentage of fixations per second on upper left 
quadrant 
653 S2_fixPerUR  percentage of fixations per second on upper right 
quadrant 
654 S2_fixPerLL  percentage of fixations per second on lower left 
quadrant 
655 S2_fixPerLR  percentage of fixations per second on lower right 
quadrant 
656 S2_fixAvgDurUL  average duration of fixation on upper left 
quadrant 
657 S2_fixAvgDurUR  average duration of fixation on  upper right 
quadrant 
658 S2_fixAvgDurLL  average duration of fixation on lower left 
quadrant 
659 S2_fixAvgDurLR  average duration of fixation on lower right 
quadrant 
660 S2_fixAvgIDurUL  average time before fixations on upper left 
quadrant 
661 S2_fixAvgIDurUR  average time before fixations on upper right 
quadrant 
662 S2_fixAvgIDurLL  average time before fixations on lower left 
quadrant 
663 S2_fixAvgIDurLR  average time before fixations on lower right 
quadrant 
664 S2_fixAvgIDegUL  average degrees before fixations on upper left 
quadrant 
665 S2_fixAvgIDegUR  average degrees before fixations on upper right 
quadrant 







667 S2_fixAvgIDegLR  average degrees before fixations on lower right 
quadrant 
668 S2_pdAvgUL  average pupil diameter during fixations on upper 
left quadrant 
669 S2_pdAvgUR  average pupil diameter during fixations on upper 
right quadrant 
670 S2_pdAvgLL  average pupil diameter during fixations on lower 
left quadrant 
671 S2_pdAvgLR  average pupil diameter during fixations on lower 
right quadrant 
672 S2_tffUL  time to first fixation on upper left quadrant 
673 S2_tffUR  time to first fixation on upper right quadrant 
674 S2_tffLL  time to first fixation on lower left quadrant 
675 S2_tffLR  time to first fixation on lower right quadrant 
676 S2_ULUR  transitions between upper left and upper right  
677 S2_ULLL  transitions between upper left and lower left 
678 S2_ULLR  transitions between upper left and lower right 
679 S2_URUL  transitions between upper right and upper left 
680 S2_URLL  transitions between upper right and lower left 
681 S2_URLR  transitions between upper right and lower right 
682 S2_LLUL  transitions between lower left and upper left 
683 S2_LLUR  transitions between lower left and upper right 
684 S2_LLLR  transitions between lower left and lower right 
685 S2_LRUL  transitions between lower right and upper left 
686 S2_LRUR  transitions between lower right and upper right 






688 S2_ULURSec  transitions per second between upper left and 
upper right  
689 S2_ULLLSec  transitions per second between upper left and 
lower left 
690 S2_ULLRSec  transitions per second between upper left and 
lower right 
691 S2_URULSec  transitions per second between upper right and 
upper left 
692 S2_URLLSec  transitions per second between upper right and 
lower left 
693 S2_URLRSec  transitions per second between upper right and 
lower right 
694 S2_LLULSec  transitions per second between lower left and 
upper left 
695 S2_LLURSec  transitions per second between lower left and 
upper right 
696 S2_LLLRSec  transitions per second between lower left and 
lower right 
697 S2_LRULSec  transitions per second between lower right and 
upper left 
698 S2_LRURSec  transitions per second between lower right and 
upper right 
699 S2_LRLLSec  transitions per second between lower right and 
lower left 
700 S2_CGdwlTot total dwell count 
701 S2_CGdwlSec dwells per second 
702 S2_CGdwlAoisNoHits count of AOIs with no dwells 
703 S2_dwlUL total dwells on UL AOI 






705 S2_dwlLL total dwells on LL AOI 
706 S2_dwlLR total dwells on LR AOI 
707 S2_dwlSecUL dwells per second on UL AOI 
708 S2_dwlSecUR dwells per second on UR AOI 
709 S2_dwlSecLL dwells per second on LL AOI 
710 S2_dwlSecLR dwells per second on LR AOI 
711 S2_dwlPerUL percentage of dwells on UL AOI 
712 S2_dwlPerUR percentage of dwells on UR AOI 
713 S2_dwlPerLL percentage of dwells on LL AOI 
714 S2_dwlPerLR percentage of dwells on LR AOI 
715 S2_dwlAvgDurUL average duration of a dwell on UL AOI 
716 S2_dwlAvgDurUR average duration of a dwell on UR AOI 
717 S2_dwlAvgDurLL average duration of a dwell on LL AOI 
718 S2_dwlAvgDurLR average duration of a dwell on LR AOI 
719 S3_fixTot total fixation count 
720 S3_fixSec fixations per second 
721 S3_fixTotTime total fixation time 
722 S3_fixTrnTot total transition count 
723 S3_fixTrnSec total transitions per second 
724 S3_fixAoisNoHits count of AOIs with no fixations 
725 S3_fixOff total fixations not on any AOI 
726 S3_fixSpk total fixations on the Speaker AOI 
727 S3_fixTit total fixations on the Title AOI 
728 S3_fixBod total fixations on the Body AOI 






730 S3_fixFac total fixations on the  Fact List AOI 
731 S3_fixDurOff total fixation time not on any AOI 
732 S3_fixDurSpk total fixation time on the Speaker AOI 
733 S3_fixDurTit total fixation time on the Title AOI 
734 S3_fixDurBod total fixation time on the Body AOI 
735 S3_fixDurCap total fixation time on the Caption AOI 
736 S3_fixDurFac total fixation time on the Fact List AOI 
737 S3_fixPftOff PFT not on any AOI 
738 S3_fixPftSpk PFT on the Speaker AOI 
739 S3_fixPftTit PFT on the Title AOI 
740 S3_fixPftBod PFT on the Body AOI 
741 S3_fixPftCap PFT on the Caption AOI 
742 S3_fixPftFac PFT on the Fact List AOI 
743 S3_fixSecOff fixations per second not on any AOI 
744 S3_fixSecSpk fixations per second on Speaker AOI 
745 S3_fixSecTit fixations per second on Title AOI 
746 S3_fixSecBod fixations per second on Body AOI 
747 S3_fixSecCap fixations per second on Caption AOI 
748 S3_fixSecFac fixations per second on Fact List AOI 
749 S3_fixPerOff percentage of fixations not on any AOI 
750 S3_fixPerSpk percentage of fixations on Speaker AOI 
751 S3_fixPerTit percentage of fixations on Title AOI 
752 S3_fixPerBod percentage of fixations on Body AOI 
753 S3_fixPerCap percentage of fixations on Caption AOI 






755 S3_fixAvgDurOff average duration of a fixation not on any AOI 
756 S3_fixAvgDurSpk average duration of a fixation on Speaker AOI 
757 S3_fixAvgDurTit average duration of a fixation on Title AOI 
758 S3_fixAvgDurBod average duration of a fixation on Body AOI 
759 S3_fixAvgDurCap average duration of a fixation on Caption AOI 
760 S3_fixAvgDurFac average duration of a fixation on Fact List AOI 
761 S3_fixAvgIDurOff average time before fixations not on any AOI 
762 S3_fixAvgIDurSpk average time before fixations on Speaker AOI 
763 S3_fixAvgIDurTit average time before fixations on Title AOI 
764 S3_S1_fixAvgIDurBod average time before fixations on Body AOI 
765 S3_fixAvgIDurCap average time before fixations on Caption AOI 
766 S3_fixAvgIDurFac average time before fixations on Fact List AOI 
767 S3_fixAvgIDegOff average degrees before fixations not on any AOI 
768 S3_fixAvgIDegSpk average degrees before fixations on Speaker AOI 
769 S3_fixAvgIDegTit average degrees before fixations on Title AOI 
770 S3_fixAvgIDegBod average degrees before fixations on Body AOI 
771 S3_fixAvgIDegCap average degrees before fixations on Caption AOI 
772 S3_fixAvgIDegFac average degrees before fixations on Fact List AOI 
773 S3_pdAvgOff average pupil diameter during fixations not on 
any AOI 
774 S3_pdAvgSpk average pupil diameter during fixations on 
Speaker AOI 
775 S3_pdAvgTit average pupil diameter during fixations on Title 
AOI 







777 S3_pdAvgCap average pupil diameter during fixations on 
Caption AOI 
778 S3_pdAvgFac average pupil diameter during fixations on Fact 
List AOI 
779 S3_tffOff time to first fixation not on any AOI 
780 S3_tffSpk time to first fixation on Speaker AOI 
781 S3_tffTit time to first fixation on  Title AOI 
782 S3_tffBod time to first fixation on Body AOI 
783 S3_tffCap time to first fixation on Caption AOI 
784 S3_tffFac time to first fixation on Fact List AOI 
785 S3_OS transitions between no AOI and Speaker AOI 
786 S3_OT transitions between no AOI and Title AOI 
787 S3_OB transitions between no AOI and Body AOI 
788 S3_OC transitions between no AOI and Caption AOI 
789 S3_OF transitions between no AOI and Fact List AOI 
790 S3_SO transitions between Speaker AOI and no AOI 
791 S3_ST transitions between Speaker AOI and Title AOI 
792 S3_SB transitions between Speaker AOI and Body AOI 
793 S3_SC transitions between Speaker AOI and Caption AOI 
794 S3_SF transitions between Speaker AOI and Fact List AOI 
795 S3_TO transitions between Title AOI and no AOI 
796 S3_TS transitions between Title AOI and Title AOI 
797 S3_TB transitions between Title AOI and Body AOI 
798 S3_TC transitions between Title AOI and Caption AOI 






800 S3_BO transitions between Body AOI and no AOI 
801 S3_BS transitions between Body AOI and Title AOI 
802 S3_BT transitions between Body AOI and Body AOI 
803 S3_BC transitions between Body AOI and Caption AOI 
804 S3_BF transitions between Body AOI and Fact List AOI 
805 S3_CO transitions between Caption AOI and no AOI 
806 S3_CS transitions between Caption AOI and Title AOI 
807 S3_CT transitions between Caption AOI and Body AOI 
808 S3_CB transitions between Caption AOI and Caption AOI 
809 S3_CF transitions between Caption AOI and Fact List AOI 
810 S3_FO transitions between Fact List AOI and no AOI 
811 S3_FS transitions between Fact List AOI and Title AOI 
812 S3_FT transitions between Fact List AOI and Body AOI 
813 S3_FB transitions between Fact List AOI and Caption AOI 
814 S3_FC transitions between Fact List AOI and Fact List 
AOI 
815 S3_OSSec transitions per second between no AOI and 
Speaker AOI 
816 S3_OTSec transitions per second between no AOI and Title 
AOI 
817 S3_OBSec transitions per second between no AOI and Body 
AOI 
818 S3_OCSec transitions per second between no AOI and 
Caption AOI 
819 S3_OFSec transitions per second between no AOI and Fact 
List AOI 







821 S3_STSec transitions per second between Speaker AOI and 
Title AOI 
822 S3_SBSec transitions per second between Speaker AOI and 
Body AOI 
823 S3_SCSec transitions per second between Speaker AOI and 
Caption AOI 
824 S3_SFSec transitions per second between Speaker AOI and 
Fact List AOI 
825 S3_TOSec transitions per second between Title AOI and no 
AOI 
826 S3_TSSec transitions per second between Title AOI and Title 
AOI 
827 S3_TBSec transitions per second between Title AOI and 
Body AOI 
828 S3_TCSec transitions per second between Title AOI and 
Caption AOI 
829 S3_TFSec transitions per second between Title AOI and Fact 
List AOI 
830 S3_BOSec transitions per second between Body AOI and no 
AOI 
831 S3_BSSec transitions per second between Body AOI and 
Title AOI 
832 S3_BTSec transitions per second between Body AOI and 
Body AOI 
833 S3_BCSec transitions per second between Body AOI and 
Caption AOI 
834 S3_BFSec transitions per second between Body AOI and 
Fact List AOI 







836 S3_CSSec transitions per second between Caption AOI and 
Title AOI 
837 S3_CTSec transitions per second between Caption AOI and 
Body AOI 
838 S3_CBSec transitions per second between Caption AOI and 
Caption AOI 
839 S3_CFSec transitions per second between Caption AOI and 
Fact List AOI 
840 S3_FOSec transitions per second between Fact List AOI and 
no AOI 
841 S3_FSSec transitions per second between Fact List AOI and 
Title AOI 
842 S3_FTSec transitions per second between Fact List AOI and 
Body AOI 
843 S3_FBSec transitions per second between Fact List AOI and 
Caption AOI 
844 S3_FCSec transitions per second between Fact List AOI and 
Fact List AOI 
845 S3_dwlTot total dwell count 
846 S3_dwlSec dwells per second 
847 S3_dwlAoisNoHits count of AOIs with no dwells 
848 S3_dwlOff total dwells not on any AOI 
849 S3_dwlSpk total dwells on the Speaker AOI 
850 S3_dwlTit total dwells on the Title AOI 
851 S3_dwlBod total dwells on the Body AOI 
852 S3_dwlCap total dwells on the Caption AOI 






854 S3_dwlSecOff dwells per second not on any AOI 
855 S3_dwlSecSpk dwells per second on Speaker AOI 
856 S3_dwlSecTit dwells per second on Title AOI 
857 S3_dwlSecBod dwells per second on Body AOI 
858 S3_dwlSecCap dwells per second on Caption AOI 
859 S3_dwlSecFac dwells per second on Fact List AOI 
860 S3_dwlPerOff percentage of dwells not on any AOI 
861 S3_dwlPerSpk percentage of dwells on Speaker AOI 
862 S3_dwlPerTit percentage of dwells on Title AOI 
863 S3_dwlPerBod percentage of dwells on Body AOI 
864 S3_dwlPerCap percentage of dwells on Caption AOI 
865 S3_dwlPerFac percentage of dwells on Fact List AOI 
866 S3_dwlAvgDurOff average duration of a dwell not on any AOI 
867 S3_dwlAvgDurSpk average duration of a dwell on Speaker AOI 
868 S3_dwlAvgDurTit average duration of a dwell on Title AOI 
869 S3_dwlAvgDurBod average duration of a dwell on Body AOI 
870 S3_dwlAvgDurCap average duration of a dwell on Caption AOI 
871 S3_dwlAvgDurFac average duration of a dwell on Fact List AOI 
872 S3_CGTrnTot  Coarse-grained AOI transition total 
873 S3_CGTrnSec  Coarse-grained AOI transitions per second 
874 S3_CGAoisNoHits  count of coarse-grained AOIs with no fixations 
875 S3_fixUL  total fixations upper left quadrant 
876 S3_fixUR  total fixations upper right quadrant 
877 S3_fixLL  total fixations lower left quadrant 






879 S3_fixDurUL  total fixation time on upper left quadrant 
880 S3_fixDurUR  total fixation time on upper right quadrant 
881 S3_fixDurLL  total fixation time on lower left quadrant 
882 S3_fixDurLR  total fixation time on lower right quadrant 
883 S3_fixPftUL  PFT on upper left quadrant 
884 S3_fixPftUR  PFT on upper right quadrant 
885 S3_fixPftLL  PFT on lower left quadrant 
886 S3_fixPftLR  PFT on lower right quadrant 
887 S3_fixSecUL  fixations per second on upper left quadrant 
888 S3_fixSecUR  fixations per second on upper right quadrant 
889 S3_fixSecLL  fixations per second on lower left quadrant 
890 S3_fixSecLR  fixations per second on lower right quadrant 
891 S3_fixPerUL  percentage of fixations per second on upper left 
quadrant 
892 S3_fixPerUR  percentage of fixations per second on upper right 
quadrant 
893 S3_fixPerLL  percentage of fixations per second on lower left 
quadrant 
894 S3_fixPerLR  percentage of fixations per second on lower right 
quadrant 
895 S3_fixAvgDurUL  average duration of fixation on upper left 
quadrant 
896 S3_fixAvgDurUR  average duration of fixation on  upper right 
quadrant 
897 S3_fixAvgDurLL  average duration of fixation on lower left 
quadrant 







899 S3_fixAvgIDurUL  average time before fixations on upper left 
quadrant 
900 S3_fixAvgIDurUR  average time before fixations on upper right 
quadrant 
901 S3_fixAvgIDurLL  average time before fixations on lower left 
quadrant 
902 S3_fixAvgIDurLR  average time before fixations on lower right 
quadrant 
903 S3_fixAvgIDegUL  average degrees before fixations on upper left 
quadrant 
904 S3_fixAvgIDegUR  average degrees before fixations on upper right 
quadrant 
905 S3_fixAvgIDegLL  average degrees before fixations on lower left 
quadrant 
906 S3_fixAvgIDegLR  average degrees before fixations on lower right 
quadrant 
907 S3_pdAvgUL  average pupil diameter during fixations on upper 
left quadrant 
908 S3_pdAvgUR  average pupil diameter during fixations on upper 
right quadrant 
909 S3_pdAvgLL  average pupil diameter during fixations on lower 
left quadrant 
910 S3_pdAvgLR  average pupil diameter during fixations on lower 
right quadrant 
911 S3_tffUL  time to first fixation on upper left quadrant 
912 S3_tffUR  time to first fixation on upper right quadrant 
913 S3_tffLL  time to first fixation on lower left quadrant 
914 S3_tffLR  time to first fixation on lower right quadrant 






916 S3_ULLL  transitions between upper left and lower left 
917 S3_ULLR  transitions between upper left and lower right 
918 S3_URUL  transitions between upper right and upper left 
919 S3_URLL  transitions between upper right and lower left 
920 S3_URLR  transitions between upper right and lower right 
921 S3_LLUL  transitions between lower left and upper left 
922 S3_LLUR  transitions between lower left and upper right 
923 S3_LLLR  transitions between lower left and lower right 
924 S3_LRUL  transitions between lower right and upper left 
925 S3_LRUR  transitions between lower right and upper right 
926 S3_LRLL  transitions between lower right and lower left 
927 S3_ULURSec  transitions per second between upper left and 
upper right  
928 S3_ULLLSec  transitions per second between upper left and 
lower left 
929 S3_ULLRSec  transitions per second between upper left and 
lower right 
930 S3_URULSec  transitions per second between upper right and 
upper left 
931 S3_URLLSec  transitions per second between upper right and 
lower left 
932 S3_URLRSec  transitions per second between upper right and 
lower right 
933 S3_LLULSec  transitions per second between lower left and 
upper left 
934 S3_LLURSec  transitions per second between lower left and 
upper right 







936 S3_LRULSec  transitions per second between lower right and 
upper left 
937 S3_LRURSec  transitions per second between lower right and 
upper right 
938 S3_LRLLSec  transitions per second between lower right and 
lower left 
939 S3_CGdwlTot total dwell count 
940 S3_CGdwlSec dwells per second 
941 S3_CGdwlAoisNoHits count of AOIs with no dwells 
942 S3_dwlUL total dwells on UL AOI 
943 S3_dwlUR total dwells on UR AOI 
944 S3_dwlLL total dwells on LL AOI 
945 S3_dwlLR total dwells on LR AOI 
946 S3_dwlSecUL dwells per second on UL AOI 
947 S3_dwlSecUR dwells per second on UR AOI 
948 S3_dwlSecLL dwells per second on LL AOI 
949 S3_dwlSecLR dwells per second on LR AOI 
950 S3_dwlPerUL percentage of dwells on UL AOI 
951 S3_dwlPerUR percentage of dwells on UR AOI 
952 S3_dwlPerLL percentage of dwells on LL AOI 
953 S3_dwlPerLR percentage of dwells on LR AOI 
954 S3_dwlAvgDurUL average duration of a dwell on UL AOI 
955 S3_dwlAvgDurUR average duration of a dwell on UR AOI 
956 S3_dwlAvgDurLL average duration of a dwell on LL AOI 






958 S4_fixTot total fixation count 
959 S4_fixSec fixations per second 
960 S4_fixTotTime total fixation time 
961 S4_fixTrnTot total transition count 
962 S4_fixTrnSec total transitions per second 
963 S4_fixAoisNoHits count of AOIs with no fixations 
964 S4_fixOff total fixations not on any AOI 
965 S4_fixSpk total fixations on the Speaker AOI 
966 S4_fixTit total fixations on the Title AOI 
967 S4_fixBod total fixations on the Body AOI 
968 S4_fixCap total fixations on the Caption AOI 
969 S4_fixFac total fixations on the  Fact List AOI 
970 S4_fixDurOff total fixation time not on any AOI 
971 S4_fixDurSpk total fixation time on the Speaker AOI 
972 S4_fixDurTit total fixation time on the Title AOI 
973 S4_fixDurBod total fixation time on the Body AOI 
974 S4_fixDurCap total fixation time on the Caption AOI 
975 S4_fixDurFac total fixation time on the Fact List AOI 
976 S4_fixPftOff PFT not on any AOI 
977 S4_fixPftSpk PFT on the Speaker AOI 
978 S4_fixPftTit PFT on the Title AOI 
979 S4_fixPftBod PFT on the Body AOI 
980 S4_fixPftCap PFT on the Caption AOI 
981 S4_fixPftFac PFT on the Fact List AOI 






983 S4_fixSecSpk fixations per second on Speaker AOI 
984 S4_fixSecTit fixations per second on Title AOI 
985 S4_fixSecBod fixations per second on Body AOI 
986 S4_fixSecCap fixations per second on Caption AOI 
987 S4_fixSecFac fixations per second on Fact List AOI 
988 S4_fixPerOff percentage of fixations not on any AOI 
989 S4_fixPerSpk percentage of fixations on Speaker AOI 
990 S4_fixPerTit percentage of fixations on Title AOI 
991 S4_fixPerBod percentage of fixations on Body AOI 
992 S4_fixPerCap percentage of fixations on Caption AOI 
993 S4_fixPerFac percentage of fixations on Fact List AOI 
994 S4_fixAvgDurOff average duration of a fixation not on any AOI 
995 S4_fixAvgDurSpk average duration of a fixation on Speaker AOI 
996 S4_fixAvgDurTit average duration of a fixation on Title AOI 
997 S4_fixAvgDurBod average duration of a fixation on Body AOI 
998 S4_fixAvgDurCap average duration of a fixation on Caption AOI 
999 S4_fixAvgDurFac average duration of a fixation on Fact List AOI 
1000  S4_fixAvgIDurOff average time before fixations not on any AOI 
1001  S4_fixAvgIDurSpk average time before fixations on Speaker AOI 
1002  S4_fixAvgIDurTit average time before fixations on Title AOI 
1003  S4_S1_fixAvgIDurBod average time before fixations on Body AOI 
1004  S4_fixAvgIDurCap average time before fixations on Caption AOI 
1005  S4_fixAvgIDurFac average time before fixations on Fact List AOI 
1006  S4_fixAvgIDegOff average degrees before fixations not on any AOI 






1008  S4_fixAvgIDegTit average degrees before fixations on Title AOI 
1009  S4_fixAvgIDegBod average degrees before fixations on Body AOI 
1010  S4_fixAvgIDegCap average degrees before fixations on Caption AOI 
1011  S4_fixAvgIDegFac average degrees before fixations on Fact List AOI 
1012  S4_pdAvgOff average pupil diameter during fixations not on 
any AOI 
1013  S4_pdAvgSpk average pupil diameter during fixations on 
Speaker AOI 
1014  S4_pdAvgTit average pupil diameter during fixations on Title 
AOI 
1015  S4_pdAvgBod average pupil diameter during fixations on Body 
AOI 
1016  S4_pdAvgCap average pupil diameter during fixations on 
Caption AOI 
1017  S4_pdAvgFac average pupil diameter during fixations on Fact 
List AOI 
1018  S4_tffOff time to first fixation not on any AOI 
1019  S4_tffSpk time to first fixation on Speaker AOI 
1020  S4_tffTit time to first fixation on  Title AOI 
1021  S4_tffBod time to first fixation on Body AOI 
1022  S4_tffCap time to first fixation on Caption AOI 
1023  S4_tffFac time to first fixation on Fact List AOI 
1024  S4_OS transitions between no AOI and Speaker AOI 
1025  S4_OT transitions between no AOI and Title AOI 
1026  S4_OB transitions between no AOI and Body AOI 
1027  S4_OC transitions between no AOI and Caption AOI 






1029  S4_SO transitions between Speaker AOI and no AOI 
1030  S4_ST transitions between Speaker AOI and Title AOI 
1031  S4_SB transitions between Speaker AOI and Body AOI 
1032  S4_SC transitions between Speaker AOI and Caption AOI 
1033  S4_SF transitions between Speaker AOI and Fact List AOI 
1034  S4_TO transitions between Title AOI and no AOI 
1035  S4_TS transitions between Title AOI and Title AOI 
1036  S4_TB transitions between Title AOI and Body AOI 
1037  S4_TC transitions between Title AOI and Caption AOI 
1038  S4_TF transitions between Title AOI and Fact List AOI 
1039  S4_BO transitions between Body AOI and no AOI 
1040  S4_BS transitions between Body AOI and Title AOI 
1041  S4_BT transitions between Body AOI and Body AOI 
1042  S4_BC transitions between Body AOI and Caption AOI 
1043  S4_BF transitions between Body AOI and Fact List AOI 
1044  S4_CO transitions between Caption AOI and no AOI 
1045  S4_CS transitions between Caption AOI and Title AOI 
1046  S4_CT transitions between Caption AOI and Body AOI 
1047  S4_CB transitions between Caption AOI and Caption AOI 
1048  S4_CF transitions between Caption AOI and Fact List AOI 
1049  S4_FO transitions between Fact List AOI and no AOI 
1050  S4_FS transitions between Fact List AOI and Title AOI 
1051  S4_FT transitions between Fact List AOI and Body AOI 
1052  S4_FB transitions between Fact List AOI and Caption AOI 







1054  S4_OSSec transitions per second between no AOI and 
Speaker AOI 
1055  S4_OTSec transitions per second between no AOI and Title 
AOI 
1056  S4_OBSec transitions per second between no AOI and Body 
AOI 
1057  S4_OCSec transitions per second between no AOI and 
Caption AOI 
1058  S4_OFSec transitions per second between no AOI and Fact 
List AOI 
1059  S4_SOSec transitions per second between Speaker AOI and 
no AOI 
1060  S4_STSec transitions per second between Speaker AOI and 
Title AOI 
1061  S4_SBSec transitions per second between Speaker AOI and 
Body AOI 
1062  S4_SCSec transitions per second between Speaker AOI and 
Caption AOI 
1063  S4_SFSec transitions per second between Speaker AOI and 
Fact List AOI 
1064  S4_TOSec transitions per second between Title AOI and no 
AOI 
1065  S4_TSSec transitions per second between Title AOI and Title 
AOI 
1066  S4_TBSec transitions per second between Title AOI and 
Body AOI 
1067  S4_TCSec transitions per second between Title AOI and 
Caption AOI 







1069  S4_BOSec transitions per second between Body AOI and no 
AOI 
1070  S4_BSSec transitions per second between Body AOI and 
Title AOI 
1071  S4_BTSec transitions per second between Body AOI and 
Body AOI 
1072  S4_BCSec transitions per second between Body AOI and 
Caption AOI 
1073  S4_BFSec transitions per second between Body AOI and 
Fact List AOI 
1074  S4_COSec transitions per second between Caption AOI and 
no AOI 
1075  S4_CSSec transitions per second between Caption AOI and 
Title AOI 
1076  S4_CTSec transitions per second between Caption AOI and 
Body AOI 
1077  S4_CBSec transitions per second between Caption AOI and 
Caption AOI 
1078  S4_CFSec transitions per second between Caption AOI and 
Fact List AOI 
1079  S4_FOSec transitions per second between Fact List AOI and 
no AOI 
1080  S4_FSSec transitions per second between Fact List AOI and 
Title AOI 
1081  S4_FTSec transitions per second between Fact List AOI and 
Body AOI 
1082  S4_FBSec transitions per second between Fact List AOI and 
Caption AOI 






Fact List AOI 
1084  S4_dwlTot total dwell count 
1085  S4_dwlSec dwells per second 
1086  S4_dwlAoisNoHits count of AOIs with no dwells 
1087  S4_dwlOff total dwells not on any AOI 
1088  S4_dwlSpk total dwells on the Speaker AOI 
1089  S4_dwlTit total dwells on the Title AOI 
1090  S4_dwlBod total dwells on the Body AOI 
1091  S4_dwlCap total dwells on the Caption AOI 
1092  S4_dwlFac total dwells on the  Fact List AOI 
1093  S4_dwlSecOff dwells per second not on any AOI 
1094  S4_dwlSecSpk dwells per second on Speaker AOI 
1095  S4_dwlSecTit dwells per second on Title AOI 
1096  S4_dwlSecBod dwells per second on Body AOI 
1097  S4_dwlSecCap dwells per second on Caption AOI 
1098  S4_dwlSecFac dwells per second on Fact List AOI 
1099  S4_dwlPerOff percentage of dwells not on any AOI 
1100  S4_dwlPerSpk percentage of dwells on Speaker AOI 
1101  S4_dwlPerTit percentage of dwells on Title AOI 
1102  S4_dwlPerBod percentage of dwells on Body AOI 
1103  S4_dwlPerCap percentage of dwells on Caption AOI 
1104  S4_dwlPerFac percentage of dwells on Fact List AOI 
1105  S4_dwlAvgDurOff average duration of a dwell not on any AOI 
1106  S4_dwlAvgDurSpk average duration of a dwell on Speaker AOI 






1108  S4_dwlAvgDurBod average duration of a dwell on Body AOI 
1109  S4_dwlAvgDurCap average duration of a dwell on Caption AOI 
1110  S4_dwlAvgDurFac average duration of a dwell on Fact List AOI 
1111  S4_CGTrnTot  Coarse-grained AOI transition total 
1112  S4_CGTrnSec  Coarse-grained AOI transitions per second 
1113  S4_CGAoisNoHits  count of coarse-grained AOIs with no fixations 
1114  S4_fixUL  total fixations upper left quadrant 
1115  S4_fixUR  total fixations upper right quadrant 
1116  S4_fixLL  total fixations lower left quadrant 
1117  S4_fixLR  total fixations lower right quadrant 
1118  S4_fixDurUL  total fixation time on upper left quadrant 
1119  S4_fixDurUR  total fixation time on upper right quadrant 
1120  S4_fixDurLL  total fixation time on lower left quadrant 
1121  S4_fixDurLR  total fixation time on lower right quadrant 
1122  S4_fixPftUL  PFT on upper left quadrant 
1123  S4_fixPftUR  PFT on upper right quadrant 
1124  S4_fixPftLL  PFT on lower left quadrant 
1125  S4_fixPftLR  PFT on lower right quadrant 
1126  S4_fixSecUL  fixations per second on upper left quadrant 
1127  S4_fixSecUR  fixations per second on upper right quadrant 
1128  S4_fixSecLL  fixations per second on lower left quadrant 
1129  S4_fixSecLR  fixations per second on lower right quadrant 
1130  S4_fixPerUL  percentage of fixations per second on upper left 
quadrant 







1132  S4_fixPerLL  percentage of fixations per second on lower left 
quadrant 
1133  S4_fixPerLR  percentage of fixations per second on lower right 
quadrant 
1134  S4_fixAvgDurUL  average duration of fixation on upper left 
quadrant 
1135  S4_fixAvgDurUR  average duration of fixation on  upper right 
quadrant 
1136  S4_fixAvgDurLL  average duration of fixation on lower left 
quadrant 
1137  S4_fixAvgDurLR  average duration of fixation on lower right 
quadrant 
1138  S4_fixAvgIDurUL  average time before fixations on upper left 
quadrant 
1139  S4_fixAvgIDurUR  average time before fixations on upper right 
quadrant 
1140  S4_fixAvgIDurLL  average time before fixations on lower left 
quadrant 
1141  S4_fixAvgIDurLR  average time before fixations on lower right 
quadrant 
1142  S4_fixAvgIDegUL  average degrees before fixations on upper left 
quadrant 
1143  S4_fixAvgIDegUR  average degrees before fixations on upper right 
quadrant 
1144  S4_fixAvgIDegLL  average degrees before fixations on lower left 
quadrant 
1145  S4_fixAvgIDegLR  average degrees before fixations on lower right 
quadrant 







1147  S4_pdAvgUR  average pupil diameter during fixations on upper 
right quadrant 
1148  S4_pdAvgLL  average pupil diameter during fixations on lower 
left quadrant 
1149  S4_pdAvgLR  average pupil diameter during fixations on lower 
right quadrant 
1150  S4_tffUL  time to first fixation on upper left quadrant 
1151  S4_tffUR  time to first fixation on upper right quadrant 
1152  S4_tffLL  time to first fixation on lower left quadrant 
1153  S4_tffLR  time to first fixation on lower right quadrant 
1154  S4_ULUR  transitions between upper left and upper right  
1155  S4_ULLL  transitions between upper left and lower left 
1156  S4_ULLR  transitions between upper left and lower right 
1157  S4_URUL  transitions between upper right and upper left 
1158  S4_URLL  transitions between upper right and lower left 
1159  S4_URLR  transitions between upper right and lower right 
1160  S4_LLUL  transitions between lower left and upper left 
1161  S4_LLUR  transitions between lower left and upper right 
1162  S4_LLLR  transitions between lower left and lower right 
1163  S4_LRUL  transitions between lower right and upper left 
1164  S4_LRUR  transitions between lower right and upper right 
1165  S4_LRLL  transitions between lower right and lower left 
1166  S4_ULURSec  transitions per second between upper left and 
upper right  







1168  S4_ULLRSec  transitions per second between upper left and 
lower right 
1169  S4_URULSec  transitions per second between upper right and 
upper left 
1170  S4_URLLSec  transitions per second between upper right and 
lower left 
1171  S4_URLRSec  transitions per second between upper right and 
lower right 
1172  S4_LLULSec  transitions per second between lower left and 
upper left 
1173  S4_LLURSec  transitions per second between lower left and 
upper right 
1174  S4_LLLRSec  transitions per second between lower left and 
lower right 
1175  S4_LRULSec  transitions per second between lower right and 
upper left 
1176  S4_LRURSec  transitions per second between lower right and 
upper right 
1177  S4_LRLLSec  transitions per second between lower right and 
lower left 
1178  S4_CGdwlTot total dwell count 
1179  S4_CGdwlSec dwells per second 
1180  S4_CGdwlAoisNoHits count of AOIs with no dwells 
1181  S4_dwlUL total dwells on UL AOI 
1182  S4_dwlUR total dwells on UR AOI 
1183  S4_dwlLL total dwells on LL AOI 






1185  S4_dwlSecUL dwells per second on UL AOI 
1186  S4_dwlSecUR dwells per second on UR AOI 
1187  S4_dwlSecLL dwells per second on LL AOI 
1188  S4_dwlSecLR dwells per second on LR AOI 
1189  S4_dwlPerUL percentage of dwells on UL AOI 
1190  S4_dwlPerUR percentage of dwells on UR AOI 
1191  S4_dwlPerLL percentage of dwells on LL AOI 
1192  S4_dwlPerLR percentage of dwells on LR AOI 
1193  S4_dwlAvgDurUL average duration of a dwell on UL AOI 
1194  S4_dwlAvgDurUR average duration of a dwell on UR AOI 
1195  S4_dwlAvgDurLL average duration of a dwell on LL AOI 
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